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REFUGEES IN EASTERN ZAIRE AND RWANDA
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1996
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS AND

HUMAN RIGHTS,
COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m. in room
2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Christopher Smith
(chairman of the Subcommittee) presiding.
Mr. SMITH. The Subcommittee will come to order. Good morning.

Today's hearing will explore the causes and possible solutions of
one of the greatest humanitarian crises in the history of the world.
In 1994, the world watched helplessly while an estimated halfmillion men, women, and children, mostly ethnic Tutsis, were
slaughtered by Hutu extremists who then controlled the Rwandan
military. Later in 1994, after the Tutsi rebel army had defeated
and replaced the forces of the former government, an estimated 2
million Hutus fled to Zaire and other neighboring countries within
a period of only a few days. Many thousands of these people died
of starvation or disease.

An estimated 1.2 million were provided temporary shelter and

basic necessities in refugee camps established by the U.N. High
Commissioner for Refugees. Unfortunately, these camps provided

safe haven not only for genuine refugees but also for former soldiers of the Rwandan Army and associated Hutu militias who had
committed atrocities against their Tutsi countrymen. These elements soon established a shadow government within the refugee
camps, controlling the distribution of food to refugees and using the
camps as bases for armed incursions into Rwanda.
The UNHCR, the Governments of Rwanda and Zaire, and donor

nations, including the United States, became increasingly exa3perated with this situation but were unable or perhaps unwilling
to separate the terrorists from the refugees. This apparent stalemate lasted for over 2 years.
The preferred solution of almost everyone involved in the operation was for the refugees to return voluntarily to Rwanda, but the
overwhelming majority refused to return. There were many reasons
for this refusal. The Hutu extremists, the so-called ex-FAR, or
Interhamwe, feared punishment for the atrocities they committed
before they left Rwanda.
Among the vast majority of camp inhabitants who were innocent
victims and not perpetrators of violence, many appeared to have
been held as virtual hostages by the ex-FAR and Interhamwe. Oth-

ers, however, appeared to have been afraid that violent retribution
would be taken not only against returnees who had committed
atrocities but also against Hutus innocent of any crime who might
be regarded as guilty by ethnic association.
These fears were not irrational. Between 1994 and 1996, there
have been numerous reports of atrocities against Hutus in Rwanda,
including reports that returning refugees and displaced persons
have been summarily executed by government forces. As recently
as July of this year, Human Rights Watch condemned the killing
of at least 132 unarmed civilians by soldiers of the Rwandan Patriotic Army.
During September and October of this year, the refugee camps
in Zaire were attacked and overrun by rebel militia representing
the local ethnic Tutsi group, Banyamulenge apparently with the
active support of the wandan Army. A million refugees became
refugees twice over. Once again they faced starvation, disease, and
armed attackers.
The United Nations Security Council debated whether and how
to deploy a multinational military force. Early in the deliberations,
it became apparent the primary emphasis in any such operation
would not be to provide immediate relief to the affected refugees
in Zaire but, rather, to facilitate their repatriation to Rwanda.
Then, after agreement in principle had been reached on the multinational force, but before it could be deployed, an estimated halfmillion refugees suddenly turned around and walked back from
Zaire to Rwanda.
The immediate reaction to this stunning development seemed to
be that the problem had taken care of itself. The United States
Ambassador to Rwanda stated publicly that the remaining Rwandan refugees in need of repatriation appear-and I quote--"appear
to be in the tens to twenties of thousands rather than in vast numbers."
Even after it became clear that the Rwanda Hutus had not yet
returned to Rwanda, numbering in the hundreds of thousands,
media accounts seemed to reflect the perceived vision that these
eople must consist overwhelmingly of ex-FAR criminals and their
ostages.
More recent reports, however, make clear that the crisis is far
from over. Refugees coming out of the jungle are suffering from serious malnutrition. More ominously, some recent groups of refugees
include many women and children, but there seem to be very few
men, and once again there are reports of massacres of unarmed refugees.
Some of these massacres may have been perpetrated by ex-FAR
soldiers to deter their fellow Hutus from returning to Rwanda, but
others appear to have been committed by Tutsi rebel forces, the
close political and military allies of the Government of Rwanda into
whose hands the international community is encouraging these refugees to return.
In responding to what we all hope will be the final stages of this
ongoing human tragedy I hope our policymakers will keep four
sets of questions in mind, and I will ask our witnesses today to address each of these questions.

First, what is happening to the refugees in Eastern Zaife, and
what can we do about it? Are people starving to death? If so, how
quickly can we negotiate with the Tutsi rebels for access to these
people by humanitarian organizations? We can presumably use the
good offices of the Rwandan Government, with whom the U.S. Government seems to have developed an extremely close relationship.
If, however, we cannot get immediate access, and if people will
die during the time it takes to negotiate, then how soon can we
begn emergency airdrops of food?
Most important )f all, is there any truth to the reports that refugees are being systematically killed by the allies of our allies? If
so, what can we do and what have we done to put an immediate
end to the killings?
Hopefully this hearing will send a message to all involved, and
hopefully thJ Administration and everyone who speaks can send
that collective message that the U.S. Government will not support
anyone, any people, who commit atrocities or commit massacres.
Second, what is happening to the refugees who have returned to
Rwanda? The President of Rwanda went to the border to welcome
some of the first returning refugees. Has this reassuring gesture
been borne out by their experience when they return to their
homes? What can we do to ensure that the refugees whose return
we are facilitating will be allowed to live in peace and that those
who are accused of crimes will be tried according to the rule of law?
Third, in light of the answers to these questions, is there still a
useful role to be played by a multinational force? Even if such a
force is not needed to facilitate repatriation, is it necessary to provide logistical support for humanitarian efforts to provide emergency relief to refugees dispersed in remote mountainous areas? If
so, can we prevail on the Zairean rebels who control these areas
not to conduct hostile operations against forces engaged in this humanitarian work?
Finally, amid all the concerns with the logistics of repatriation,
what consideration is being given the people who are unwilling to
return to Rwanda, not because they committed atrocities, not because they are hostages of the ex-FAR or the Interhamwe, but because they reasonably fear, based on recent experience, that they
could be persecuted because of their ethnicity or their former political associations?
Unless we deny that there are any true refugees in this population, we must choose between three options: First, genuine refugees who do not wish to return to Rwanda can be resettled in safe
countries; second, they can be given safe haven in reconstituted refugee camps until it is clear that they can return to Rwanda, whose
gh vernment has established a track record of nonpersecution; or,
ird, they can simply be given no other option but to return to
Rwanda, and when they offer no physical resistance, their return
can be characterized as "voluntary."
This last option is the one that will be chosen by default if no
other arrangements are made. In many refugee crises, the international community devotes so much of its energy to promoting the
return of people who are deemed not to be refugees that it sometimes loses sight of those who are most in need of protection. Even
if the nuts and bolts of major refugee operations consist largely of

repatriation, I believe we must never forget that at the heart and
soul of refugee policy is protection.
Mr. SMITH. I would again like to ask Mr. Hamilton or Mr. Payne

if either of them would like to make an opening statement.
Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Chairman, I just want to commend you for
calling the hearing and for your excellent opening statement. We
look forward to the testimony of our witnesses.
I believe Mr. Payne does have an opening statement, and I yield
to him.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much.
Let me also commend you, Mr. Chairman, for calling this very
important hearing on the crisis in the Great Lakes region. I am
pleased that even though we are officially not in session, that this
crisis is very important and that you saw fit to call this important
hearing, and once again I commend you for that and thank the
Ranking Member for yielding his time.
Although I am encouraged by the flow of refugees, the grimmer
reality is that 43,000 children are separated from their families in
what AID workers claim is the largest number of unaccompanied
young refugees since World War II.
According to the Kigali-based International Committee of the
Red Cross, tens of thousands of other children who did not make
it home may be wandering in the wilderness without their parents
in Eastern Zaire and at the mercy of soldiers and, of course, being
exposed to hunger.
As chairman of the Congressional Black Caucus and as a Member of the Subcommittee on Africa, let me just say that I supported
the Administration's decision to send troops to Goma and Bukavu
in the eastern province of Zaire, as was the plan in the early part
of November.
Members of the Congressional Black Caucus sent a letter to the
President last week stating that we still believe that some type of
international military presence is needed to help the thousands of
refugees still in south Kivu and the 600,000 refugees in Kigali,
Rwanda. We have not received a response as of yet. Although many
have gone home, hundreds of thousands are still mostly in Bukavu
and Uvira in Zaire, Tanzania, and Uganda. So the situation we
have today is the direct result of failing to address the situation
adequately 2 years ago.
Besides the multilateral forces, we could have provided logistical
support. For example, we promised 50 armored personnel carriers
several years ago, but to date we have still only sent 30 to Uganda.
This certainly prohibits a meaningful operation.
In the early part of November, I understand that the U.N. Special Envoy for the Central African Region from Canada was the
first to commit to sending troops, followed by the French. Much to
our dismay, our U.N. representative, Madeleine Albright, has done
the opposite, participating in one stalling maneuver after the other.
The Canadians have stated that they are still willing to send
troops to Zaire; however, they cannot do it alone. The United
States, if we are going to be active participants in post-cold war humanitarian efforts, we cannot afford to stand by and let thousands
of people die while we make-up our minds.
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I hope we will not pursue a policy concerned only with
globalization of trade and turn our backs on humanitarian issues.
We see this tremendous emphasis on the whole business of having
trade barriers dropped and recent trips by our Administration to
Asia, but if we are going to turn our backs on real humanitarian
issues, then I think this is a flawed policy.
This crisis has erupted also as a result of the failure of enactment of an arms embargo. These arms continue to traffic to the
former Rwandan Government forces based in neighboring countries, particularly Zaire, Tanzania, and Kenya, in violation of the
international arms embargo.
Finally, we still have to deal with the 85,000 Hutu perpetrators
of genocide and the land disputes due to refugees returning home.
There are still very serious problems inside Rwanda. This may
have averted a human disaster in Zaire. However, we should continue working to reduce tensions in order to avoid conflict in Rwanda and continued and increased conflicts in Rwanda and Burundi.
We want to prevent escalation of fighting along the Ugandan and
Zaire border, possibly with a spillover into Tanzania, Kenya, and
maybe even into Zambia and Sudan.
Once again, Mr. Chairman, thank you for calling this important
hearing, and I look forward to hearing our witnesses.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Payne.
Mr. SMrrH. I want to welcome our Administration witnesses and

express my gratitude for their coming this morning. First, I want
to introduce Phyllis Oakley, Assistant Secretary of State with the
Bureau of Population, Refugees, and Migration. In her career as a
foreign service officer, Ms. Oakley has had a wide range of assignments, including Deputy Spokesman of the State Department and
Desk Officer for Afghanistan. From 1979 to 1982, she was stationed in Kinshasa, Zaire, where she served as assistant cultural
affairs officer.
Before yielding to Secretary Oakley, I want to introduce the rest
of the panel and then ask you to proceed.
Ambassador Richard Bogosian has served as the State Department's special coordinator for Rwanda and Burundi since June
1995. Before assuming his current position, Ambassador Bogosian
was the special envoy to Somalia and Chief of Mission at the U.S.
Liaison Office in Mogadishu. Previously, he served as U.S. Ambassador to Niger and Chad.
Michael Mahdesian, Deputy Assistant Administrator for the Bureau of Humanitarian Response of the U.S. Agency for International Development. In that capacity, he oversees the Office of
Foreign Disaster Assistance and has traveled to Haiti, Angola, and
South Africa.
Finally, Vincent Kern is the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for African Affairs, a position he has held since June of last
year. Mr. Kern received his master's degree in public administration, with concentration in national security affairs, from Harvard.
And we welcome him as well.
Secretary Oakley, please proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF PHYLLIS E. OAKLEY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF STATE, BUREAU OF POPULATION, REFUGEES, AND MIGRATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Ms. OAKi.Y. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman.
Few of the problems the United States faces are as challenging
as the political and humanitarian situation in the Great Lakes region of Africa, and so all of us welcome the opportunity to review
with you the current information on the status of the several refugee populations and the international response.
I have tried to shorten my statement a bit this morning because
there are so many aspects that I know that we want to cover, but,
asyou know, I would be glad to answer any of your questions.
Rwanda and Burundi, in particular, have been plagued in recent
decades with periodic rounds of ethnic massacres and consequent
refugee flows. Each has been burdened with refugees from the
other, as have nearly all of their neighbors. All here present know
well the tragedy of genocide that took place in Rwanda leading to
refugee outflows in 1994 that shattered all previous records for
magnitude and rapidity.
In mid-October of this year, we entered yet another phase in
what seems to some an unending cycle of conflict in the Great
Lakes region. Goaded by government announcements that they
would be stripped of their Zairean citizenship, Zairean Tutsis
mounted an armed insurgency in Eastern Zaire. Joining forces with
other Zairean opposition elements and backed by the present
Rwandan Government, they have taken control of a swath of
Zairean territory along the Rwandan and Burundi borders. They
attacked and dispersed all of the 40-some refugee camps in Eastern
Zaire that housed some 1.2 million refugees from Rwanda and Burundi.
In the ensuing chaos, many of the Rwandan refugees were able
to break free of the former Rwandan Government, former Rwandan
Army forces that had been intimidating them into remaining as
refugees in Zaire. To date, some 600,000 have returned to Rwanda,
most in massive movements between November 15 and 20. Almost
all of these have now returned to their home areas or communes,
where they are being registered and receiving a settling-in package
of assistance that includes 2 months' worth of food. Remarkably,
given the still very fresh pains of the genocide, human rights monitors have seen almost no cases of retribution.
As squatters whose old homes have been destroyed in the earlier
war and genocide or who had recently returned from long-term
exile are required to vacate the homes of the newly returning refugees, there are bound to be some tensions. To help calm the situation, the Government of Rwanda has temporarily suspended new
arrests for genocide except in cases of egregious perpetrators.
We are, of course, delighted that so many of the Rwandan refugees in Zaire have returned home, while mourning what we assume to be the thousands of deaths that have resulted from the attacks in the camps. As you know, the situation of Rwandan refugees in Zaire had presented the entire international community
with an acute moral dilemma: How to separate effectively and humanely the legitimate refugees from armed elements of the former

regime and from those who would not be entitled to refugee status
given their role in the 1994 genocide.
In all of our attempts to accelerate voluntary repatriation of refugees to Rwanda, we focused on three areas: Creating a safe context
inside Rwanda for repatriation, ensuring that international assistance programs were conducive to achieving repatriation, and stopping the intimidation of refugees by convincing the intimidators to
accept return. Our relative success in the first two areas was overshadowed by our collective failure in the third. The attacks by the
Zairean rebels broke the intimidators' hold for a large share of the
refugees.
There remain, we believe, between 200,000 and 400,000 refugees
who have been registered in the Zairean camps. You are no doubt
aware of the rather shrill debate that is taking place about numbers. Good numbers simply are hard to come by. We do not know
how many dispersed refugees and displaced Zaireans there are or
in what condition they may be. Aerial surveillance, which has had
a lot of difficulty with cloud cover, we now recognize that it has indicated that there are concentrations of people in Eastern Zaire
adding up to over 200,000.
It is obviously critical that the international community have
ground access in order to assess numbers and needs. It is equally
obvious that under current conditions there is active fighting still
taking place in Eastern Zaire. We are very encouraged, nevertheless, by recent international access that located some 40,000 people
between the Goma and Bukavu sectors and has arranged to get
them repatriated to Rwanda.
Another hotly debated topic is whether a multinational military
force is necessary to carry out humanitarian operations, as was authorized by theU.N. Security Council in November. Both the mission and the implications of introducing another force into the already very militarized and volatile Eastern Zaire area must be
handled astutely. Military planners are working with the humanitarian community to explore the prospects for airdrops to those
stranded refugees and displaced persons who may be in need of
emergency rations.
Everyone is well aware of the potential difficulties in getting supplies safely to the intended beneficiaries. UNHCR has stressed that
airdrops should be considered as a last resort only.
Some 62,000 of the 143,000 Burundi refugees in Zaire have returned to Burundi since mid-October, in many instances to a very
uncertain welcome, as Burundi itself continues to be convulsed by
ethnic violence. We are particularly troubled by the reported massacre of up to 400 returnees who had sought shelter in a church.
The special representative of the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees to the Great Lakes region is urgently looking into the issue
of safe return areas for Burundi refugees who at present cannot remain in Zaire.
I would also like to call your attention to the situation in Tanzania, where there are currently over 700,000 refugees from Rwanda,
Burundi, and Zaire. The number of new refugees from the fighting
in Burundi continue to grow, potentially straining the response capacity of relief agencies in Tanzania. UNHCR has already increased its emergency planning figure from 100,000 to 200,000. At

the same time, it should be possible for the over 500,000 Rwandan
refugees to contemplate orderly voluntary return to Rwanda.
The Government of Rwanda is anxious to bring all of the refugees home in the coming weeks. Doubling the massive returns to
Rwanda would, of course, create additional strains on absorptive
capacity, but there certainly is little reason for people to languish
as refugees any longer than need be.
We have at least five humanitarian objectives for the coming
weeks and months. We want to assist the Rwandans in meeting
the challenge of welcoming and reintegrating the 600,000 who have
returned in recent weeks; we want to locate and assist those refugees stranded in Zaire; we want to assure that displaced Zaireans
receive the aid they need; we want to work for a rapid but orderly
voluntary return from Tanzania to Rwanda; and we want to assure
that Burundi who need it can find safe asylum.
In recent days, the U.S. Government has programmed an additional $145 million in humanitarian and development assistance.
This brings our total humanitarian contributions since 1994 to
about $1 billion. We are directing the greatest share of the new
funding to the challenges of rapid reintegration and recovery and
reconciliation inside Rwanda. There will be a particular focus on
the needs of women, both because there are so many female-headed
households in the aftermath of Rwanda's upheaval, but also because we believe this is a fruitful path toward the kind of genuine
reconciliation that Rwanda will need.
Now, I would like to turn to my colleague, Ambassador Dick
Bogosian, to review for you the incredible complexity of the geopolitical situation in the Great Lakes region that has been mirrored
in all of the refugee flows about which we have been speaking.
Thank you.
STATEMENT OF RICHARD W. BOGOSIAN, SPECIAL COORDINATOR FOR RWANDA AND BURUNDI, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
STATE
Mr. BOGOSLAN. Good morning.
The Great Lakes situation presents the international community
with one of the most difficult and complex sets of issues in the
world. In a region encompassing over a million square miles, which
is the home of around 100 million people and includes unique ecological, economic, and geographical areas, there is a range of political, social, and security problems that run the risk of getting beyond the control of the citizens of the region and of the larger international community.
The focus of today's discussion is the refugee and larger humanitarian crises. I would like to place these developments in a larger
geopolitical and diplomatic context. M prepared testimony discusses this context in more detail than I am able to do here. However, the key points to note include the following, which I draw
from my written testimony.
First of all, I think the key point to note is that in this context
in which I am speaking-that is, the broad geopolitical issue-the
center of gravity of concern has shifted from the refugee problem
of Rwanda to the overall situation in Zaire. Whereas up to a couple
of months ago many of us felt that the key issue that underlay the

instability of the region was the refugee presence, particularly in
Eastern Zaire, I think the developments over the last few weeks,
both in terms of reducing, if not eliminating, the refugee problem,
but exacerbating the overall political situation in Zaire, now makes
Zaire the top issue, to put it that way, in the region. But it is one
of several.
First of all, as far as the Rwanda political situation goes, and accepting at the outset that a serious refugee problem continues
along the lines that Secretary Oakley has just stated, as a general
proposition, the grip of the former Rwandan Army, the ex-FAR and
the Interhamwe, has been broken. It is not clear how powerful they
are, whether they might resume their activities, but, as a practical
matter, the kind of hold-you used the word "hostage"-that they
held before has been broken.
In addition, the network of refugee camps that provided the locus
of their support has been broken, and the flow of assistance which
they used to provide material support has been broken as a practical matter.
In the context of internal Rwandan politics and policies, the next
big event, we expect a large-scale return of Tanzanian refugees.
This will strain the situation. The other speakers today further will
describe what is going to be done in the assistance area. But that
will bring to the forefront a broad range of issues in Rwanda, some
of which you anticipated; which is to say the ability to develop a
system of justice that is fair in both directions that does not add
up to a human rights problem as exemplified with the overcrowded
jails but also brings to justice those people who perpetrated genocide a couple of years ago.
That is going to be a very tall order on the Rwandan side, and
I will say a word or two more about that in a moment.
On the issue of military in the region, I just want to note that
the Government of Rwanda remains aware of foreign intervention,
and, as a result, they have been reluctant to support a multinational force, although they have not been completely negative. It
remains to be seen what is going to be needed and to what they
will agree.
In
the meantime, they have agreed to provide certain U.S. military personnel the same privileges and immunities as experts
under our technical cooperation agreement. We hope to get moVe
from them in the context of what we would want under our statusof-forces agreement. We have some of what we need; we will be trying to get more.
In short, they are relatively forthcoming with us bilaterally. They
are more reluctant in any multinational context. And I do want to
note that we have had a small number of military in the region.
I assume Vince Kern will address that.
Our principal objectives in Rwanda remain to assist the government making peace with its neighbors, absorbing the refugees, and
reconstructing the civil society. In that context, the issues of
human rights and justice loom large. As you know, there is the
whole question of the international tribunal and there is the question of the national justice system in Rwanda.

To the extent that national reconciliation is the key to peace in
Rwanda, clearly justice is the key to reconciliation in Rwanda.
Those will be important elements of what we do.
In addition to various programs that I think Mr. Mahdesian will
be mentioning, I just want to note that we support a large increase
in the number of human rights monitors in Rwanda. This effort is
getting under way. I would just note that Assistant Secretary
Shattuck expects to be in Europe in the next few days. I am pretty
sure he will be talking about this with the head of the U.N. High
Commission for Human Rights.
I had thought that our request for additional support was with
you. I understand it is not here yet, but I am pretty sure if it is
not here yet, it will be coming very soon, and we hope that you will
support our efforts to expand our own support for human rights
monitors in Rwanda.
We think it is very important to have a relatively large-scale
presence of human rights monitors who can monitor these developments that have to do with many of the points you have raised
about the need to make sure that people are treated appropriately,
that the justice system works, and all the rest. And what is more,
the Rwandan Government is in full agreement with this. So in that
sense, we have the basic political understandings, and what we
need now is both the people and the financial support for that.
In the context of this broad set of issues, in Eastern Zaire what
we appear to have at the moment is a rebel group that includes
both the Banyamulenge, which is to say the Tutsis from southern
Kivu, or Zairean Tutsis, but also people in Shaba, from Kasinde,
and other parts of Zaire. They claim that they want to replace
Mobutu, whom they describe as corrupt. They claim they want to
maintain the territorial integrity of Zaire, that they want to do this
all by peaceful means and all the rest. It remains to be seen just
how successful they will be.
As you know, a couple of weeks ago many of us had never even
heard of these people, let alone taken them seriously, and yet they
seem to win one military victory after another. They have recently
taken the town of Bunia, which is north of north Kivu. There are
reports they are in Kisangani. We do not think that is true, but
they do seem to be heading in that direction. They have taken
Walikale, which is beginning to move fairly far west from the
Kivus. In short, they are moving north, west and south, and they
are a force to be contended with whether we like it or not.
On the question of access, at our urging, they have improved access for the relief community. I do not think it is fully satisfactory
yet, but I understand, for example, that in the last 24 hours some
relief people have been able to go south of Uvira, or south toward
Uvira, and that is the first time that has happened. So in a way
there is progress. Unfortunately, to get that, you have to talk to
them, and that raises issues that are very troubling in Kinshasa.
We can talk more about that later, if you want.
Like the Rwandans, the alliance is somewhat skeptical of the
multinational force. Informally they have indicated that they are
prepared to let the U.S. military in. We have not at this point
moved on that. Our military have not entered Eastern Zaire.

In terms of some other aspects that you have raised, we are concerned about reports of Ugandan attacks across the border in Zaire,
even if it is in response to rebel Ugandans attacking Uganda. That
just gives you an idea of how complicated this is.
Similarly, we are concerned about reports of the kinds of human
rights violations by the rebels that you have mentioned. We have
raised this with both the Governments of Uganda and Rwanda. In
fact, we have further instructions going out today to urge restraint
on their part, because this leads to the next issue.
Quite apart from what they are doing in Eastern Zaire and all
the refugee-related issues that led to that, there is the broader
issue of the stability of Zaire. Zaire is in a very difficult period. As
most of you know, Mobutu is ill. He is out of the country. It is not
clear how sick he is, whether he is going to die, whether he is going
to return. But Mobutu is an issue. He is not only a person who still
has influence in Zaire, but, if you will, the succession is now an
issue, and it is not at all clear who will replace him or how that
will be done.
There is a lot of political posturing and maneuvering going on.
In the meantime, the Zairean Army, which we refer to as the FAZ,
from its French acronym, is thoroughly discredited in Eastern
Zaire. Not only have they essentially not really fought and lost, but
they have fled. And even when FAZ soldiers are present, as in
Kisangani, they are very disruptive.
Zaire, de facto, without an army, could become stable. We think
the generals could still play a political role. But as long as the situation in the east remains as it is, and the army remains as it does,
we do not see the army in the short run dislodging the rebels. We
do not see the political situation as being much better in the short
run because of all the inherent problems.
Our policy in Zaire is to promote a cessation of hostilities to assist the repatriation of all Rwandan refugees. And I would just note
that the one thing the Rwandans and the Zaireans agreed on was
that the refugees should leave. We recognize Zaire's sovereignty
and territorial integrity. We think it is important to keep the democratic transition on track.
I will just note in passing that some of our European colleagues
who have been working on this issue have told us they think it is
more important than ever to move toward elections in aire. We do
believe that at one point the Banyamulenge need to have their
Zairean citizenship restored, and that is difficult right now in the
political context. But in a nutshell, that is our policy toward Zaire,
and, indeed , that is what we will be working toward.
In the meantime, the Burundian situation remains. The Burundian ambassador came to me the other day and said, "We are worried you have forgotten us." We have not forgotten them, but obviously Eastern Zaire has attracted more attention. But all the fundamental problems in Burundi continue. They have an insurgency
that has lost its base in Zaire, but it is either in the country or in
Tanzania. They continue to fight. The army of Burundi, as Phyllis
has indicated, gets- out of control and conducts terrible human
rights disasters from time to time. We have expressed our concern,
and we continue to do so.

Our goals in Burundi remain the same: a negotiated cease-fire
followed by talks aimed at the restoration of constitutional government. Unfortunately, the climate for national reconciliation is not
particularly good right now, but we continue our efforts.
My colleague, Howard Wolpe, has been working assiduously in
that direction, and he continues to go to the region in an effort to
see what he can do to help.
On a multinational force, I will just state that we remain openminded to a multinational force operation with a clearly defined
mission. On the other hand, we do not want to commit to an operation without knowing, for example, the whereabouts of the target
population, just for the sake of doing something.
You mentioned airdrops. This issue is before us. Our military is
looking at what is needed, but I assume you are aware of the criticism of airdrops. And, indeed, one of the concerns is that the exFAR or some other, "strong group" will get the food meant for the
weak civilians. It turns out to be a very controversial issue; yet we
recognize that in the absence of anything else, that may be about
the only thing we can do.
we recognize,
attention.
Zaire's
urgingusrequire
to do more.
But IThe
thinkEuropeans
we need
have
beenproblems,
very strongly
to understand the limits of U.7. Security Council Resolution 1080.
They deal with the repatriation of refugees.
Zaire is an urgent issue, but it is not necessarily covered by
1080. So there are times you will hear people urging us to do
things under the rubric of 1080, and I think we needto be careful
about what is and is not appropriately done under that.
There are a number of diplomatic initiatives under way. Ambassador Chretien is expected to return in the next day or so from his
efforts in this region. He will be reporting to the Secretary General.
We do not know what he will say in his report, although he has
kept in close touch with us. While I was in the region a couple of
weeks ago, I talked to him often, and I know he has been briefing
our ambassadors in the field, but we still do not know exactly what
he will recommend in his own report.
The Africans are meeting in Brazzaville today. Unfortunately
the Rwandans and Ugandans chose not to go to that meeting. I
think they probably believe that the Nairobi forum which President
Moi has convoked is the more appropriate forum to discuss their
concerns. There is a Franco-African summit in Ouagadougou this
week. So there will be a number of meetings that will bring the Africans together.
Another idea that is out there is the notion of an international
conference on the Great Lakes. We endorse that idea, but we believe it needs to be a very carefully prepared conference. A conference would help crystallize a number of the efforts that are
under way and could put in place legitimate internationally recognized activities that may include some form of peacekeeping or
peace monitoring. They could include conflict resolution mechanisms and perhaps various forms of coordinated international assistance.
So we think that in the long run a conference of that nature is
worthwhile, but it is not clear when the right time would be to do
that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am prepared to answer any questions you may wish to ask.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bogosian appears in the appendix.]
STATEMENT OF MICHAEL MAHDESIAN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR FOR HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE, US.
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Mr. MAHDESIAN. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have this chance
to discuss the emergency situation in the Great Lakes region of Africa.
I would like to focus my comments on the humanitarian assistance efforts, particularly our efforts to deal with the returning refugees to Rwanda, and I would also like to touch on the prospects for
moving beyond the crisis in the region toward more meaningful
long -term development prospects.
The massive and sudden migration of refugees and displaced persons has created a crisis of huge proportions, but amid this crisis
we also see the first hopes for resolving the 2-year-long refugee
emergency in Eastern Zaire on a more permanent basis.
If I can just reinforce what Assistant Secretary Oakley and Ambassador Bogosian said about Eastern Zaire, there is a great deal
of uncertainty about the situation there. It is more important than
ever that the humanitarian agencies gain access to these areas to
determine the number, the composition, and condition of the refugees in the region, and, most importantly, these agencies will also
need to provide humanitarian assistance to these populations. As
Ambassador Bogosian said, in the past week there has been some
increased access to these populations, and we hope this access will
continue to improve.
Turning to Rwanda, there has been a wide agreement among the
donor community as well as the Rwandan Government that the integration of refugees and the provision of humanitarian assistance
should be part of a larger framework of reconstructing Rwanda.
Any emergency programs should be considered in the context of
Rwanda's longer-term needs.
Much action has already been taken to address this crisis. Food
and other humanitarian supplies were prepositioned in the region,
and as the refugees began to return, relief agencies quickly established way stations to provide food, water, health care, temporary
shelter, and sanitation services. Special care was also taken for unaccompanied minors. The Government of Rwanda has cooperated
in all these efforts.
Now the returnees have reached their home communes, and further assistance is being focused there. The World Food Program
and the nongovernmental organizations have developed a geographic division of labor for food distributions, and these distributions are now under way. Relief organizations are also working
with the government to help meet urgent shelter needs and upgrade the health and water systems.
All parties agree that the relief and rehabilitation assistance
should be provided in an equitable manner to both the genocide
survivors inside Rwanda as well as to the returnees who are com-

ing back as a means to avoid exacerbating tensions between these
two groups.
The U.S. response to the current crisis began on October 26,
when USAID employed its DART team-Disaster Assistance Response Team-to Rwanda to assess the needs and provide funding
to support the repatriation of refugees. The DART has also participated with the U.S. European Command in Stuttgart, Germany, to
plan humanitarian assistance and has assigned a humanitarian adviser to the top-rankin U.S. military officers in Rwanda. We have
also deployed five epidemiologists with the Centers for Disease
Control to the various U.N. agencies working on the ground there.
Prior to the Geneva meeting on the crisis , the United States announced we were adding $145 million to Our contribution to the
Great Lakes region, primarily for Rwanda, and the breakdown of
this funding is included in my written testimony, but I would like
to focus particular attention on some of our transition and development programs.
The greatest challenge facing Rwanda will be whether the two
groups, the Tutsis and the Hutus, can live together with mutual respect for human rights. At the Geneva meeting, the USAID Administrator, Brian Acwood, highlighted the justice system as the sector
in particular need of help. The USAID Office of Transition Initiatives has been focusing on human rights monitors and justice issues, including the crowded prisons, and we will expand our efforts
in these areas. It is expected that the prison population, already
overcrowded, will be increased as some of the returnees are investigated for war crimes.
The USAID development program is also oriented toward the administration of justice and the rule of law. In addition to support
for the International War Crimes Tribunal, development assistance
supports training at the National Law School and the establishment of a national identity card system which, for the first time,
will not identify individuals by ethnic origin.
The U.N. High Commission for Human Rights, with funding
from USAID and the State Department, plans to increase the number of human rights monitors from the current 110, in phases, up
to a total of 300, over the next year inside Rwanda. And I am particularly proud of our efforts in the last 2 years to help turn this
program around and make it one of the more successful efforts in
Rwanda's transition.
In striving to foster a climate of respect for the rule of law and
human rights, the director of the human rights field operation in
Rwanda announced in Geneva he would undertake the following
activities: Develop and strengthen the capacity of the judiciary, empower people through the dissemination of information, coordinate
closely with the international committee of the Red Cross on detention issues, and break the cycle of impunity through prosecution of
those who committed genocide. Shelter andproperty rights will become a key issue as well.
The Rwandan Government has given squatters 2 weeks to vacate
dwellings belonging to returnees. We can expect significant property disputes as returnees find their homes have been occupied
during their absence. The Rwandan Government must have a
means of adjudicating these disputes.

Rwanda's Ministry of Rehabilitation and Social Integration will
focus on resolving the housing issue. Meanwhile, the government
has'set up temporary transit centers to house returnees displaced
residents, and Zairean refugees. We see the shelter needs as being
urgent, and we will be reviewing these needs and are prepared to
provide resources to help address this problem.
USAID's chief of stan, Dick McCall, is now in Rwanda assessing
additional requirements of the government in both the justice sector and the resettlement, reconstruction, and redevelopment of the
economy and the social infrastructure. Anyone who has been to
Rwanda recently has seen that the adverse effects of the 1994 war
and genocide still affect both the population and the economy as
well as the socioeconomic situation of Rwanda, but the situation
there has improved over the last 2 years.
In late 1994, Rwanda had no judicial system, but in 1995 significant improvements were made. The National Assembly was established, the Supreme Court was nominated, local civil administrators have been appointed, and police force has been established.
The U.S. Government has played an important role in stabilizing
and supporting the new government in its efforts to rebuild the infrastructure and reestablish operations with key ministries.
As we move to the future, it is important that the donors avoid
the mistakes of the past. This means that we must operate under
a common strategy and framework to ensure that the international
assistance is genuinely supportive of the needs of Rwandans and
to ensure that we are not working at cross-purposes, as has sometimes happened in the past.
The Rwandan Government's development plan constitutes the
strategic framework into which the future assistance program
should fit. We believe it is important to invest a small amount of
development assistance to continue Rwanda's progress from relief
to development.
In conclusion, I would like to commend the international community, the donors, the United Nations agencies, other international
and nongovernmental organizations, and the private sector for its
quick and effective response to the crisis in the Great Lakes region.
Of particular note is the dedicated work of the U.S. private voluntary organizations who work with us as partners in this region.
I would-like to express appreciation for the cooperation of the
Government of Rwanda in its efforts to absorb the massive influx
of returnees to the country. They have been a good partner, and
we hope the spirit of partnership continues because much work remains to be done.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mahdesian appears in the appendix.]
STATEMENT OF VINCENT D. KERN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SEC.

RETARY OF DEFENSE FOR AFRICAN AFFAIRS, U.S. DEPART-

MENT OF DEFENSE
Mr. KERN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to testiff have a written statement for the record, but rather than cover
some of the same ground that my colleagues have covered, let me

st focus on two issues. The first deals with the standing up of an
NF and the second with U.S. forces that are presently in the
area.
Late last month, we joined military planners from more than 25
countries and international organizations at our European headquarters in Stuttgart and developed a general framework for a
military concept, a mission statement, and possible response options for the crisis. Last Friday in Ottawa, the Canadians hosted
the first meeting of the MNF steering board.
In addition to standing up the MNF headquarters, the board
agreed to planning for the aerial delivery of emergency humanitarian food supplies into Eastern Zaire as a possible MNF mission.
Meanwhile, the MNF force commander, General Baril, has been
consulting with regional governments and has received approval to
establishhis MNF headquarters in Uganda, with a forward headquarters in Kigali and a rear headquarters in Stuttgart. He is also
working with regional governments to obtain status of forcesSOFA-agreements with us and other international troop contributors to develop appropriate rules of engagement-ROE.
The joint staff has been working actively with the Canadians to
develop comprehensive command and control arrangements. While
we await a final decision on U.S. military participation, I can assure you that our forces will remain under the command of a senior
U.S. military officer.
Turning to the second issue today, we have in my statement, as
of yesterday, said 451-the number today is 446-personnel in the
region, including 328 in Entebbe, Uganda; 22 in Kigali, Rwanda;
and 96 in Mombassa, Kenya. We have in Entebbe, we have a joint
task force headquarters staff, a TALCE, our reconnaissance aircraft, and force protection units. In Kigali we have a small forward
headquarters, a civil military operations center, and a media information team. And in Mombassa we have another TALCE, which is
an airlift control element.
With an air bridge and civil military elements in place, our forces
are ready to assist with the humanitarian relief operations and to
help fashion a comprehensive media campaign message with the
UNHCR that will further facilitate the return of refugees and their
resettlement. We, of course, will continue to consult with Congress
as details of the mission are finalized.
Let me stop there and say that all of us are now willing to answer any questions that you or the other Members might have.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kern appears in the appendix.)
Mr. SMITH. Thank you all for your excellent testimony. I would
like to begin questioning, and then I will yield to my distinguished
colleagues. On the numbers issue, there has been-Ithink shrill is
the word to use-rhetoric, Secretary Oakley. It is always a problem
to get accurate numbers, and I know that reconnaissance efforts
have been hampered by bats, smoke, heavy foliage and other problems. The UNHCR, as recently as Monday, put the number at
700,000. Some of the groups have suggested numbers in that vicinity. Many of us were taken aback when our ambassador to Rwanda, Robert Gribbin, put the number in the tens of thousands on November 21st. Of course, I am sure he was acting in good faith
based on reliable information. It is very important, I think, for us

in our response to at least have an accurate picture of what the
numbers are.
I think you gave your number before, 200,000 to 400,000, is that
corrp.t? What efforts are being made to locate and count those
hard-to-find groups, the people who go into the forests and that is
the last you see of them and aerial photography is unlikely to count
them? What is being done to try to get an accurate picture so we
can measure our response based on that?
Ms. OAKLEY. Let me just say that I think in refugee situations

we always strive for accurate numbers knowing that they are extremely difficult to get, and that we know from long experience
with refugee problems that there is a tendency to overcount because it ensures greater food deliveries for one thing, and it is very
hard to do. There have been efforts to update censuses that have
been taken earlier. They were met with certain resistance in various places. We all say that our numbers are estimates. That is
why we have given a range between 200,000 and 400,000. But we
would even admit that possibly there could be more.
Then there is the whole question of the Zaireans who are displaced and in need of assistance. Again, nobody knows how many
that is.
It is clear in all of this that what we really need is access on the
ground and access via the agencies, particularly led by UNHCR.
They have been allowed into the Goma area. They were allowed
then a little further into the Magunga camp area. Every day we
have reports that they are allowed to go a little further.
There is this question of the fighting that goes on. We do not
want them to be put in harm's way. On the other hand, we are trying to push that as far as we can.
The area really that has been more difficult is the area around
Bukavu and Uvira. We did have reports this morning that we expected some of the aid agencies to be able to go further inward into
ire. to get a better fee on those areas, and we will keep pushing
it as har as we can. In the same sense we hope for breaks in cloud
cover, we hope that our surveillance gets lower and better, and we
are doing everything we can, but it is an imprecise science.
Mr. SMITH. Just on a related note, numbers do drive policy, particularly here on the Hill. The breathtaking spread between tens
of thousands to 700,000, and 200,000 to 400,000, raises questions
when we are trying to allocate resources to other uses. Just as a
footnote, if you could answer, does this problem of overcounting
also apply in the area of population control and census where we
do not have really a clue how many people really do live in country
X, Y or Z?
Ms. OAKIEY. First of all, we would never use the word "population control." I think that many countries have developed pretty
good techniques to measure people just as we have in our own
country. But there are always kind of margins.
I do not think anybody has ever tried to estimate how many people are appropriate or right for a country. What we have tried to
do is look at growth rates, look at development of gross national
product, trying to see that the percentage of growth does not
overstrip the percentage of development and trying to bring those

figures into balance. I think that that has always been our approach on these things.
I find that numbers are always slightly iffy, even the census in
the United States.
Mr. SMrrH. We have heard a lot about atrocities committed by
the ex-FAR forces against refugees, but little about the killings by
Zairean rebels who are closely linked with our ally, the Rwandan
Government. For example, on November 17, Tutsi rebels in Zaire
reportedly massacred hundreds of civilian refugees, some of whom
they had lured with promises of return to Rwanda. Many returning
refugees have also reported that the rebels seized men and boys
and did not let them return to Rwanda with their families. It is
suspected that many of those men have been killed.
Ambassador Bogosian stated in his remarks that we have sent
a strong signal. If you could specify what that signal was and also
whether or not we, the United States, are supporting either directly or indirectly through the Rwandan Government any of those
rebelforces that are in operation?
Ms. OAKLEY. Let me answer part of that, and then I will turn
to Dick.
We, too, have heard these stories of the massacres in Zairean territor; there have been some reports that have come back through
people who have returned to Rwanda. Again, access on the ground
is the most important thing that we can get, not only to look for
evidence of massacres like this, of mass graves or sites, but to be
able to talk to the people that were involved. It is of great concern.
That climate of killing with impunity has been, if you will, at the
base of the problems in the Great Lakes area for some time.
We are addressing it, as my colleagues have talked about, and
the only other thing that I would like to say on this is that I think
we know that in the end the truth will come out. We may not get
the information as fast as we want, but I think we all feel pretty
confident that we will be able to find out what happened.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Ambassador.
Mr. BoGosiimn. To take your last question, we provide no support
to the rebels. We have been in touch with them. We discuss things
with them, such as access. In that sense, perforce we have to have
meetings with them, talk to them and all the rest. This does not
suggest anything in the way of either political support or official
recognition.
Even if, say, on the issue of Banyamulenge citizenship we have
an opinion that happens to support theirs, on the political level we
support the territorial integrity of Zaire. There is a government
that we recognize and with which we deal. We have an ambassador
accredited to that government and all the rest.
I might note in passing that officers from our embassy in
Kinshasa recently were in Bukavu, partly to remind everybody that
it is the embassy in Kinshasa that is responsible for that neck of
the woods.
On a practical level, because of the geography, we have had people in our embassy in Kigali talk with representatives of the rebels,
or we have had our guard team, for example, go into Eastern Zaire
because that is where the locus is of their questions. And I think

it is important to make that clear because that can get a little
fuzzy every once in a while. The rumor mill works.
Regarding the specific issue that you raised, in a word, we have
not been able to confirm whether those allegations are true. But irrespective of that, we have told the rebels, and we have mentioned
this to the Government of Rwanda as well that we cannot tolerate
any action of that nature. This is somewhat similar to the kinds
of problems we run into in Burundi and in Rwanda from time to
time.
Andis we
make public
statements,
that this
something
we cannot
tolerate.and we tell them privately,
I might just note that we were particularly disturbed by the reports that you mentioned because up until then, the information
we were getting was rather different. For example, we had been
told that they had gone to the Burundians, after they had taken
over Uvira and said, we think you should leave. The made it
clear that tiey want the refugees out of there, but they didn't force
them.
We have reports that their behavior as a general matter in
placesSo like
is noticeably
better than what had existed earlier.
it isBukavu
particularly
disappointing
if, in fact, this phenomenon
is occurring, and we have made that point Lo them.
Mr. SMITH. Let me follow up. The Rwandan Government receives
some support from us. Does it also receive military training?
Mr. BOGOSLAN. We have a small IMET program in Rwanda that,
frankly, has been fashioned after close consultation with congessional staff. Vince might be able to describe in more detail. It is
what is referred to as enhanced IMET. It deals almost exclusively
with what you might call the human rights end of the spectrum as
distinct from purely military operations. There is no substantial
military assistance at the moment.
Mr. KERN. It is the expanded IMET program which we, as Dick
said, fashioned in consultation with the Congress. We are talking
about the softer, kinder, gentler side of the military training, focusing on improving skills in areas such as civil/military relations, the
role of the military in a civilian society, those sorts of programs.
We have not provided Rwanda with any of the sort of basic military training that you would get at Ft. Bragg officer training, those
sorts of things.
Mr. SMITH. So you would be convinced that U.S. sources would

not be used, or training, or diverted in any way to help rebels who
might be committing massacres.
Mr. KERN. I do not see any way that could possibly happen.
Mr. SMITH. Let me ask, on the issue of returning, yesterday we

learned that the U.N. human rights monitor stated that they had
received reports that Rwandan refugees returning home from Zaire
had been killing people described as pro-genocide survivors. I know
you made the appeal, and I certainly concur in that, that more
uman rights observers on the ground, the better for all involved.
What has-been the information that we have been getting about on
the ground returnees? Have they been mistreated? Is this an isolated incident that the U.N. monitors are talking about, or do we
have a problem here?
Ms. OAKLEY. As I understand it, that report, I think, referred to
what had happened inside Zaire, not what was happening inside
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Rwanda. And I think I did make a brief reference to this; people
have been very concerned that people returning would immediately
get into situations of conflict when people returning to a village
were seen as those who had perhaps participated in the genocide,
plus the questions of housing, and the question of lands and farmithink the Government of Rwanda's rules and laws on this have
been pretty strict. And, as I said, I think most everyone has been
pleasantly surprised that so far those incidents have been kept
under control. I think the press has played a very active and important role in this as well, reporting from various communes how
families are waiting or living with neighbors or with relatives. But
I think it is a very worrisome situation that unless we can show
everyone, not just the returnees but those who stayed, that there
is some sort of assistance on the way, that their lives will get better, they need to work together, to look to the future and-not to
the past.
This is where I think all of us have to work so closely together.
Mr. BOGOSIAN. If I may say, I would answer your question two
ways: The general experience over the last couple of weeks has
been not just good, but very good. In fact, it almost strains credulity that so many people could come back carrying so much emotional baggage and not have more incidents.
Obviously we don't have people everywhere, but I think we do
need to watch two or three areas. First of all, there is a severe
problem of housing and shelter, and it seems inevitable that there
are going to be problems there. As Mr. Mahdesian mentioned, that
is an area that the donor community is going to zero in on because
it is clear that that is going to be a problem; that there is the twin
problem of people who are in Rwanda perhaps taking retribution
against others who are thought to have committed genocide, and
people who were, let us say, outside who want to kill witnesses. It
has happened before, and it could happen again. The report you
mentioned is one that I just saw this morning. We do not have
much further information on it. Then there is the question of arrests that may be without the normal protections that you would
expect.
So there is a whole range of possible problems that have not happened yet, but we would not be too surprised if they do happen. I
think one of the principle objectives of the donor community is
moving fast enough to try to keep those things from happening.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Hamilton.
Mr. HAMILTON. I have appreciated your testimony, and I under-

stand that you are dealing with a very difficult, very fluid situation. I do want to express my appreciation to -"ou for the extraordinary efforts you have made in trying to alleviate the difficult humanitarian problems in the region.
Mr. Kern, you had a phrase in your testimony which I am going
to quote out of context, but it sums up my feeling toward all ofthis.
You said you are awaiting the decision. That is what I have been
doing for the past few weeks. I have been awaiting the decision. I
don't know quite by whom or what kind of a decision, but I must
say this: with all of its fluidity and the dynamics of it, the complexities of it, I nonetheless am struck by the fact that things seem to

have been for weeks now in a holding pattern, and I really don't
know that I understand why. You acknowledge we have a humanitarian crisis there. What is holding up a firm, strong response to
this crisis?
One thing, I gather, is that the governments in the region do not
want us there. At least they do not want a military force there.
And if you don't have a military force providing some secure environment, which is a phrase I take from Bosnia, then you really
can't get done what you ought to get done and want to get done
in terms of humanitarian relief.
I don't know if we have a common position worked out among the
countries, the Canadians, the French, the British and ourselves. I
certainly understand we do not have all the information we want,
but you never have all the information you want. I don't know of
any international crisis where you have complete information; you
always have to operate on less than perfect information, it seems
to me.
Maybe you can help me by identifying what is holding things up
here? Why is this thing so difficult that we in the U.S. Government
are in a holding pattern for weeks trying to decide what to do?
Let us try to identify the factors. OK, it is hard to get intelligence. That is one factor, right? You don't know what the situation is and you are not going to know until you get people on the
ground, right? And they are not going to let us put people on the
ground apparently.
The governments are holding us up, right? They will not let us
come in there with the kind of force that we think is necessary.
What else is holding us up here? Why can't we move on this
thing more effectively?
Mr. BOGOSIAN. If 2 weeks ago we deployed 10,000 troops, and as

a result 500,000 refugees returned, would you have considered that
a very successful operation? They did it before we got to that point,
and that raised a question of what remained to be done.
As we have discussed, there was a debate over the dimensions
of the issue. Two things have happened; some 600,000 or more refugees have returned to Rwanda and another 70,000 or 60,000 returned to Burundi, and the international donor community pledged
some $700 million for Rwanda. That is being implemented. So it
may not be as dramatic as deploying troops, but in essence the
need for troops diminished.
Second, in a negative sense, even though we
Mr. HAMILTON. Hold on there. You think we are really making

good progress here?
Mr. BoGostA.

I think there have been very important develop-

ments in three regards: First, a lot of refugees have returned home.
That was one of our objectives. Second, the refugee camp structure
and the hold of the ex-FAR over those refugees has been broken.
And third, the donor community, including many organizations and
governments, met with the Rwandans, and mutually agreed that
the Rwandans had sensible proposals. The Rwandans generally
were pleased with the donor community's proposal. They have come
up with a pretty big program that has not been fully implemented,
but it is on its way. I think that is a fairly significant accomplishment.
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On the other hand, you are right there are many problems,
mainly in Eastern Zaire, that up until now have prevented a common decision to deploy troops.
Mr. HAMILTON. Why don't these countries want us there?
Mr. BOGOSIAN. First of all, in the case of Zaire, if you are going
to operate there, you better have some kind of an understanding
with the rebels. General Baril was just in Eastern Zaire, and he
met their leadership. The Government of Zaire considers this meeting a stab in the back. They say, you are dealing with people who
are rebels, who have no authority, and you should not be based in
Uganda, you should deliver the aid strictly within Zaire.
Mr. HAMILTON. The rebels do not want us there either.
Mr. BOGOSIAN. The rebels have been very reluctant regarding a
multinational force because they believe-let me back up a minute.
At the Nairobi meeting of last month, a meeting that included representatives of Rwanda and Uganda, Zaire, Tanzania and Kenya,
one of the things they called for was a neutral multinational force.
They do not believe that a multinational force that includes the
French is neutral because they believe that the French supported
the ex-FAR and so forth, and that has been the principle stumbling
block.
Mr. HAMILTON. Why can't you just exclude the French?
Mr. BOGOSIAN. That is a pretty difficult thing to do as a practical
matter.
Mr. HAMILTON. The French want to be there. Is this one of the
major obstacles in all of this, the French?
Mr. BOGOSIAN. The way 1 would put it is thatMr. HAMILTON. You wouldn't put it as bluntly as that.
Mr. BOGOSIAN. A major complication are the problems that the
Rwandans, Ugandans and the rebels have with the French participation and others. It is not that simple. On the other hand, though,
there are those who question the need to deploy a military force if
the relief communities can carry out the task by itself. If that is
the case, that suggests a diplomatic effort to get the rebels to permit the access that we need.
Mr. HAMILTON. Does the relief community want a military force?
Ms. OAKLEY. I would say that originally Mrs. Ogata, as the head
of the UNHCR and as the lead humanitarian voice, wanted this because she felt that it was the only way to get access to these refugees who were in the camps. The situation changed very dramatically. I think I said that UNHCR now views that the force is not
quite necessary. What they need, first of all, is a cease-fire and
en access to the refugees on the ground. They have been, I
thinkMr. HAMILTON. Let me understand. The private communities, the
relief communities, they don't want the military force either?
Ms. OAKLEY. The question is, is it worth it?
Mr. HAMILTON. Do they want it, or don't they?

Ms. OAKLEY. I would say they do not want it. They want diplomatic efforts.
Mr. HAMILTON. I understand some of the complexities here, but
it does seem to me that if you are going to be effective in the delivery of humanitarian assistance to people who certainly need it,
hundreds of thousands of them apparently, you have to have some

assurance of security. That is how it appears to me. I may not be
right about that, but apparently nobody wants it. The countries do
not want it. The rebels don't want it. The humanitarian community
does not want it.
Ms. OAKLEY. I think in a situation like this if I may just point
out the complexity of it, the basic problem is that the Government
of Zaire has not provided the security environment that one would
expect. Contrast that with what the Government of Tanzania has
done, of maintaining order and security in the camps. So we have
been dealing with a security vacuum in Eastern Zaire, with a very
fast-moving situation.
Mr. HAMILTON. The Zairean Government is not going to be able
to provide that?
Ms. OAKLEY. That is right. And what Mrs. Ogata had done in
Eastern Zaire in this period of 1994 to 1996 had been to create her
own security force. These were Zairean troops that were basically
loaned to her for organization and support, that managed the security in these camps. She had called for various types of monitors
because she knew that the security situation there, was extremely
difficult and that there was for her no way of separating out the
military and the authoritarian systems.
I think that there have been, again, changing attitudes. Clearly
the Security Council felt in the beginning a force was needed. Mrs.
Ogata did, too. Her thinking I think, has evolved. She has been
contemplating security for aid workers going in to find these refugees. It is not that you don't need security, because I think we
would all agree that you do need security in a situation like that
to help round up the refugees to provide the corridors for them to
return, to ensure the safety ot the relief agencies. The question is,
what is the most effective way to provide that?
I think that is where the ambivalence has occurred. How do you
provide that security in the most effective manner?
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, I appreciate that. Mr. Chairman, I thank
you for being lenient on my time. I want to emphasize that I really
do appreciate what you are doing I think I have some appreciation
also of the complexity of it. As you can tell, I also have a good bit
of frustration with the whole thing. I guess I wil] have to wait for
that decision a little bit longer.
May I ask one other question? I think you said we put a billion
dollars into all of this. How does that stack up with what other
people are putting into it? If you don't have the information, you
can supply it to the committee. One of the things we are always
interested in up here is the question of burden-sharing. Usually
that word is used in a little different context. We would like to
know what others are doing as well.
Ms. OAKLEY. I would be happy to provide that in the breakdown
that we have. We have certainly been, I think, a leading supporter
of humanitarian assistance since 1994, but I would like to give you
a more detailed breakdown of what the EU has done because they
have also been very active, and other countries as well.
Mr. SMrTH. Without objection, that will be included in the record.
[Ms. Oakley submitted the following reply:J
During the period 1994-1997, the international commmunity has contributed

some $2.1 billion for humanitarian assistance programs in the Great Lakes region.

Of that amount the United States contributed nearly $1.1 billion, the EU contributed some $523 million, and another $846 million was contributed by other members of the international donors community. Following is a list or the top contributors:

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE GREAT LAKES REGION 19941997
Country/Consortium

Period

Amount

United States or America
European Union (ECHO, DG, VIII)
Japan
Netherlands
United Kingdom

1994-1997
1993-1996
1994-1996
1994-1996
1994-1996

$1,096,209.156
522,665.1671
137,576,146
120,368,776
68,140,041

Sweden

1994-1996

41,806,474

Germany
1994-1996
Denmark
1994-1996
Norway
1994-1996
Canada
1994-1996
Belgium
1994-1996
Australia
1994-1996
NOTE: In 1996 a total of 24 countries contributed funds for
humanitarian assistance programs in the Great lakes region.
J__

40,667,787
36,350.162
29,779,173
20,129,644
14,205,420
10,568,990

'Exchange rute used 81.10 to the ECU.

Mr. HAMILTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE.. Thank you very much.

There was a proposed meeting in Germany 3 or 4 days ago with
the allied forces, the Canadians and the US., so forth. Did that
meeting take place, or has there been a series of meetings in Europe dealing with the situation in general?
Mr. KERN. There was a meeting in Stuttgart at the end of last
month in which more than 25 countries, mostly European, but
some African countries as well as international organizations participated. They laid out the different possible roles for an MNF in
this new situation. Planning is ongoing for all of those possibilities.
There was then a meeting more recently in Canada where the
steering board was established and where the steering board authorized the establishment of a headquarters in Uganda and planning for air drops, which was not discussed in the Stuttgart meetin but which was added as a possible mission.
Mr. PAYNE. The whole question of the intervention-I support
that that has been discussed at these meetings; whereas, Mr. Hamilton was asking where does it stand as relates to forces being on
the ground either in Kigali or in Uganda or in Zaire or somewhere;
is that still being discussed or is it the surveillance and the air
drop that is now the new order of the day?
Mr. KFRN. The Canadians, now that they have been authorized
by the steering committee to move from Stuttgart to put a headquarters into Uganda, are in the process of doing that and will deploy about 450 people for both the headquarters element and for
the airlift element.
Mr. PAYNE. So the whole question of having ground troops that
the Canadians were going tolead and that the U.S. initially talked
about having some participation with, and other countries, that
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whole plan now is felt not necessary and it is scrapped, or is there
still a discussion about the use of ground forces?
Mr. KERN. There is still planning for that. One of the options
that is being looked at would be entering of ground forces into
Eastern Zaire in a permissive environment. Another one that is
being planned on would be ground forces going in an uncertain environment. So that planning continues. But as of right now, there
are no ground forces in the area or deploying into the area that
would be designated for Eastern Zaire. They are there for airlift
and for headquarters elements in Uganda and Mombassa and also
a smaller element in Kigali.
Mr. PAYNE. We have heard the numbers problem and we can't
Mt a fix on exactly how many people there are, but we can assume
at there are still several hundred thousand people. I guess anyone could try to answer.
How are they surviving? What is happening to them? I would assume, as I have indicated, that there must be close to 50,000 children. It has to be separated from-what is the concern at least
about the children? What is happening to that group?
Ms. OA~uy. May I take a stab at answering your last question
first? The majority of the children that we know about who have
been separated from their families are actually back in Rwanda,
and there are specific organizations that have taken on this responsibility of tracing and locating parents and family for these children. We have learned a lot aDout how to do that, including from
Mozambique, where photos taken and circulated have been helpful
in identifying families.
I think that we realize that we will not be able to pair up all the
children with families or communities where they belong and we
also know that it is going to take some time to do that. But I think
we feel pretty confident that those people are being cared for and
we are making the best effort we can to help all these people be
relocated.
The problem with those that remain in Zaire is another whole set
of problems. We hear reports that we await to be confirmed about
people moving further west into Zaire in territory that is very difcul t, the terrain is not smooth or eas y. There are very few roads.
There is a great deal of tree canopy that makes identification impossible. Some have been reported to be going toward Kisangani,
others further west. We keep trying to get as accurate a picture as
we can of those and to get access to them.
The International Organization of Migration has been very active
in this area. They have been the people who have rounded up the
trucks and tried to provide transport for these people because generally they are in not very good condition. They have been wandering for some time. They need assistance getting home. We have not
heard any stories that those people that finally have identified
themselves could not get back to Rwanda. The real problem has
been finding the people. Once we find them, I think we feel pretty
confident that we can help them.
Mr. PAYNE. Just a question regarding the situation in Zaire I
guess which created this, one of the problems of the rebels, who
have been there for hundreds of years and all of a sudden the Gov-
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ernment of Zaire just said they cannot, I guess, be citizens anymore
and wanted them to leave.
The other question, of course, that the rebels, as you indicated,
really are reluctant to have an international force come in, and
particularly the French, because it was felt that the French would
simply prop up the Mobutu Government again, and I think that
the rebels certainly would feel that would be the wrong thing to do.
I just have a general question that I have asked for the last 3
or 4 years. When we talk about Zaire, our answer has usually been,
well, nobody else can hold the country together. I have always criticized our policy to Mobutu because I felt that we propped him up
through the years because of the cold war and we needed an ally
to the United States. He was fighting communism. He was massacring his people but he was fighting communism and therefore
we supported him.
Now that all of the need for people to fight communism is over,
I continually ask, why can we not work toward taking the man you
put in, out? And they say, he is the only one that can keep Zaire
together. That is like an answer that he is going to live forever.
The say, Mobutu is getting ready to die; what do we do? If we had
worked on some kind of solutions in a forceful way, it would not
be to the point that he is dying, because everyone dies sometime.
Is there any plan that we have from the State Department or
anyone in our government that has been dealing with Zaire, the
transformation of its government, if and when that has to happen,
and what kind of a policy are we thinking about; because our policy
was we have to keep Mobutu there because he is the only one who
can keep Zaire together, and it is indicated now that he is on the
way out. What is it that we are thinking about? Does anyone
know?
Mr. BOGOSIAN. Well, in terms of Zaire, the policy has been for
some time that the country needs a legitimate political structure
that as far as we can tell would derive from free elections. I think
the feeling among those most familiar with Zaire that I have come
across is that this is more necessary than ever and, therefore, one
needs to move in that direction.
I know that the European Union is prepared to spend a lot of
money, something on the order of $100 million, toward the election.
The United Nations is working in that direction as well. They either have or are on the verge of appointing special coordinators for
that, and certainly the U.S. policy is consistent with that.
I think one thing you can say is there is a fairly broad international consensus that, given the size and complexity of Zaire, the
only way to get legitimacy and to overcome the problems that exist,
be it corruption or what have you, is to have free elections, as difficult as that is going to be. Just mounting them is going to be a
major task and expensive as well. But I think it is fair to say at
this point that that is probably one thing everybody agrees to.
I think it also maybe needs to be said that there is a consensus
that the territorial integrity of Zaire should be maintained, which
is not the same as saying that people are not raising questions
about what do you do about the size and diversity of Zaire. And on
our part, I think we tend toward encouraging some form of federal-

ism or some sort of autonomy, something that takes into account
the diversity of the country.
As you can imagine, after the events that have occurred there is
a need for a fresh look at this. I can assure you that that is being
done. In fact, the memos are piling up and the meetings are going
to be held.
Mr. KERN. There is a meeting being held right now.
Mr. BoGosLAN. We are late or a meeting on Zaire. But these issues are all being looked at.
My sense and my prediction is that we will reaffirm the territorial integrity of Zaire. We will reaffirm that the way to get there
is through free elections. There will be certain side issues of that.
For example, obviously we are not going to support a civil war and,
therefore, to the extent that we talk to the rebels, we are going to
encourage them to join the legitimate political process. Of course,
what they are going to say, and in fact they have said is, will you
help us in effect get in that? That raises questions about what our
role should be.
One of the complications is how do you do that in an environment where the army has fallen apart and two provinces in the
east are under rebel control? How do you persuade the government
to negotiate when they have not had a victory? These are problems
that have to be dealt with, but they are real nevertheless.
I think one of the most difficult problems that is going to face
the international community is what do you do with the army? Do
you think that the U.S. Congress would support a strong military
assistance program of the United States in Zaire? My guess is no.
But it is awfully hard to imagine that country pulling itself together without an army that is not utterly corrupt and a danger
to its own citizens.
Do you put something else in its place? Do we need some kind
of international force there while the country pulls itself together?
These are very difficult questions that maybe somebody is going to
have to look at now.
But on the basics: Support the' territorial integrity of Zaire,
which I assume that the Africans will agree to, and that is important; support elections and then-the Europeans are particularly
adamant on this-come up with some kind of serious assistance
program for Zaire. We are stopped in our tracks because of the
Brooke amendment and everything else.
So some of the "answers," at least for us, have other problems
that are going to have to be overcome, but I think the answers are
there one way or the other.
Ms. SARE. This panel is lying. I have to speak.
Mr. SMITH. Order in the committee room.

Ms. SARE. We should be investigating Barrett Gold Company in

Zaire. It has concessions toMr. SMITH. I am going to have to ask that you be removed.
Ms. SARE. That is fine. I hope you will pursue the question of
population control.
Mr. SMITH. The Subcommittee will be in a very brief recess while

the young woman is escorted out unless you would like to cease.
MS. SARE. I would like you to ask them about this company.
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Mr. PAYNE. I will conclude my questions but it certainly is very,
very difficult, as you have indicated, and I am glad that there is
heightened attention being brought to the question of Zaire. I think
that is really one of the real problems during the last decade or
more-the thing that disturbs me is that we knew that this point
was going to come at one time. I just do not understand how a
State Department, and especially since we were, when they put
Mobutu in-I am not saying the panel here is responsible, but it
is our creation, our creation of Mobutu and the difficulty that-and
the corruption of every one talking about how corrupt Mobutu has
been-this has been common knowledge for the last 20 or 30 years.
His villa is in Europe. We just continually look the other way. Now
we have a very, very serious situation there. I mean, even to the
point of intervening to prop Mobutu up in the 1960's, when he was
weak.
And so my concern, and I appreciate the chairman's diligence in
allowing me to pursue this point, because I would hope that when
you go back to your meetings, and particularly the Congressional
Black Caucus has been extremely concerned for, as I mentioned,
the last 8 years that I have been involved with this, about what
happens to Zaire. We saw this coming and now it is here.
It would make the situation of 6 million people in Rwanda pale,
to 50 million in Zaire, just like the 100 million in Nigeria where
we are still, in my opinion, not having a very defined policy on
what to do there.! would want you to certainly take back at least
the Congressional Black Caucus concern about the situation in
Zaire and hopefully there can be some kind of resolution started
anyway
hank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Payne. Just a parenthetical on that;
we all know that there are reports that Mr. Mobutu may have upwards of $4 billion stashed away in a country. When the country
is in some dire straits, for somebody to have personally enriched
himself, even if it is half of that or a fourth of that, is mind-boggling.
Let me ask some additional questions, and then I will yield to
my colleague if he has any additional comments or questions.
As I think you know, Secretary Oakley, The New York Times reported a few days ago that abortifacient abortions, or chemical
abortions, are being given to women who are not the victims of sexual violence in these refugee camps. We are not talking about rape
victims. The consensus breaker, it seems to me is when abortions
are given or chemical abortions, in this case birti control abortions,
simply because the child may not be wanted. I for one-and I think
there are a large number of people and this includes some in the
NGO communities-am outraged that that is going on.
In your written testimony you make reference to Bosnia. I was
very concerned as to what was happening in Bosnia. I held hearings in the Helsinki Commission, which I also chaired; heard from
actual rape victims. And I think there is a concern that rape victims are in a whole other category, even though I do think their
children are of value. But here we are talking about birth control
abortions.
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I think if there is one true consensus breaker in our effort to try
to provide the maximum effort for those who are suffering in
Central Africa, it is when another layer of violence, taking of those
children, is imposed upon all the other violence that we see going
on.
Ms. OAKLEY. Thank you for the opportunity to address this issue.

I know it is important to you. I had written it into my statement,
but in the interest of time I had cut it out.
We could spend a lot of time on this, but let me just make two
or three brief comments. The U.S. Government does not promote
abortion and does not support the performance of abortion. That is
clear. We have stated that over and over again. I can assure you
that remains our fundamental policy.
We do attach great importance and I must say it has been with
some pride that we have tried in my bureau to integrate reproductive health services into primary health care programs for refugees.
These services include safe motherhood and child survivor programs, prevention and management of the consequences of sexual
violence, and protection against sexually transmitted diseases and
HIV-AIDS.
The incidence of sexual violence including rape, is very high in
refugee situations. We know this from the example of Bosnia. The
number of women raped during the 1994 Great Lakes crisis is reported to be in the tens of thousands, with the result being many
of these unwanted pregnancies. For refugees, even the most optimal living conditions often barely meet minimum health standards.
Overburdened health care resources and susceptibility to disease
especially sexually transmitted diseases and HIV-AIDS compound
a refugee woman's reproductive health risks. The breakdown of traditional social structures, combined with decreased resources for
refugee women, too often leads to increased risk-taking behavior,
including prostitution.
We firmly believe that reproductive health services should be
based on expressed need and sensitive to people's cultural, ethical
and religious values and must be responsive to refugee conditions.
We have funded reproductive health activities within the broader
components of primary health care programs for over a decade.
Now, to this specific question that you asked about-these abortifacient things. UNHCR, in collaboration with a wide range of
U.N. agencies and NGO's, including WHO, UNFPA, UNICEF,
CARE, IRC, ARC and IFRC, has recently defined emergency contraception as part of the minimum initial service package. In defining these guidelines, they have talked about sexual and genderbased violence which is strongly associated with situations of forced
population movement. In this context it is vital that emergency
post-coital contraception sup lies are available to those women who
request it. This should neither be seen as a substitute for other
contraceptive methods or as abortion because these as you said,
chemical products are to be used before conception, before the implantation.
We are getting into an area that is very technical and very medical, but let me close by saying again and assuring you that we are
not promoting abortion, nor do we support the performance of abortions.

43-123 97-2
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Mr. SMITH. Semantics become important here because I have

raised this issue with UNHCK To redefine something as not abortion when it is after conception is a semantic gymnastics game that
one is playing. I say that with all due respect. A new life is being
destroyed, and we can play games with that and say it is before
implantation, but implantation is not the beginning of life. Whether one values or does not value that life, these are chemical abortions that destroy that existence.
Ms. OAKLEY. Congressman, as you very clearly have pointed out

there is a very wide difference of opinion on these definitions. I
think that it is more than semantics. It is a medical definition. We
have adopted the definitions that have been adopted by our owrn
Federal agencies and by the World Health Organization on this.
Emergency contraception is what we are talking about and we
believe that it works. And our definition: that it prevents pregnancy, it does not abort pregnancy.
Mr. SMITH. Again, I sink we are playing games with words because the intent of contraception is to prevent conception from happening. Once it happens, a unique individual is created, and from
then on what one does anytime during that continuum right up
until birth, after birth right up to 80 years of age is the ending
of a human life. I find it very reprehensible that some, including
the Administration, are promoting this. Again, we are not talking
about sexual violence, we are talking about someone who simply
did not have protected sex.
Ms. OAKLEY. Again, I will go back to my original point on this:
We do not view that it is abortion. I think our position on that has
been clear and I think that we will agree that we will disagree.
Mr. SMITH. One final footnote about redefining certain things:
there are those who would say that the victim of a partial birth
abortion, where the child is three-fifths of the way born, is not a
child, as we had in the case of this vast con essional session when
President Clinton vetoed a bill thk.: would'have prevented partial
birth abortions on demand. There are some 1,500 in my own State
that take place every year, and thousands of others, we don't know
the exact number, contrary to the assertions that it is a very small
number.
Recently the whole world was aghast because a child was found
in Delaware having been killed by its parents, allegedly, immediately after birth. They could claim and mistakenly of course, that
the child was not a child 5 minutes before birth, and that is exactly
what partial birth abortion allows. That is where semantics, I
think, do a grave injustice to the value and dignity of ever human
life, which I happen to believe has inherent value, whether it be
a refugee, whether it be a woman, a child, or a father. They all
have, in my view, basic fundamental human rights, of which life
is the principal.
Let me ask a question in regard to the return policy. Do you
agree that true refugees who are not liable for past atrocities
should not be forced back to Rwanda against their own will? And
are there any mechanisms in place right now so that if someone
raises their hand and says, "I don't want to go back, I have a wellfounded fear that I willbe persecuted and perhaps killed," they
will be accommodated?

Ms. OAKLEY. Let me just repeat that of course our policy is that
refugee return should always xi. voluntary. I think that is very
clear in what we have sai4 anc! have consistently maintained. I
think we are going to get to thi'; position in Zaire when we finally
do have access to some of the ref ugees.
Some of them, particularly those closely associated with the exFAR forces and the Interhamwe, are not going to want to go back
to Zaire. Mrs. Ogata and I have discussed this issue. I think that
even when we have been talking about changing the structure of
the camps in Eastern Zaire, we all were always aware that there
was going to be a group that would not want to go home. Some,
I think, will feel that they cannot go home.
The question is then, what should we do with these people? That
was an issue that we had, if you will, put down the road a little
bit to deal with. We would certainly need the cooperation of the
Government of Zaire. I think we would have to consult with others
about this. The question is are those people, then, at a certain
point not considered refugees? And how far should UNHCR and the
other international and other private organizations go in taking
care of those people? It is going to be an issue. Again, let me just
stress that access is the key to get to those people and to really discover what they want to do.
Mr. SMITH. Are refugees apprised of the possibility of going to
another country like the United States, and do we have any mechanism for trying to inform people that that is a possibility if they
are true refugees?
Ms. OAKLEY. I think that the plan would be that when UNHCR
does go in to have access to these refugees, that they are protecting
people who are with them. And this would certainly be something
that would be asked of these people, particularly those who refuse
to go home. We do have a refugee resettlement program. I think
if some of these people were perpetrators of genocide, we would
particularly not think that they were qualified for resettlement in
the United States.
Mr. SMITH. Without question, they should be held accountable.
Ms. OAKLEY. But this local integration, if you will, which is always the third element of dealing with refugees after repatriation
ana resettlement, would be something that we would have to consider. I think that we would want to consult very closely with other
organizations involved in this.
Mr. SMrrH. Let me ask, on the 80-plus thousand, I think U.N.
Rights Watch put it at 83,000 people who are in prison awaiting
trial, some of whom may have died-as a matter of fact there are
reports that several have died because of inhumane conditionswhat kinds of access do we or groups like the International Red
Cross or others have to ensure that they are not being tortured or
in any way mistreated and are hopefully going to get a fair trial?
Ms. OAKLEY. Let me turn to Mike Mahdesian for this. USAID
has been more involved in support for the justice system than we
have been.
Mr. MAHDESLAN. Well, I think the Red Cross, as well as the
human rights monitors and others, have had access to this population. As far as what we are doing, we are trying to help the
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Rwandan Government and the international community get a handle on the scope of this problem.
We have been doing random samples of the prison population in
order to find out how many cases have files, how many have been
investigated, and what are the actual charges. The Rwandan Government has passed a law on the genocide which categorized different levels of involvement ;n the genocide with commensurate
penalties, and we are trying to get afx on what are the most egregious cases that are in prison, and how much it will cost the Rwandan Government in dollars as well as time to deal with this population.
I think once we get a handle on that, then we will know how to
help them streamline it more.
Mr. SMIm. What kind of interface is there with the International
Tribunal on Genocidal Crimes?
Mr. MAHDESJAN. Interface with who?

Mr. SMrH. With the local efforts to prosecute these people.
Mr. MAHDEsLAN. I am sure that there is some communication.
The tribunal has tended to do its own investigations and try to
keep a wall around its methodology and its investigations, but I
would certainly hope that there is some communication there.
Mr. BoGosLAN. They basically have different tasks. The tribunal
tends to go after people who are not in Rwanda, who in many cases
are what they refer to as the big fish. They have their court and
the jail that goes with it in Arusha in northern Tanzania and
Judge Arbor, the new chief prosecutor, is in The Hague. So to begin
with they are spread out a little bit.
The Government of Rwanda is looking more after the people in
Rwanda itself. There are times the relationship has been kind of
strained, when the tribunal says, "This person is ours," and they
have slightly different rules. For example the Government of
Rwanda has the death penalty. The tribunal does not. So in that
sense, as you can imagine, Rwanda is going to feel it is inadequate
if you have a chief perpetrator of genocide who gets away with life
in prison.
As you know, none of the cases have really come to trial yet so
there is not much of a track record there. There is some relationship, but by and large they go their separate ways.
Mr. SMITH. Do you think that, among the 83,000-plus in prison,
there are some of those whom the International Tribunal may be
seeking?
Mr. BOGOS AN. I think it is unlikely. I think the tribunal frankly
is barely able to keep up with those people it is looking after. And,
again, they are focusing more on the people who are outside the
country. In fact now you have this issue of, given the changes in
Zaire, might some of those people come up? Of course, a lot of people who have come into Rwanda have confessed to being with the
ex-FAR, anyway. It remains to be seen how the judicial system
works.
There is a hope that with the security threat gone, which is to
say the breakdown of the camps and so forth, the government, particularly since it has its law now, might get moving a little more
expeditiously on the cases. The tribunal will take the high profile
cases.
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In the case of the crowded iails, a lot of people, including, I think,
most of us, have visited the jails. They are awful, as far as that
goes. As for real torture, I do not know if we have seen torture,
other than the mere fact that they are squeezed into these jails.
They have what amount to local jails. These are the ones that
are really bad; people stuffed into something that looks like a garage, and often they suffocate. So it is not so much that there is
active torture as much as the system itself adds up to that.
Mr. SMITH. Do we have any estimates as to how many died?
Mr. BOGOSLAN. I could try to find out. I do not have that number
at my fingertips.
Mr. SMITH. And we do press the Rwandan Government to try to
at least treat those people humanely?
Mr. BOGOSIAN. Indeed.
Mr. SMITH. One final question, then I would yield to Mr. Payne.
On December 2nd there were two reports by Reuters. One began,
and I would like to know what your reaction to this is: "Belgian
Defense Minister Jean-Pol Poncelet on Monday slammed what he
called the world's chronic indecisiveness in dealing with the crisis
created by the presence of Rwandan refugees in Zaire. The chronic
indecisiveness'--this is his quote-"of the international community
on how to intervene in the region of the African Great Lakes has
unfortunately not given the Western European Union a chance to
show it was ready to act and that is regettable."
On the same day, the United
nations Secretary General,
Boutros-Ghali, again called for troops in Eastern Zaire, saying that
they are needed, and made an appeal for that again.
Mr. Hamilton was, I think, going in this same direction. There
seems to be a waiting game going on.
How do you respond to this Defense Minister's charges, and
where do you think we go from here?
Mr. BOGOSiAN. To some extent it sounds like he is complaining
about the inabhty ctf the European Union itself to reach a consensus, and we know thaL there are divided views among European

countries about whether to intervene or not, and the degree to
which the intervention should be more related to re-establishing
Zairean authority in Kivu as distinct from evacuating refugees.
As I mentioned in my own testimony, we are open to considering
missions that make sense, but we are reluctant to go in just to be
seen to be doing something, and that is the criterion I think that
we are trying to deal with here.

I think at the outset it was our judgment, after consulting with
Mrs. Ogato and others, that there would be a need for some kind
of security corridor so that the refugees could repatriate with an
adequate measure of safety. The question has come up whether
that remains the case when so many of them have repatriated
without that, and apparently with minimal difficulty.
What we have now, I think, is a situation where there are still
some problems, such as getting to the refugees, but there is also
a war going on out there, in a manner of speaking, and one has
to take into account whether or not the international community
is prepared to fight their way in. That would represent a much
higher level of potential violence and a much more expensive operation, and these decisions cannot be taken lightly, particularly if it
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appears that you can get the job done by the relief community

without military.
Those are the things we have been looking at, and at the moment we are, as Mr. Kern indicated, looking at the different possibilities: going in in a benign environment; going in in a more hostile environment.
I would anticipate that General Baril, who is the more senior
military person, might be putting forward some recommendations
soon, but up until now we have not seen them.
Mr. SMrTH. Let me just follow up on that, because my concern,

and I think all of our concern has to be that while we are waiting
for access, how can we be sure people are not dying? Every day,
as they are becoming more weakened by disease or malnutrition,
these people are put in harm's way and a number could be calculated as losing their lives.
In response earlier to one of the questions about the kids who
have missing parents, we may know about the 50,000 in Rwanda,
but many of these, since we have again very huge discrepancies as
to how many people are actually wandering, many of these could
be kids and they could be dying.
I know there is always a reluctance as a last-ditch attempt to do
airdrops. Supplies may fall into the wrong hands, but some may
fall into the right hands, especially since we do not know when or
if access is going to be provided. Again, I am making an appeal
why I think airdrops are important, because again people could be
dying while we are negotiating and every day means a certain
num
people die.
Ms. OAKLEY. Well, let me say this. I did comment that airdrops

are a last resort, but they have not been ruled out. And airdrops
have been successful in providing humanitarian supplies in places
where it is difficult to get trucks, particularly when you have people on the ground to distribute it.
And this gets back to the question of access. In the interior, it
very well ma be that when we get access, and if people are in bad
shape, that the concept of trucking in is simply not going to work.
And in that situation, then we very well might want to do airdrops.
So I do not want you to think that this has just been dismissed,
but right now the focus has been on this ever-expanding access and
working with the rebel leadership to get to these people. I think we
should have a better idea in 2 or 3 days of what we are going to
need to do.
Mr. SMnIT.

Mr. Payne.

Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much. I can see that the time has
expired, but I too would just like to say that I would hope some
decisions could be made.
Many of us felt that there was indecision initially when the situation began after the plane crash of the two Presidents; that had
there been some more cooperation at that time, that there were African countries willing to go into Rwanda to prevent the genocide,
as the French finally did with the Operation Turquoise, of course
for different reasons. But there was a feeling that much of this
could have been prevented had we taken the initiative to transport
African countries troops that were willing to go in to create protec-

tive corridors in early April and early May, that perhaps the genocide could have been prevented.
We did a disservice by our reluctance at the United Nations to
support the questioning of the cost of logistics and so forth, and as
a result we just have this continuing saga of human misery. I just
hope that there can be some assertive action taken on the part of
the Western countries, in cooperation with African countries that
are willing to participate, and that we can really try to see some
resolution, to see this continued tragedy come to some ending.
Thanks again, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Payne, and I want to thank our distinguished witnesses and wish you well in your efforts to mitigate
the misery, not only in Africa but elsewhere in the world, and
thank you again.
Mr. SMITH. I would like at this time to welcome our second panel
to the witness table, and I will introduce them as our first panel
is leaving.
Roger Winter has served as executive director of the Immigration
and Refugee Services of America since 1994, and has been the director of the U.S. Committee for Refugees since May 1981. Prior to
joining the USCR, Mr. Winter was director of the U.S. Office of
Refugee Resettlement, and that was during the Carter Administration.
Lionel Rosenblatt is the president of Refugees International and
an internationally recognized and respected expert on refugee
emergencies. During his prior career as a foreign service officer,
Mr. Rosenblatt was stationed in Sri Lanka, Vietnam, and Thailand,
and received numerous State Department honors for his service.
Mr. Rosenblatt has recently returned from a trip to Zaire and
Rwanda, where he personally observed the crisis facing the refugees in that region.
Dr. Chester A. Crocker is the Landegger Distinguished Research
Pr6fessor of Diplomacy at the School of Foreign Service at Georgetown University, as well as the chairman of the board of the United States Institute of Peace. From 1981 to 1989, he served as Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs. Dr. Crocker earned
both his Master's and Ph.D. Degrees from the School of Advanced
International Studies at Johns Hopkins University, and has written and lectured extensively on U.S. foreign policy and African affairs.
And, finally, Alison Des Forges is a consultant to Human Rights
Watch and is the organization's expert on Rwanda and Burundi.
Dr. Des Forges, who received her Ph.D. from Yale University, has
taken 17 field missions to those regions over the last 3 years. In
addition to her information-gathering efforts, she will serve as an
expert witness for the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda,
which will begin the trials of people accused of genocide in JanuanJwould like to ask Mr. Winter if he would begin.
STATEMENT OF ROGER P. WINTER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
U.S. COMMITTEE FOR REFUGEES .
Mr. WINTER. Thank you. As one of those refugee nongovernmental organizations that focuses on Rwanda and Burundi, that

has been negative about the issue of the planned military intervention in the region, I would like to try to explain my position and
how I come to it.
First of all, it is simplifying just too much if you think a humanitarian refugee emergency is only humanitarian. It is always intensely political. And, therefore, it becomes very important that you
do an adequate political analysis- that you not just do anything or
just do something, but that you do it right; you do it in a way that
tends toward a solution, and particularly in the case of the Rwanda-Zaire border.
Over the last couple of years we have consistently gotten it
wrong. We have in fact propped up people who committed genocide.
We enabled them to continue to hold large numbers of civilians
hostage, and to continue to build a military capacity to finish the
genocide that they undertook in 1994.
So understanding the politics on the ground and getting it right
is what this discussion has to be all about.
Now, from our perspective, we felt 3 or 4 weeks ago that the developments were not taking adequately into account the sit.tation
of the rebels themselves. After all, these are the fellows with guns
who hold the territory in which the civilians we were seeking to assist; they were holding sway in that area.
So understanding them, where they were coming from, and what
their objectives were was something we tried to undertake as an
organization, because we believed that that was a perspective
which, if not taken into account, would cause American soldiers or
other soldiers potentially to be injured, and cou!d cause an intervention intended to do good things actually turn out quite negatively.
So I went and I spent the better part of a week in Eastern Zaire
with the chairman of the rebel alliance-this is before the mass repatriation began and during that repatriation--seeking to understand what his movement was all about and what they were thinking. I am not here as a spokesman for it, I want to be very clear,
but I do want to be equally clear that understanding what they are
trying to do is a part of the puzzle that needs to be understood.
What I found after living in this fellow's headquarters for basically 4 days and talking with him each evening, during the day, as
things were unfolding there, was that he had a dramatically different perspective on what was going on than did the whole rest
of the world, because the whole rest of the world had a very Rwanda-focused, Rwanda-centric perspective of what was going on:
These are Rwandan refugees, they need to go back to Rwanda; the
Rwandan Government ma be involved in the hostilities across the
border. It was very Rwanda-focused perspective.
On the other hand, if you spend enough time with the rebels, you
find out they have a very Zaire-focused perspective, in fact
Kinshasa-focused perspective. The two perspectives do have an
overlap, obviously in the Eastern Zaire area. But the drive that is
causing certain kinds of decisions to be made really comes from
these very differing perspectives on what is going on.
Now, from the Rwanda-centric perspective we spent a lot of time
talking about what is the involvement of the Rwandan Government
in the generation of the hostilities in Eastern Zaire, and I have no

doubts there has been some. It would certainly be in the interest
of that government to have some involvements over there, because
the rest of the world certainly was not taking their security concerns into any kind of account.
But there is a bad rap that often gets given. The United States
did it all the time in the civil rights days here in 1960. It was always outside agitators that caused the problem. Zaire is a country
in which plenty of people have very legitimate reasons for being
very unhappy in their own right. Zaire does not require outside agitators to actually cause a problem.
In the case of the Zairean rebels that I spent time with, many
of them, as you know, are Tutsi, but many of them are not, and
there are allied groups that are certainly not, whose orientation is
not Rwandan in any sense of the word. What they had done is,
they had watched how, after the genocide occurred in 1994, the
very perpetrators of the genocide fled to Zaire, wound up largely
being supported by your tax dollars and mine, able to hold massive
numbers of people hostage and to form links with corrupt and very
bad elements in Zairean society, and actually continue the genocide
in place in Zaire.
What they did earlier this year, in particular in the region ina
north Kivu called Masisi, is they liquidated large numbers of
Tutsis and others and expelled many others to Rwanda. There was
no international outcry. There was no condemnation from the United Nations. Only my colleagues at the Human Right3 Watch/Africa
and our organization really made a high level of criticism about
what was going on.
But these rebels were watching this. They watched the coalition
that took place in northern Kivu. They watched the continuing
genocide. Many, at least the Banyamulenge portion of that rebel
group, were robbed of their citizenship. Killings were on the increase. They were told October 9th that they all had to leave the
country. They were-being massively expelled.
And the Zaireans and the others are rubbing their hands thinking how they are going to get their hands on the properties of all
of these very successful people who were going to be expelled from
the country.
And these rebel types said, "No, it is not going to happen to us
the way it happened up the road in Masisi," and they took up
arms. And that is what has triggered the rebellion, not some kind
of prompting from Kigali and Rwanda. They had plenty of reason
to undertake arms. In doing that, they saw both the Rwandan murderers, of whom there were plenty in the region, and the Zairean
officials as their enemy, and they undertook to attack both of those.
I was with the chairman, Kabila, before they broke the grip on
the refugee population at Mugunga. He told me, "These international people are going to come, and who are they? They are
French. They are people that do not take any interest in us when
we are in trouble, and they are going to come here, and what will
be the net impact when they arrive? First of all, they will preserve
Interhamwe and ex-FAR, and, second, they will stabilize the government in Kinshasa. These are my enemies. Why should I cooperate with an international intervention which really preserves my
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enemies, puts them in a position where they can at some time in
the future liquidate us or expel us from the country?"
So Kabila has no vested interest in actually collaborating with
the kind of intervention that was approved by the Security Council.
So in my view, if there was to be an international force to go in,
it had to do a proper political analysis that was not done at the
United Nations. It often is not done at the United Nations, and it
needs to adequately take into account the realities on the ground.
The State Department, the United Nations, they want to deal
with governments, but very often governments are not in control,
very often governments are not good. Sometimes rebels are better
than governments. That was the case with George Washington,
and it is tke case that you have to take the entire perspective into
account.
My feeling is similar to the analysis that I received from that
gentleman, that an international force would have in fact preserved
his enemies, and I understood very well why he had a problem
with that. In a case where a military force is essentially going to
invade, because that is the way he saw it, inadequate communication, inadequate analysis causes people to get hurt.
So we went out of our way to try to frame an approach in which
we thought that we could fully recognize that a humanitarian
emergency exists in Eastern Zaire, fully, by the way, also recognizing that a humanitarian emergency exists in Rwanda. And you do
not want to be blind to that.
Rwanda got a 10-percent increase in its population in 96 hours.
It is a country that does not have anything, that is 30 months off
a genocide, that has a lot of healing to do. Big problems there also.
They need to be equally weighted with that, in my view, because
we cannot sacrifice the stability necessary in Rwanda in the way
we deal with Zaire.
So it was our view that the approach of the Security Council,
while it may have had some initial value, it caused the rebels to
want to change the equation on the ground, to defeat their enemies
piecemeal before the internationals came and froze the situation on
the ground. It became clear to us that at some point the continued
discussion of that kind of invasive combat force actually might
have become an obstacle to getting on with the task of assisting the
civilians that truly needed it.
And our recommendation has been, since I came back about 2
weeks ago, that we work toward that very permissive environment
that some of the preceding panel members referred to. And the way
you do that is, you put to bed once and for all the idea that you
are going to essentially drop a combat military force into Eastern
Zaire.
It is my belief these rebels are not saints. I have no brook for
them whatsoever. But it is my belief that if you analyze the politics
of the situation, you find out that it is by and large in their interest
both to see refugees returned to Rwanda and to see others who are
in need, like war-affected Zaireans, receive assistance.
What is a problem for them, however, is so long as a threat ofin their view--a military invasion is there, they Oo not know why
they should be letting nongovernmental organizations in from
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France and from the United States and from the other countries
who may in fact be going to, "invade them" shortly down the road.
So the way to do this properly, at this point, is to recognize that
the original conception is an idea that has come and gone. It is
past. It ought to be past. There may be military aspects of a humanitarian initiative that need to be undertaken, but in my view
the idea of basing a humanitarian operation in Rwanda or evenit is acceptable as far as I am concerned-in Entebbe is actually
the right way to go.
Because once you put to bed the idea of an invasion, I believe we
will find it and the rebels will find it increasingly in their interest
to collaborate. In fact, the diminishing of the viability of the original combat-oriented military operation, the fact that is passing
away I think has something to do with the improved access that
the preceding panel was speaking of.
I want to be very clear. There is an emergency in Eastern Zaire.
There is an emergency condition in Rwanda. The way you get it
done, in my view, is to put the old conception of a military intervention to bed, base a humanitarian operation in Rwanda, so the
refugees that remain and want to return will see their help coming
from Rwanda. That will also help ultimately entice people back
from Tanzania, which is sort of the next leg of this thing that is
not going to be that far down the road.
I believe if you do it like that you will find out you need less of
a military capacity. You are talking about numbers. If you accept
the U.S. Government's range of the 200,000 to 400,000-we, too,
have always felt the numbers have been estimated too high-that
is well within the ability of the humanitarian relief community to
begin to deal with, except in one aspect, and that is to the extent
that the ex-FAR and Interhamwe types still control large numbers
of people.
And the military force from the outside was never going to deal
with that anyway. We have said over and over a a that was not
part of the agenda. That, by the way, was the fatal flaw, in my
judgment, in the conception of this military intervention in the first
place. If you were not going to do that, you largely are not necessary in terms of a combat military operation.
Thanks.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Winter appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Rosenblatt.
STATEMENT OF LIONEL A. ROSENBLATT, PRESIDENT,
REFUGEES INTERNATIONAL
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Sir, with your per-

mission, I will read from a statement which I will submit for the
record.
Mr. SMITH. Without objection, all of your written statements and
those of the previous panel will be made a part of the record.
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Mr. Chairman, we at Refugees International

wish to thank you for convening this hearing on the humanitarian
and political crisis in Eastern Zaire. With over a million refugees
and local citizens displaced in Eastern Zaire, many of whom are
still unaccounted for, we are facing one of the worst humanitarian
emergencies in recent memory.
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I returned last week from the Great Lakes region, an area where
we at Refugees International have had representatives on the
ground for most of the- last couple of years. We have been interviewing refugees and other humanitarian agencies and, above all,
trying to get at the uestion which was at the core of your questions to the first panel, which is what do we do to move ahead with
the emergency.
We have, as you know, 600,000 refugees back in Rwanda. That
led to some optimistic pronouncement initially that the problem
had been solved. But as we all know, whatever the actual'number,
there are hundreds of thousands of refugees still out there, cut off
from their internationally supplied water and food for over 4 weeks
now, and many of them in increasingly dire conditions. Their needs
must be uppermost in our response.
I wanted to indicate that I guess if we look back on refugee crises
that I have been involved with, from Cambodia to the Kurds to
more recent events, we have here the largest single number of people who have simply disappeared. They are wards of the international community. They were in camps supported with our tax
dollars, with the contributions of many nations. They have disappeared, and we need to be more effective in tracking them down.
I think that sense of urgency that you are hearing today is given
that the problem is a very important one.
The first key is access. I was not satisfied with the Administration's response that we just heard, which is that better access may
be 2 or 3 days down the road. We have had better access promised
now, always just over the next little period, and I think we have
to get at that.
And it is in that context that we still feel that the international
force may have some utility. Because if the access is not granted
to the humanitarian organizations, we do not have them pushing
to the outer edge of the envelope on their own, then obviously they
are going to need the help of people who can provide for their securiger Winter, with whom we have worked and have a lot of respect for, may be right that it is counterproductive in terms of the
minds of the leaders. But then the leaders of the rebel force ought
to go ahead and give us the access, and preclude the use of force
except for continued reconnaissance.
One of the things I wanted to point out is, because the force has
at least been put on the drawing boards, you have intelligence coming from both satellites and fixed-wing reconnaissance that we
would not otherwise have. We want to keep that coming.
So I would say the force comes into play as a negotiating element, based in Rwanda, not endangering the current balance of
power in Zaire, not allowing the French to get a chance to get into
Zaire, all of which I agree with. But if the force can help get access,
fine.
If the human organizations can get that on their own, that is
even better, but I want to get at that. The response that we heard
today is unacceptable, which is that 2 or 3 days from now we will
have our access to hundreds of thousands of people who are in increasingly dire shape.

We have interviewed a number of survivors, and in several instances the survivors talk about dead and dying they left along the
way. We have to assume, projecting from that, that before long we
are goin to have a death toll that reaches into the thousands and
tens of th ousands unless we break the current gridlock, and I think
that we have to start with that access question.
I would have liked to have asked further questions from the U.S.
Government panel. One day we will do hearings differently, so people like us can actually question some of the government witnesses.
I would have wanted to ask, definitively, what kind of contacts
are we having with Mr. Kabila? Are we pursuing him relentlessly
on this issue? Are we meeting some of his concerns as outlined by
Roger Winter and others? Are we getting at this issue in a maximally effective way? I left over a week ago now from Bukavu, and
access was a day or two away at that point. Still a day or two
away.
Let me quickly survey our other recommendations, access and
identifyng where the refugees are being the most important.
We also think on the Rwanda side that we ought to be ensuring
that the aid is there. It has undergone a population increase. It
needs maximum assistance. We need to increase the number of
human rights monitors there, without question. All that has been
touched on already in testimony.
In Burundi we have to distinguish that people going back there
cannot be protected. There is a continuing spiral of violence by both
the army there and the Hutu militias, and there ought to be an exception to any refugee going back there.
One point we would- like to make is that on the humanitarian
needs in Burundi, we ought to be sure that we are allowing an effort of the human rights aid without exception, without strengthening the hands of any of the organized parties. We probably need
to be more flexible on how humanitarian aid comes into the country of Burundi at this stage.
I would close by simply noting two longer-term recommendations
that we have long made, that I think still fit in the current crisis
in Eastern Zaire and in the region.
First, we think that the U.N. system needs to be strengthened,
both in terms of the way it coordinates among the various agencies
on the ground and in terms of a political voice for the international
community that gets at some of the root causes and either prevents
a return to violence in Rwanda or tries to do a better job in Burundi.
We felt there should be, within the organization, a world-class
figure in charge of the efforts in this region to avoid duplicating
roles, and we call such a person a "super envoy." And in our view
that should be someone who is well-known internationally, has his
or her own access internationally to the leaders of the countries, of
the region, and would begin to work aggressively ahead of the
curve of violence. We have not gotten ahead of that now in the last
few years.
Second, I would note our strong endorsement for a rapid response force of some sort. If we had had that, we would not have
to result to a multinational force and not constantly be looking over
our shoulder at the French, which is a real problem. How do we
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contain them and still move forward? We would have a tool either
under the United Nations or, as the Administration proposed, an
African response force, but we should move ahead on that as well.
In closing, let me thank you again for focusing on this urgent crisis. I ho e as a result of the hearing we will see better access, better reach for the humanitarian organizations, because if we do not
have a rescue soon of the hundreds of thousands still unaccounted
for, we will only later learn, as we did in the genocide, the toll has
been tremendous, and that we acted again too late.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Rosenblatt.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Rosenblatt appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Mahdesian is still here. And you may not be the
one that might have the information, your other three colleagues
might have it, but I was wondering too about the question of contacts with Laurent Kabila. Peter Whal6y, if I am not mistaken, met
with him on Friday, and if you could give us an update we would
ask that for the record.
Mr. MAHDESIA.

I do not have an update about the embassy con-

tacts.
Mr. WINTlR. I can tell you how it got started, but perhaps you
want to hear from the other people first.
Mr. SMITH. You can answer that briefly.
Mr. WINTER. On the 14th of November-which was a Thursday,

if I recall correctly--anyway, the date of that Thursday was the
day in which the breakthrough at Mugunga Camp occurred. On
Friday, Mr. Kabila understood he had a meeting with General
Smith scheduled in Goma. I was with him that day and he said he
expected to meet with Smith in the afternoon.
That evening, when I saw him again for dinner, I asked him
what Smith had to say. He said that Smith did not show and he
had not had any communication. At the same time, he was hearing
on the Voice of America Secretary of Defense Perry announcing
that the multinational force would coordinate with the Rwandan
Government, coordinate with the Government of Zaire, but expected the acquiescence of the rebels.
He got very concerned about that, and he asked me if I could get
some Americans for him to talk to. At 2 o'clock in the morning, Saturday morning, I crossed the border, went to Gisenyi, called people
from the American embassy, the military attache, asked him if he
could set something up. He said there was a group of them, including Peter Whaley, coming up the next morning.
I met with them in the morning, tried to set something up. Their
reaction was "No, we are not going to meet with Kabila. We have
relations witi the Government in Kinshasa. If he wants to meet
with us he will have to come to the border and talk across the border with us." I said if I could set that up, fine.
I could not set it up within Whaley's timeframe. I went back to
Kabila and explained to him the American delegation had gone
back. He said, "I do not want problems with the Americans; if the
Americans won't come to me, I will go to them."
And he asked me if I would return to my hotel in Kigali, which
I did. At 6:45 Sunday morning, whatever the date was, he called

me and said, "I am here. Can I meet with the senior Americans?"
And we had already arranged it with the embassy personnel, and
that is when he met with Ambassador Bogosian, Peter Wheley
Ambassador Gribbon, and a colonel from General Smith's staff, and
that was the beginning of the process.
I do not know what the more recent ones have been. But it
scares to me to think there might have been U.S. military troops
deployed
in his territory without that level of conversation occurring.
rr.SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Winter.
Mr. SMITH. Dr. Crocker.
STATEMENT OF CHESTER A. CROCKER, CHAIRMAN OF THE

BOARD, UNITED STATES INSTITUTE FOR PEACE
Mr. CROCKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity to testify here at this important hearing.
In the interest of truth in advertising, I would like to indicate
that much of the immediate refugee crisis much of it, not all of it,
has been diffused by the return to Rwanda of 600,000 Hutu refugees from the camps in Zaire. And I would like to add that I have
no independent expertise on the basis of which to speculate about
how many more Hutu civilian refugees remain in Zaire, either
seeking shelter and support on their way back to Rwanda or as the
captives or dependents of the Hutu militias who are fleeing deeper
into Eastern Zaire.
I would prefer to confine my brief remarks to some of the political factors that we should bear in mind as we look at this overall
situation in central Africa. I think the starting place is to point out
you really cannot have any such thing as a purely humanitarian
foreign policy. Other speakers have addressed that point. I just
want to underscore it again and again and again.
A decision to intervene has effects on the balance of power, on
the political balance and the military balance. It affects lifelines, it
affects food chains, it affects the economic resources of the men and
the boys with the guns, and it is really as simple as that. By the
same token, a decision not to intervene, not to become involved diplomatically or politically, has direct political implications and affects
balance of power locally on the ground, as well.
So the
I think
if we could rise above the very American urge sometimes to do the right thing but keep our hands clean, and recognize
that in practice intervention and nonintervention both have political consequences we night, in fact with your help, Mr. Chairman,
elevate this whole discussion and debate. We cannot have it both
ways. We cannot have a feel-good humanitarian policy in central
Africa that escapes involvement and political consequences.
If you look at both the current situation and the situations that
have preceded it in Eastern Zaire and in Rwanda, I think it is fair
to say that we cannot escape in this country some responsibility for
those situations. And I could not agree more with Congressman
Payne's earlier comments on that very point.
That said, let us look ahead a little bit. Where do we go from
here?
I think it is fair to say the Rwandan crisis is by no means over.
There are many humanitarian issues that remain to be resolved.

There is certainly an important role for the international community in making certain that returning refl.gees face improving conditions and conditions that give them confidence, give them hope,
give them some sense of a physical security.
It is also important, and the next witness will be talking with
real authority on this subject, that we do everything we can to invigorate the judicial process both inside Rwanda and in the international criminal tribunal for Rwanda, because that will send a
message across the region that people will be held accountable if
that process works. If it does not work, it is an invitation for more
of the same.
Second, I would like to make the observation that Rwanda's tragedy is expanding into a central African tragedy, because it is spilling across borders into a country which by any definition is a major
country. And it is destabilizing that country at a time when that
country, Zaire, is already in very, very bad shape, for all sorts of
reasons that we can discuss and which you are familiar with.
So what is happening is that Rwanda is aggravating the institutional and political crisis of Zaire. By the same token, Zaire's crisis
is aggravating the Rwandan refugee situation. So the two of them
really are very tightly interlinked.
Now, what does that really mean? I think it is a very dangerous
situation in central Africa. It should not be underplayed. We should
not think because we can get a refugee story off the front page for
a day or two that we can begin to focus on other regions of the
world. There is the potential for what has been going on in the
Kivus to expand beyond the Kivus, which would be a circumstance
that is really quite dire for the whole of Africa, for the international community, and we would wind up ultimately paying, as
we always do.
A country of 45 million people bordering on nine African states
is not one you can sort of walk away from. I am not saying for a
moment that this is an issue of what do we do with or for Mobutu.
I think that the past tense should be used in talking about that.
He has been withdrawing from leadership of his country, disengaging from leadership in his country for years, and may soon be gone
from the scene. So what is essential is to get a legitimate transition
to a post-Mobutu era, and that includes a whole series of things,
including elections but also including the strengthening of Zaire's
State institutions, which in my view is a very important agenda
item.
I am aware, Mr. Chairman, there are those who speak about the
artificiality of African boundaries and how let us let it happen, and
maybe it would not be such a bad thing if some African countries,
especially big ones, were to fall into their logical ethnic pieces.
That, in my view, is playing with fire. There are literally hundreds
of ethnic components within Zaire alone, and there are thousands
of would-be ethnic champions and warlords who would exploit and
aggravate and mobilize ethnic hatred if given half the chance. So
that is not, in my view, the way to go.
Finally, this is a part of the world where a failure of American
leadership will be noticed and will have grave consequences. Everybody else will be let off the hook if we do not develop a serious pol-
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icy toward central Africa. We do not have one at present, in my
judgment.
It is time for the senior-most levels of our government to engage
on a sustained basis with the senior-most levels of other key governments, that includes the French, to see to it that what has already begun to happen in Eastern Zaire does not become a Zaire
national phenomenon and a central African phenomenon. I do not
believe our challenge in central Africa is to contain the French but
rather to engage the French, and unless we do that it will not
work.
So those are a few observations on the broader political situation.
I thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Dr. Crocker.
Mr. SMITH. Dr. Des Forges.
STATEMENT OF ALISON DES FORGES, CONSULTANT, HUMAN
RIGHTS WATCH/AFRICA
Ms. DEs FORGEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Like the other panelists, I too am very grateful for the opportunity to appear here and
also very appreciative of your having organized this hearing.
Many of the speakers here this morning, and the Members of
Congress, as well, have referred to the extent of the emergency, the
sense of crisis, and so on. Why do I have the feeling that these are
only words? There is nothing moving, and I must say I share Congressman Hamilton's great frustration at the delays which go on
-interminably. And I have to say I wonder if there is not some relationship between the continuingdelay on the ground in obtaining
full access and the continuing delay on the other side of the ocean
in terms of moving forward with this multinational force.
The latest contacts that I have had with the Canadians suggests
that the earliest possible action would be sometime in January. It
is now the 4th of December. The crisis has been going on for somewhat more than a month. How much longer will people deprived
of shelter in the rainy season be able to stumble along without the
necessary supplies?
Again, the sad echoes of past failure haunt this hearing with the
prospect of people, well-meaning people, somehow not getting their
act together to take the kinds of decisions that must be taken. In
addition to this question of delay, and of course related to it, is the
question of access for what. Not only what is this force to do, but
what are those wonderful nongovernmental humanitarian organizations supposed to do once they get there?
And here I think is one of our fundamental problems, is a refusal
to come to grips with what Dr. Crocker has just suggested, with
the inevitable political and human rights implications of a decision
to intervene. Delivering food and medicine and water is very well,
but what is the point of delivering that if the recipients are about
to be shot? If the ultimate objective here is to make it possible for
refugees who choose to return home to do so, there must be an element of security provided to them.
Now, this works in two facets. They must have security to make
their choice freely, without the pressure and without the guns
pointed at them by the Interhamwe and the ex-FAR. Our field researcher on the ground has reported, on the basis of her interviews
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with people coming across the border, that there is widespread testimony of people being forced to leave Mugunga Camp in the company of ex-FAR and militia at gun point or under severe pressure.
We do not know how many, but as long as there are some people
who are held under those conditions, as hostages, that must be
part of our ultimate decisionmaking.
We are also extremely concerned about reports of refugees being
selected out, male refugees and adolescent boys being selected out
by rebel forces before the rest of the group is permitted to continue
home. We do not know the fate of the men who are selected out,
but I think we can all guess.
If the intention of an international intervention is to permit anyone who chooses to return home to do so freely, then that guarantee must be extended to males as well as to females and to adults
as well as to children. It should not be a selective opportunity
based upon whatever criteria are decided by people on the ground.
With those considerations in mind, the ultimate objectives of this
kind of intervention can simply not be met from an airplane. There
is no way that you can provide the security guarantees, not just to
the workers, the humanitarian workers, but to the refugees themselves, without having an effective force on the ground.
The humanitarian organizations themselves, I believe, are divided, and I am not sure that Secretary Oakley has effectively
taken a poll of humanitarian organizations. I have not taken that
poll either, but I suspect there is a division of opinion and that
there are some of them who feel that a force is absolutely crucial
for them to operate effectively.
I also notice that Secretary Oakley talks now about the need to
have effective distributors on the ground even if the supplies themselves are dropped by airplane; that represents really a different
concept from the concept of simply opening the cargo door and
shoving out the bundles.
The ultimate question of access is, of course, and most immediately, in the hands of Mr. Kabila and his forces. It is most instructive to have Roger Winter's comments and to have the opportunity to add to our knowledge of this movement by someone who
was there and who spoke with Mr. Kabila.
I think it is important to recognize, as he suggests, the Zairewide focus of Mr. Kabila himself, but it is also important to remark
that, I believe, the agreement establishing the movement of the
ADFL was actually signed in October, and at that point Mr. Kabila
was named its chief spokesman, and not its President or chairman
or commander-in-chief or whatever else. And yet here we are looking at a progression which was so astonishingly rapid that a movement which created itself in October has, by the first week of November, the effective control of a substantial band of territory, and
has in the process bombarded and shot at 40 refugee camps in
order to close them down.
The relief, and I think we can almost say the gratitude which
has been felt by significant officials of the American Administration, and I think perhaps by administrations in other countries as
well, that someone did the job for us, is a very significant part of
what has influenced policy decisions up until this point.
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I am very pleased to applaud and congratulate the Administration for the stand which it has taken as of today, asking that the
ADFL begin to implement some serious consideration of human
rights issues in its behavior in this region. The use of military force
on unarmed civilians, the arbitrary detention and removal of men
from groups of refugees returning home, and indeed the very intervention, the very prohibition of access to humanitarian organizations, keeping them from people in need, are all violations of international humanitarian law, and we need to say that very clearly,
very publicly and very forcefully.
The question of how one can best influence Mr. Kabila and his
forces to improve their human rights record and take the necessary
measures to investigate these human rights abuses, and bring to
justice the people guilty for them, is a very important question.
Mr. Chairman, you have very forcefully, shall we say, expressed
the linkage which some of us feel may exist both between the
Rwandan Government and Mr. Kabila's forces and between the
U.S. Government and the Rwandan Government, which puts us in
a unique position of both obligation and opportunity to, in effect,
take a very, very strong position on these human rights questions.
And it is, as I say, with considerable relief that I see that the Administration has now begun doing that.
To turn for a moment to the question of what is happening to
the refugees inside Rwanda, we are all extremely gratified and satisfied that the return of the refugees has been accomplished within
Rwanda with relatively little difficulty thus far.
We have had some reports of, again, young men having been
taken and apparently killed on the way home but this has not
been a widespread phenomenon. We have also had reports, I presume the same ones that were referred to earlier today, about survivors killed, and I believe it was not in Zaire-survivors of the
genocide killed-it was not in Zaire but in Gisenyi, in the northwestern corner of Rwanda.
Providing for the security of the survivors of genocide and the
witnesses of genocide, as well as providing security for the returnees, is of course an enormous problem and one for which we should
stand ready to give support. Here I think the mention of the increase of the human rights monitors-and I hope that the Administration will indeed see that the request they thought was here does
in fact get here, with due regard to the sense of emergency we all
feel, of course, about this issue, so that that can be acted upon
promptly. In that context, I would mention that the European
union has already taken action and has voted additional funding
for human rights monitors.
The justice system has been referred to this morning, and indeed
the tragedy of those detainees is of very serious concern for all of
us. Let me mention that the return of refugees from Burundi in
July and August has caused relatively little comment and I believe
has not been mentioned at all here this morning, but there are
80 000 people who were returned, and again under very questionable circumstances. We cannot presume that all 80,000 of those
people were happy to go home but the , in effect, had no choice.
At the time of their return, the Rwan dan Government announced
that there would be no immediate arrests and there were none. At

this point, somewhat more than 1,000 of those 80,000 people have
been arrested. That is 2 or 3 months after. Looking down the road
2 or 3 months, if a similar proportion of those returning from Zaire
are arrested, there will be 75,000 more people detained, and I
would speculate that the proportion may even be higher of those
arrested returning from Zaire simply because of the nature of the
population that was in Zaire.
In these circumstances it is, of course, of crucial importance that
trials begin. The law is now in place. It took a great deal of political discussion for that to be passed but it has been passed. The
judges have been trained. The police inspectors have been trained.
There are hundreds of dossiers ready and yet there are no trials.
This has got to be a major focus of U.S. pressure within Rwanda
to get those trials started, and also to insist that they be conducted
with due regard to the right of defense, which the government has
publicly acknowledged.
Our person in Butare was able to attend a recent briefing of prisoners in Butare prison about the terms of the law, and they were
publicly assured that they had the right to defense and to have access to defense counsel. I am not sure whether any American lawyers will be able to be involved in providing that defense to the accused, but lawyers in Europe have already begun to organize to
make their services available.
In connection with keeping a relatively, shall we say, secure atmosphere inside of Rwanda, it is of great importance to stress
bringing to trial soldiers who are accused of killing civilians, and
there are hundreds of soldiers also who have been arrested. Some
of them have been perhaps brought to trial, but considering that
we have a military training program which is apparently largely focused on questions of human rights, I would suggest that it be a
very appropriate point of pressure for our government with the
Rwandan Government that trials of Rwandan military go forward
immediately. Again, there should be no impediment. The legal
framework is there, the personnel are there, so why are these trials
not being held?
One more quick point on the question of not just the judicial system but the Administration in general which is of major concern
to me. We have talked about providing identity cards with no ethnic category on them and I applaud that. Again, that is a measure
which we recommended significantly before the genocide and which
the U.S. Government chose not to act upon.
But I would provide this caution. In providing, in funding training programs and in assisting in the establishment of a functioning
administration and judicial system, donors understandably have
not wanted to ask questions about ethnic identity.
We are really here caught on the horns of a dilemma because
how can we, after all that has happened in this country, talk about
whether or not 95 percent of the trainees presented for a given program are Tutsi rather than Hutu. But yet this is a consideration
of great importance in terms of the extent to which the population
of the country sees themselves reflected in those people who hold
the power in the country.
I do not have a solution for this. I simply indicate it as a point
of great importance that we need to keep in mind. One way to ap-

proach this is to look at the percentage of people who have returned from abroad, that is what are described as the first generation of refugees or the old caseload refugees, who are now in positions of authority as opposed to people who were residents of the
country before 1994.
The final point I would like to mention is your fourth question,
Mr. Chairman, which has not been too much discussed. That is the
provision for what we might call the legitimate refugees those people who are not suspected of involvement in the genocide, who are
not armed elements former militia members and so on, but yet
who feel a well-founded fear of persecution.
As we have heard this morning, Zaire agrees with Rwanda that
all Rwandans should now go home, although there are differences
of opinion on how you define Rwandans in this case. I think that
if the hostility against Rwandans and people of Rwandan origin
continues to build in Zaire, there may, in Fact, be no solution for
them within the Zaire boundaries, and it may, in fact, be necessary
to think of resettling them in some other location. One thing is
sure, we cannot address that problem until we know who these
people are and how many of them there are. That brings us full
circle once again to the problem of access. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Des Forges appears in the appendix.)
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much for your testimony and for
your fine work.
Let me just ask the other members of the panel what their views
are with regard to the Administration, UNHCR and generally the
international community: are they identifying real refugees and
trying to at least inform them that repatriation isn't the only option, that resettlement in another country and perhaps some kind
of safe haven on the short term may be something that they ought
to consider. Are they being apprise of any of this? Do you see any
plans to make them aware?
Mr. WINTER. I do not believe so. I would be very cautious about

the idea of sort of generally announcing that people who do not
want to go to Rwanda might have a shot at coming to the United
States, which is not to say that you don't have a real point to make
here, because I think you do.
My sense of the way things are on the ground over there is that
there really are not mechanisms in place to protect people like
that. It is the kind of job that my organization would seek to see
accomplished, Lionel's and Alison's it is the kind of thing we work
on. It is something that you have flagged for us that we will focus
on.
In fact, however, I do generally believe that establishing the old
camps along the border would be precisely the wrong way to accommodate them. If there are those people, you mention that need
to be protected. They need to be allowed to have adequate asylum.
It needs to be well away from the border with Rwanda. That was
a fundamental mistake before. It needs to be in a situation where
they are not dominated by killers.
Mr. ROSENBATr. I would fully subscribe to that anal sis there.
The added factor is that as you define people who are raid to
back, you will want to break away from their control those people
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who may wish to return but can't. And again, none of us are suggesting we reestablish the camps or that the humanitarian aid go
to armed elements. Those are two basic caveats that will begin to
define the core problem of those who feel they can't return more
precisely.
Mr. SMITH. Let me ask, for a returnee to Rwanda, what is his
or her expectation in terms of what they will do? Do they expect
to be on some kind of international assistance? And for how long?
Are there any prospects for real employment? They are leaving a
desperate situation, going to an uncertain situation which could
quickly become desperate. How significant is the aid we need to be
rovidin to Rwanda-I think that point was made earlier. I think
Dr. Crocier may have mentioned that we can't think that we just
solve the problem here. Rwanda needs a great deal of support as
well, otherwise they will quickly go over the edge again or could
go over the edge again. What can a returnee expect?
Mr. WINTER. Let me say that it is important to put it into perspective. First of all, the international community was spending a
million dollars a day on the old camps before a couple of weeks ago.
By and large, the Rwandans in those camps in terms of their physical needs were better off than were the local Zairean population.
And you could see the impact of that as people were repatriating.
Clearly, at the end of the repatriation line, as it were, there were
the lame and the blind and the old and the enfeebled in a variety
of ways, but the great bulk of the population was not suffering
from malnutrition in any sense of the word. Obviously, and Lionel
has made this case very eloquently on a number of occasions, the
longer it goes, the more those people that are dispersed in hillsides
are going to wind up in desperate situations.
I think basically people's expectations upon return are pretty low
at this point. Even those who are very clear they want to return
do not really fully understand what they are returning to. They
don't exactly know what their security situation is. Most of these
people, not all of them, are farmers. They know it is going to be
months before they can provide for themselves. And so they do not
fully have clear expectations. I think it is a very cloudy picture for
them.
I think that is an important thing to focus on because both their
expectations and the expectations of the communities that are receiving them need to be addressed in a way that promotes peace,
that promotes reconciliation, that forestalls violence, because this
is a huge group of people competing for very limited resources in
one of the poorest countries of the world.
So I say again, a substantial relief and development operation is
needed inside Rwanda as well as in Eastern Zaire to address that
kind of thing.
Mr. ROSENBLATr. I would add that our field representative there
reminds us that the aid should go beyond a daily ration for the returnee; that the aid ought to go to communities based on impact
of returnees; that we ought to be looking at community development pro ects again if we are able to take the resources that went
at a mil ion dollars a day for the refugees and divert them. We
should have a substantial pool of resources, and we ought to be
looking beyond simply helping only the refugees. If you go into a

community and only help the refugees who have returned, you are
going to build frictions from the start. So community-based local
development assistance is what we ought to be about.
Mr. CROCKER. I think we have leverage on all these areas, and

we should be using it. I do not see this part of central Africa as
filled with people who have white hats or black hats. There are
people who have committed human rights abuses in both communities. We have leverage because of who we are, and we should be
telling the Government of Rwanda that its performance is being
closely scrutinized. At the same time we are working with the Government of Rwanda on other aspects of this tragedy. So it is a twoway street.
Mr. SMITH. Do you believe that we are adequately conveying to
the Government of Rwanda how serious we are about human rights
atrocities, and regarding their friends in Zaire, that is to say the
rebels, that there is an accountability there, that we see a linkage?
Mr. CROCKER. I see some improvement in that regard. I think it

has a ways to go perhaps. Getting access in Zaire is one dimension
of it. Getting the rule of law to begin to function, as Dr. Des Forges
just talked about in Rwanda, is a piece of that. But clearly, this
is a government which will listen to a clear coherent voice from the
outside, if there is one.
Ms. DEs FORGES. Stress the clear, coherent if there is one, right?
I just, again on this question of access that we were talking about,
one of the things which is of great concern, of course, is that the
access, it is not just humanitarian organizations whose access is
limited, it is also journalists and others who might potentially observe and report upon the human rights situation within rebel-held
territory. As long as we have such a dearth of information, it is extremely difficult for us to assess the situation.
On the question of what do the returnees expect and what will
they find when they return home, one question which everyone has
identified as central is the question of housing, even more than
housing, land. Houses are easily built. You can build a hoasa in
from 2 to 3 days. You get the neighbors together, you dig up the
mud a bit, you build the framework, and you make the house. The
big issue is the land to cultivate your crops.
There are some areas where this will not be such a serious concern because in the colder hillier, wetter regions, the competition
is less. But in areas which are sunnier, warmer, pleasanter, particularly areas which are also excellent pasturage for cattle-and
one thing we have not mentioned among the returnees in terms of
the original caseload returnees was hundreds of thousands have
herds of cattle that need grass to live-they now occupy a considerable amount of the land in Eastern Rwanda which otherwise could
be crop land.
I am not referring to the national park which they are also beginning to encroach upon, but actually formerly cultivated land.
That has not become a crisis point yet, but since we are talking
about the return of people from Tanzania, that is when it will become a crisis point because those people are largely people who
have come from Eastern Rwanda. The ones who come back from
Zaire are more people who come from the north and the northwest,
and those areas have not been as densely squatted upon by the re-
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turnees of 1994 and 1995, because they just do not regard this as
t very desirable place to live.
The Rwandan Government established very early, I believe it
was already in July or August 1994, property commissions to examine conflicts over questions of property. These commissions have
rarely functioned effectively, and here would be one point where
there could be some concrete both assistance and pressure combined from the United States, that is, to make those property commissions work well, to provide them with the resources they need
to process claims rather efficiently, and to encourage adequate enforcement powers so that their decisions can really be made effective.
In the Rwandan tradition, communities often did get together to
settle exactly that kind of problem, the problems of the limits of
fields, the problems of whose cow had eaten whose beans. These
local property commissions would have the promise of functioning
in that kind of setting, and if properly done could actually bring
people together to sort of resolve the community-based issues of.
property rather than allowing them to fester and become a source
of new bitterness.
Another aspect of the return which we have not discussed but
which could in the end prove very important is the question of
squatting on occupations and jobs rather than squatting on lands.
A significant number of what you call the intellectuals, the people
with education, the people who were the former government officials and so on and so forth were in those camps. Some of them
have returned, and those who have returned will find their jobs already occupied. So here is a point of potential friction which is
small in absolute numbers, but which, in terms of general and
eventual impact, could be very large.
Mr. SMITH. Let me ask two final questions. Generally speaking
has the NGO community been adequately listened to with regard
to situation assessment from day to day? And then as well, and
equally important, are you being heard at the levels where the de.isions are being made both here in Washington and in other govt.-nments?
Mr. WINTER. For myself, I could say that once I returned, we
gave an NGO briefing and a press conference. We were given good
access at the National Security Council and the State Department.
So, yes, we felt that the results of that field visit were adequately
understood.
Mr. ROSENBLATT. I think we felt similarly, particularly 'vith the

NSC, that they are engaged in the problem. I don't feel we are getting a sufficient priority in terms of the responses. I would like to
see days not always be days, particularly in access, particularly
with regard to the way we conduct our leverage in both Kigali and
with the Zairean rebels. I think we could put a lot more top spin
on results and break through some of the barriers that have kren
frustrating to us today as we have talked about them.
Mr. CROCKER. Mr. Chairman, I think that the Administration listens to NGO's. In my own view, maybe the Administration needs
to decide what it thinks about a few of these things that we are
talking about and decide if it wants to have a policy, which it
would, of course, consult with everybody about.

But the issue of waiting for Canadians to push us, or waiting for
the French to push us, or waiting for the U.N. Securit Council to
schedule a meeting, there has been a fair amount of tat, and we
are in a transitional mode now. A whole new policy team is to be
appointed. And the situation on the ground is fast-moving and
very, very complicated. We have to acknowledge that if America
wishes to lead. It usually does.
Ms. DES FORGES. I believe that we are generally afforded very
good access and that our opinions are taken very seriously. I would
concur with Dr. Crocker in saying that at this point knowing is not
the problem. Acting is the problem. This question of delaying until
the action in effect becomes no longer necessary does seem to constitute a policy. I am not sure that what we have here is an absence of policy. We have perhaps a policy of deliberately adopting
a passive posture and simply letting it all happen.
Mr. SMITH. Some of us who followed the crisis in Bosnia felt
similarly when month after month very little was done to try to

mitigate that process. It wasn't until the Croats mounted a very
significant offensive, sending hundreds of thousands of Serbs into
refugee status and into flight, that the backbone of the Serb offensive war-making capabilities seemed to at least be lessened, opening up an opportunity. But for month after month, many of us tried
to get the administration engaged, and perhaps we are experiencingdeja vu to some extent.
One final question on the 2 to 3 days as mentioned by Secretary
Oakley. She left, I think, the hope that something might happen
in terms of a breakthrough on the access question. What happens
if 2 to 3 days becomes 2 to 3 weeks and, God forbid, 2 to 3 months?
Are we looking at a catastrophe of monumental proportions? Is
there something that we in the Congress ought to be doing, though
obviously the lead has to be taken by the executive branch.
As you saw, we tried to have this hearing last week and even the
week before, and it was put off simply because of the unavailability
of Administration witnesses, and we are very grateful they were
here today. But it seems to me when you get a crisis, everything
stops. Who cares about Thanksgiving? Let us do whatever has to
be done to try to mobilize to a positive outcome. What happens if
this 2 to 3 days becomes much longer than that?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. I would hope that the momentum of this hearing needs to be preserved because this is one of the few things that
has focused on the Eastern Zaire crisis, the Rwanda situation and
central Africa in this town over this Thanksgiving period. I don't
think we can let 2 or 3 days become 2 to 3 weeks.
I think you are asking specifics about how we are discussing the
access andwith whom, what we are offering, where our carrots and
sticks are. Close collaboration with the UNHCR, which has the
lead on this in terms of pushing to the outer edges of the search
area inside Eastern Zaire, where do they feel the rubbing points
are, what can be done to resolve their problems, when and if they
need backup security. Then you do want to look again at the idea
of how a force might assist.
Let us first look at what is being done on the ground both in
terms of reach by the UNHCR and the relief organizations and by

the United States as a powerful interlocutor with both the Government of Kigali and with the Zairean rebels.
Mr. WINTER. Keeping in mind, too, there are senior people, and
here the situation is very cloudy, who are even beyond the reaches
of the rebels themselves, people who have been fleeing west. We
are assuming that many of these are bad folks themselves, or at
least family of or political adherents of people who did the genocide, but we do not really know much about the people fleeing west
what they are all about, and it is sort of a group of people we need
to understand better that are entirely outside the purview, at least
right now as I understand it, of the rebel territory and the rebel
control.
Mr. CROCKER. Mr. Chairman, I would hope that the spotlight
that you have put on this problem will be sustained and will be
sustained on the central Africa basis, not simply on the immediate
situation.
One of the problems with this question of 2 days or 2 months is
that if we start out our policy reviews by saying that anything we
might do militarily will be subject to the veto of every party on the
ground, what we are doing is handing out vetoes to everybody, and
therefore we will never do anything in a nonconsensual environment. If that is our real policy in central Africa, let us say it up
front. What we are doing is handing out clearance requirements,
much like when you are doing a memo in the State Department
from the fourth floor to the seventh floor. You need quite a few
clearances. That is what we are doing in central Africa right now.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Dr. Crocker.
Ms. DES FORGES. I would agree in saying that if we have a conviction that the needs for basic life supplies and the needs for providing security for this group of people existed when there were 1
million of them, surely they still exist even if there are only
200,000 of them. The fact that there are 200,000 should simply
make the whole operation easier, not make it unnecessary.
Mr. SMITH. I yield to the gentleman from New Jersey,Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. I just would like Mr. Winter, could you once again
concisely summarize your opposition to a military-type force in the
situation?
Mr. WINTER. Twofold, first of all, in terms of the rebel perspective, which in this case and not necessarily in other cases but in
this case I understand, that is, that it will freeze the military situation on the ground and therefore, by definition, preserve the remnants of Interhamwe. And since they are not prepared to separate
Interhamwe and ex-FAR from civilians who want to be separated
or would like to return or just simply get away, that is a mission
that does not have a good definition and will not have a good outcome. In addition, the rebels would say it also stabilizes the Government in Kinshasa.
However, at this point in time, so much has changed, I think
that what the continued discussion of a 15,000-person combat-capable military force in Eastern Zaire does, or continued calls for that
from some people or references to it, what it does is it places the
people, the Zairean rebels, in a position of feeling like the are
about to be invaded. They have a problem with that. And what it
does is, in my view, it inhibits access by the U.N. High Commis-
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sioner for Refugees, by NGO's and others, because the rebels are
not a sophisticated crowd with a lot of experience. The do not see
the outside humanitarians as free from a political agenda. They are
coming from the same countries that-are the countries who will be
sending soldiers. They make a connection there that I think has become dysfunctional.
I think if you can set the multination force concept aside, be. cause I don't think it is going to happen anyway at this point, I
think if you just set that aside, I think the interests that are there,
of seeing refugees repatriated or war-affected Zaireans assisted,
will continue to be clarified and to therefore enhance access.
In fact, I think the awareness that the rebels have that the originally conceived military force really is something that has come
and gone is one of the reasons why access is improving now. That
is my perspective on it. I recognize other people have differing perspectives on it. My view is if you place a force in the area to participate along with a largely humanitarian civilian operation based
from Rwanda or based from Entebbe, that you will therefore diffuse
the concerns of the rebels and access will improve, which is really
what we want to do. We want to assist those people that need the
help. That is my view of it.
Mr. PAYNE. Does anyone else want to comment on that whole
issue?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. I would add that as Roger ended, what we are
talking about is not a 15,000-man force . We are talking about a
rescue force and one where the humanitarian agencies would take
the lead, backed up by logistical muscle and security as necessary
from the force. I think that rescue operation based in Rwanda and
Uganda possibly would be a fine way to go. If the rebels have a
problem with that, then I think we need to get them to configure
with us how the rescue might work, but not to simply go on spinning our wheels as we are now.
Mr. WINTER. And a rescue force, I think if they are prepared to
separate killers from civilians, is very justified for the remaining
civilian populations. But when the Americans and everybody else
say that is not what we are going to do, that is where you start
to question the point of the rescue force. I would love to see what
Lionel has articulated actually become a model that everybody
agrees on.
Mr. ROSENBLATr. That would be ideal. Let me say that I still
would be for a rescue force even if it does not get involved in disarming. It could focus mostly on a group now further north and
west of Goma, but particularly the group that is missing is in south
Kivu and you could have a rescue launched there without having
to bite that bullet.
At some point we have to have a force in the area that is willing
to go in, even in nonpermissive situations, but to throw that to the
force right now would probably throw such a monkey wrench into
the force that they would back off completely.
I would like to go, as Roger would, full bore and separate intimidators and those controlling the refugees. We probably cannot do
that. That still should not deter us from a rescue force that would
move ahead quickly, and we ought to deal in the long run with the
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fact that somewhere, somebody has to be willing to take a shot in
dealing with some of these issues.
Ms. DES FORGES. I would like to comment that I wonder if attempting to deliver humanitarian aid without separating out the
armed elements, I wonder if that is not exactly what we have been
doing for 2V2 years and is a policy that we now recognize is bankrupt. In other words, are we not back to square one where we are
saying we cannot provide the force to separate the armed elements
from the hungry civilians; therefore, we will feed the hungry civilians? We did that and it didn't work.
Mr. ROSENBLATT. In terms of the rescue, I would do it differently.

We would not feed armed elements, and this would be emergency
aid, no new camps created; people coming back on corridors or repatriation, as they did through Goma, but have not had a chance
through the southern Kivu area.
The group that is most difficult in this regard is the group that
is basically still controlled by the former army of Rwanda, and that
is far to the northwest, and obviously a different solution might
have to be envisioned there such as permanent resettlement far
away from the borders of Rwanda. But I don't think that problem
ought to prevent us from moving ahead with a rescue effort, using
the UNHCR initially if we can in the south Kivu area.
Mr. WINTER. Using an example, I know you know very well of

Sudan it is possible to mount a humanitarian operation, imperfectly but possible, that serves a wide area and a large number of
people in a rebel area without a foreign military force being
present. The area that the SPLA controls in south Sudan is as big
as all of Uganda. There are millions of people there. There is an
international relief effort operating in the rebel sector as well as
in the government sector. There are no soldiers of any kind that
are present there other than the rebels themselves, and it is possible to mount an operation that can begin to meet the needs of
people more fully than are currently being met if you stage it correctly. And it does not necessarily require combat military force.
Mr. PAYNE. That is true. It is working in the Sudan. As complicated as the Sudan is, though, I think that this tight area
around Rwanda and Burundi and Eastern Zaire is probably even
more complicated because of the many decades of people coming in
and going back.
As a matter of fact, I have a question regarding that. The reason
I am dwelling on that question is because I have supported the
intervention militarily of a force to go in to bring relief to the refugees there in Zaire. Of course, as we all know, the mission has
changed. People came back because of situations changing. I am
still inclined to feel that it is going to be impossible or very difficult
for the situation to resolve itself just by NGO's trying to do it or
by there being no force introduced in that area.
I have a question regarding, as you mentioned, Ms. Des Forges,
that of the 80,000 returnees from Burundi, that up to 1,000 had
been in prison, and that the people coming back from Zaire-being
that you can't always anticipate those that are left anyway that
may come back and that the same thing would occur-do you have
opposition to people who may have been accused of participating in
the genocide from being detained and incarcerated?

Ms. DES FORGES. Absolutely not. In fact I regard it as essential

that those charges be examined and that the person be tried. That
has always been the position of Human Rights Watch, that those
people who are accused must stand trial. There is no way except
byexamining guilt on an individual basis that you can get rid of
guilt on a group basis, and it is guilt on a group basis that feeds
the cycle of reprisals and future violence.
Mr. PAYNE. Also, the question of returnees and the fact that
many refugees, 500,000 estimated came back from Zaire. The fact
that there were the original Tutsi, primarily persons who were in
primarily Uganda and became a part of the force that took over
control of the country; and do you know what the property commission is doing as it relates to people who originally had property before 1959, and their families, who have now returned in 1994 and
are claiming their property pre-1960 that was taken at that time,
what has happened with the complication of them coming back to
try to reclaim land that was taken away then, and how does that
fit in to now the returning Zaireans and Burundians and some

from Tanzania?
Ms. DES FORGES. Legally, those people who returned from the

first generation of refugees have no right to claim property that
they lost in 1959 to 1963, 1964. The government took a decision
when it was established in July 1994 that no property claims older
than 10 years would be honored. So in theory those people coming
back in the first generation do not have any claims to their land.
In fact, I think there have been cases where they have been able
to reassert their ownership of land simply because people have
been so afraid of them and intimidated that they have yielded, but
in fact this could not be followed up in the court system.
Mr. PAYNE. The question of forced returnees. It has been indicated UNHCR and Mrs. Ogato strongly opposed any prompting of
people to return back to Rwanda. The fact that there was armed
militia in Zaire somewhat preventing people from coming willingly
back; do you think that our policy was sound to allow the military
leadership to prevent the refugees from coming back, or do you
think that if there had been some kind of an attempt to disarm or
to have refugees feel they could somehow break out of the camps,
would that have been a more sound policy than the policy that we
had about actually not intruding in the whole question of returnees?
Ms. DES FORGES. Indeed, we felt very strongly and we argued
that position very strongly that there was a need to separate out
the armed militia and former soldiers from the camps and to give
refugees the opportunity to choose freely whether to stay or to go.
That was debated at various times and in various shapes, and in
the end no one was willing to pay for it.
Mr. ROSENBLATT. I might add that we did a series of reports

from the camps interviewing refugees about the preposterous notion that you would get voluntary repatriation as long as you had
militias in control of the camps and urging the Administration to
work out a plan that would begin to remove the leadership, and
this was never really joined. There was finally some discussion of
this just a few weeks ago, and by then the rebels were taking matters into their own hands. I should say, on balance, they didn't do

a bad job. If we had planned this, we might not have done much
better. But I don't think that should allow us to sit back now and
sift through the remains in Eastern Zaire and leave the initiative
in their own hands.
The humanitarian organizations have to get in on this rescue
basis. And I might point out also had the camps been, when they
were dispersed, surrounded a little more thoroughly so that people
were directed in more complete fashion back toward Rwanda as an
option, we might be seeing less scattering to the west because people were so scared they did run to the west and now it is going to
be much harder to assist them in those areas.
Mr. WINTER. Had the force gone in a month ago with a mandate
not to engage, not to separate people from those militias, those
500,000 or 600,000 people would still be under the control of those
bad militias. If you are going to do an intervention, you have to do
it right.
Mr. PAYNE. I was one that felt that the ex-FAR and the
Interhamwe should have gone in early on when the camps were set
up to separate. In some of these situations there is a lot of hindsight and we always say it is 20/20 vision. A lot of times suggestions are made and they are tough decisions to make at the time.
But whether you allow 2 or 3 years to go by, if you think they were
tough then, they are almost impossible or insurmountable after
several years elapses.
I think that sometime in the future historians will teach courses
about the errors of this situation in the Great Lakes region, starting from the initial withdrawal of the small group of U.N. forces
that were in Kigali at the time of the plane crash. It was a wrong
decision to run out of Rwanda at that time. It should have been
strengthened rather than to retreat, and our only mission was to
simply get Western expatriates out of Rwanda, period. Let us be
sure that we get this thousand or so Westerners out of Rwanda.
And that was a successful venture. We talked about the success of
getting everybody out without anyone getting hurt. That was great.
nd then you have a million people dead several months later.
So not only these suggestions were made, I mean they were at
least just thrown out as suggestions, no one had a crystal ball, but
just the serious lack of any kind of real initiative in this whole situation now has created a situation that we may have to live with
for a decade if the crumbling down of Zaire and destabilization in
Burundi occur. These were things taat we talked about.
I have to commend Tony Lake, and Mr. Lake and Susan Rice
and Howard Wolpe lately have been attempting, I think it was too
late, too little, and that the Administration had not had a comprehensive policy on Central Africa. There has been a lack by the
Clinton Administration of focusing on Africa in general, Central Africa in particular. This is a State Department, in my opinion, that
has miserably failed. Our behavior in the United Nations has been
disgraceful, and I just believe that much of this could have been
prevented. I strongly, as Dr. Crocker notes, criticized the Reagan
and Bush Administration on policies.
I also feel that when something in your opinion is wrong, you
should criticize regardless of the Administration. This just transcends administration. I think that the whole moral leadership that
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could have been provided IAas failed and been failed miserably by
the Clinton Administration\ There has been no policy at all, no
comprehensive policy on th part of the State Department. Hopefully we will be able to put some pieces together, but the way that
we see people sitting around wondering who is going to make the
next step, it is sort of like Nero fiddling while Rome was burning.
There needs to be some kind of leadership and some action. I have
not seen it in the last 4 years nor do I see it now.
Mr. WINTER. I agree with that.
Mr. SMITH. I want to thank Dr. Des Forges, Dr. Crocker, Mr.
Rosenblatt and Mr. Winter for your very, very incisive testimony.
It is not
veryonly
helpful
for the Congress to hear from experts who are
just
knowledgeable
but are also doers and do so much on
behalf of suffering humanity. I want to thank you for that.
Mr. PAYNE. If it is permissible, I would like to submit for the
record a report that was written from a fact-finding group that I
happened to cochair with C. Payne Lucas and Vivian Derrick and
Mrs. Julia Taft, a number of us. Were you on that trip, Mr. Winter?
Mr. WINTER. No.
Mr. PAYNE. OK. Where we reported back to the President, and
the Vice President actually had a meeting with them to give this
report, and Tom Campbell who was chief counsel to the Senate
Committee on International Relations. As a matter of fact, I think
he worked for Senator Helms, assisted us in writing the report.
There were recommendations. He currently is head of the IRI in
South Africa. We recently communicated about the recommendations made then. I would like to ask if it would be permissible to
add that to the record.
Mr. SMITH. I am sure. How long is it?
Mr. PAYNE. It is not that long.
Mr. SMITH. Without objection, that will be made a part of the
record.
[The information referred to had not been submitted as hearing
went to press.]
Mr. SMITH. I want to, again thank you for your fine testimony.
The Subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:45 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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ORGANIZAC16N INTERNATIONAL PARA LAS MIGRACIONES
1750 K Street, N.W.
Suite 1110
Washington, D.C. 20006
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Telephone: (202) 62- 1826
Telefax: (202) 662 - 1879
E-mail: misslonewashlngton.iom.ch
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UPDATE:
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GREAT LAKES
(Special Edition)
(Geneva, Nov. 22 1996)

IOM Is an international.
government o0anIzaon founded in 1951, comrIfsing 55 Member States
(ncudlng the United States and Canada) and 41 Obsener State Headquuulered InGeneva,
Switzerland, t has Over 60 Oproal Field Offe World-WIde. Mong is main Wposes am to
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Washington Mission

43-123 97-3
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GREAT LAKES REGIONAL UPDATE
Special Edition, November 22 1996
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Since 19 November, a total of 91 vehicles from the IOM managed fleet deployed in the
North West of the country have been taken over by the Rwandan atuthouities. IOM is thus
unable to account for their action or for the welfare of the people who might have been
transported. The rest of the fleet was deployed in other strategic locations. At that time,
the whole fleet of 143 vehicles was operating in Rwanda carrying out tasks as assigned by
UNHCIL
IOM staff and others witnessed returning refugees being loaded on these trucks, some 300
at a time instead of a normal maximum capacity of 80 passengers per vehicle, and escorted
by the military to unknown destinations.
IOM is concerned about the physical condition and safety of these people, many of whom
are exhausted by many days of walking with little food or water.
IOM strongly supports the return of Rwandan refugees, and the need to facilitate
accelerated return. IOM hopes to resume control over the entire fleet in order to ensure
efficient, timely and safe transportation for the refugees and to resore accountability to
donors.

Since the recent inflow began on 13-14 November, IOM has been operating this fleet in
very difficult conditions, making their way through the Human wave of people walking
towards Gisenyi or Ruhengeri. The IOM/UNHCR joint fleet consisted before this event of
90 vehicles owned by IOM and 53 from UNHCR. 300 local and 7 international IOM staff

have been deployed inthe area.
IOM's operations since the vast return movement began focused in particular to providing
transport facilities to the most vulnerable among the returnees - the elderly, the sick. the
young children and the wounded.
On Sunday 17 November, at the outset of the present massive return and in the spirit of
the United Nations Security Council resolution acting under Chapter VU of the UN
Charter, UNHCR requested IOM to implement a cross border operation from Goma. In
one single day, IOM deployed some 55 vehicles which assisted several thousand
vulnerable people including 1,000 unaccompanied minors from the Mugunpa Refugee
Camp back to Rwanda.

Since the crisis began in 1994, IOM has provided transporttioa
600,000 refugees and internally displaced persons.

assistance to over

Fiarnm
In 1994, for les than five months of operations, IOM's total budget for Rwanda
operations was in excess of USD S million. Funding was received from ten countries as
well as from the UNHCR, for joint operations involving the two agencies
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Regieal Derem forAfrica &adto Mdde Cast
Appealing Agency: International Organization for Migration (IOM).
Transport and resettlement assist for reues and
affected populations i the Great Lakes Region to transit

Activity:

centres and communes of origin.
Target Population: Approximately 300,000 persons in the region.
Project duration:

3 months (I November 1996- I February 1997)

Funds Requested:

US$ 660,000

Summary:
IOM, in close collaboration with UNHCR will provide transport, return and resettlement
assistance to refugees and populations affected by the current crisis in the Great Lakes Region.
Additional resources are required to maintain and operate the IOM-managed joint transport
fleet at anticipated operating levels greatly in excess of those experienced for most of this year
to date. Expenses related to strengthening of staffin& maintenance and other costs of increased
movement levels account for the bulk of the funds requested.
IOM will continue to provide assistance under the same operating agreement with UNHCR
which has been in foice throughout 1996. Under the prior agreement, UNHCR funded a joint
operation with IOM to the extent of $2.6 million. IOM's budgeted participation for costs not
covered by UNHCR under that agreement was S 1.2 million.
As a result of the current crisis, additional funding for IOM's share of the operation is
expected to increase by approximately US$ 660,000.
USD

Summary Budget:
Truck rentals
Light vehicle rentals
Radio, EDP equipment
Other communications costs

270,000
65,000
50,000
10,000

Repair /maintenance costs

10,000

Mobile vehicle workshop

100,000

Emergency staff

90,000

Primary heaitWwater/hygiene in transit facilities

25,000

Programme Support

4=

Total
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statement of Diehard Uogoeian
Coordinator for aanda azd Bqarundi
before the
Cmittee *a Iaternatiosnal RelationO
8ubcamttee oa International Ogeretionm
and Mua
Rights
U.S. House of "presemtetives
December 4, 1996
Good morning: I appreciate this opportunity to discuss the
situation in the Great Lakes Region with you. The tost
changing events in the region used by the sudden exodus of
refugees -to Rwanda has shifted the center of gravity from
concern over the refugee situation to the crisis in Zaire
itself. The turmoil in Zasters Zaire Is both a product of
years of neglect by the central government and the
deatabilising effect of the former Rwandan Army and
government-in-exile acoompanied by a million refugees.
aU

S POIJTIVAL BITZTUII

Zairien rebel advances have released refugees from the grip
of the former Rwandan Army and Nutu militias (o-FAR and
Interahamwe). The estimated 100.000 refugees from eastern
Zaire hove returned to their home communs relatively
peacefully. A Rwandan Government (GOq) no-arrest policy has
been in effect with the exception of some "notorious* alleged
who the government claims would he attacked if left
n the community. Kx-FAR have boon given identity cards and
remain at large in view of chronic prison overcrowding. Rwanda
is expecting the imminent return of the estimated 535.000
refugees from Tanzania, who have also been Intimidated about
returning home. The Ok is operating under the premise that
Rwandaos security is less threatened by opposition inside the
country than from across the border.

Tenocidists

The Rwanden Government remains wary of foreign
intervention. :t; has, however, agreed bilaterally to give
certain U.S. military personnel the same immunities and
privileges as -expertsO under our technical cooperation
agreement. Rwanda Is reluctant to agree to a Status of Forces
Agreemnt (SOFA) for a Multinational Force, leaking a defined
mission or clear rules of engagement.
Our principal objective in Rwanda remains to assist the
government in making peace with its neighbors, reabsorbing
refugees and the reconstruction of civil society* as well as
contributing to rebuilding a justice system that will help
Rwandans cope with the past end adaptivo the enormous
challenges of political reconciliation.
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The UP Human Rights Field Operation in Rwanda (HRFOR)
currently has 107 Human Rights MonitoLs in Rwanda, at an annual
cost of about $12 million. The Monitqrs are stationed
throughout the country and maintain regular relations with
provincial government authorities and military units. They
visit prisons, make regular trips through their provinces,
organize human rights awareness meetings in local communities,
and regularly file reports with the Human Rights Field
operation in Kigali. If human rights violations are
the HRFOR raises them directly at a high level with
8 covered,
The government has transferred
the Rwandan authorities.
military officers and brought others before military courts for
such violations.
During the recent influx of refugees, the Human Rights
Monitors have played an important role in monitoring the
conduct of Rwandan Army (RPA) troops along the return routes.
They have reported very few violations, indicating the
Monitors' effectiveness or the discipline of the RPA, or botb.
The High Commissioner for Human Rights plans to deploy an
additional 27 monitors to Rwanda by December 6, and 30 to 40
The High
more by Christmas to deal with the inuuediate crisis.
Commissioner hopes to have a total of 300 monitors in Rwanda by
mid-1997, at a total annual cost of $30 million. The
additional monitors are needed because the returning refugees
include many who may have participated in the 1994 genocide,
increasing the potential for ethnic tensions.
In addition to the $3 million the USG has contributed to
the HRFOR in 1995 and 1996, the U.S. has pledged *500,000
toward support of the additional monitors, to be paid upon
passage of the 15-day Congressional notification period for
Eight million dollars has been
reprogramming ES? funds.
pledged by Buropean donors for the HRFOR in 1997.
EASTERN
POLITICA./W5MJRiTZ SITUATION
&&IRK:
As the refugees have returned into Rwanda or have fled
deeper into the interior of Zaire, the rebel alliance now
claims to be focusing on a broader agenda to wrest political
power from Zairian President Mobutu. Their capability to do so
is uncertain and we remain deeply concerned about instability
or worse in Zaire. The alliance has allowed humanitarian
organizations access to Eastern Zaire under controlled
It has only agreed to allow a handful of military
conditions.
personnel - U.S. or Canadians - to assess humanitarian needs in
the area under their control end has fiade it clear it would
resist Multinational Force (MNF) intervention.
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The Ugandan Government reportedly sent troops into Zairian
territory lost weekend to the town of Kasinde, which has
effectively secured Uganda's border from Lake Edward to Lake
Albert. About 100 missionaries, many of them Americans, have
just evacuated RethL near the Ugandan border, because of the
conflict in the area. We are pressing the Ugandans to restrain
their forces, even in the face of possible provocation by
Ugandan rebels operating from Zaire.
we are deeply concerned about reports of human rights
abuses in Eastern Zaire by elements of the rebel alliance.
Refugees repatriating at Gisenyl tell of killings by alliance
forces of military-age refugees in the Southwestern part of
alliance-held territory. Reports from sukavu allege executions
of government officials there. Limited access to some parts of
Eastern Zaire make those allegations difficult to substantiate,
but we have sent a strong signal to the alliance that It must
exert discipline and bring a halt to any such human rights
violations.
ZAXrts
E3
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The crisis in the Kivus has emerged against a backdrop of
Zaire's difficult political transition to a post-obutu era.
President Mobutu remains in FranCe recovering from surgery.
Mis health and his return to Zaire remain uncertain. Though
far away, Mobutu still plays an important role. A succession
of Zairian and international figures Continues to seek him out
in Nice. Political posturing and maneuvering continue in
Kinshasa. Last week, after a meeting with Mobutu, opposition
leader Tshisikedi announced he had a mandate to form a
government of National Unity. This was disavowed by close
advisors of Mobutu and denounced by Prime Minister Kongo. who
remains in charge of the government and has boon 6oing a fairly
good job under difficult circumetances.
The PAZ - the Zairian Ar y - has been thoroughly
discredited in eastern Zaire, having fled in the face of rebel
attacks. Tension is rife in Kisangani, almost 500 km west of
Gomao where the PAZ is regrouping. Some reshu;ftling has taken
place in the FAZ leadership and the'army has vowed to retake
the Kivu*. Generals still could play a cole in the future
political dispensation in Zaire. As the Zairian Government
(GO&) rankles at Ugandan and Rwandan border incursions, there
are reports that the GOZ may be seeking to hire foreign
mercenaries to help the Zairian military. The unstable
security situation in the Zest could be prolonged and further
deteriorate should the Zairian authorities mount a
counterattack to dislodge the rebels qr if the rebels continue
I
their advance.
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1997, is at risk of further significant delays as a result of
It is likely local
the security situation in the Rivus.
political leaders will resist proceeding with the elections
until central government authority isjestablished in Eastern
Zaire. We can expect key reform-mindid leaders to devote less
attention and political capital to maintaining the elections on
schedule. Nora money will go to buy military equipment, les
to support elections.
U.S. policy is to promote a cessation of hostilities
between Zaire and the alliance and assist the repatriation of
all remaining Rwandan refugees. We recognize Zaire's
sovereignty and territorial integrity and urge keeping the
democratic transition on track, including granting citizenship
to the Banyamulenge and their inclusion, with other rebels, in
the political Process.
Zaire remains opposed to an MW headquarters in Uganda;
instead it favors direct NNF intervention in the Kivus to
restore eventually Zairian control of the region. Zaire took
strong exception to U.S. and Canadian officials meeting with
rebel leader Laurent Kabila, as we sought access. for aid
agencies and survey teams to determine the location and
conditions of refugees in the tost. Likewise it opposes the
concept of airdrops as "undignified," but wants humanitarian
aid to flow from the West toward the ;efugees.
PDRUDlI:

POLITICAL SI1lTIOM

Although the situation in Burundi has been overshadowed by
events in eastern Zaire, the fundamental problem remain. The
Tutsi-led self-proclaimed interim government remains in
conflict with the predominantly Hutu National Council for the
Defense of Democracy (CNDD), a conflict whose main victims
Both sides are guilty of
continue to be innocent civilians.
human rights abuses, although recent reports implicate the
Armed Forces of Burundi (FAB) in recent gross human rights
violations.
Our -goals remain the same: a negotiated cease-fire followed
by talks aimd-at the restoration of constitutional
government. The regional states Lav imposed economic
sanctions on Burundi although their effect has diminshed since
the July 26 coup. Our position remains that sanctions against
the Duyoya government need to be calibrated to the progress
made towrds the goals set forth In the latest Arushe communique.
While the Buyoya camp has made so~e progress in partially
unbanning political parties and allowing the National Asembly
to meet. there is no climate inside Burundi for the conduct of
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Assembly continues to be harassed and has been denied
President Ntibanytunganya has
permission to travel overseas.
been in out Ambassador's residence since before the July 26
coup. We do not believe that the present authorities are
capable of ensuring his security but nor will they allow him to
depart thu country immediately and unconditionally.
WILTIMATIOEAM

?FO

The Administration supports the Canadian proposal to
establish the multinational headquarters for a humanitarian
mission to Central Africa with a watching brief on Eastern
The 1WF mission under U14SCR 1080 was to facilitate the
Zaire.
delivery of humanitarian assistance and the return of refugees
to Rwanda. Given the mass repatriation of refugees lest month
and the scattering of those remaining, the scope of the mission
has become substantially more limited than originally
Canada has established the rear MYI headquarters
contemplated.
in Stuttgart and is in the process of setting up the main
command post in Entebbe. Uganda. The small U.S. task force in
Kigali has Just relocated to Entebbe.
we are in close consultations with Canada on planning for
airdrops to vulnerable groups; final approval of airdrops would
require a consensus agreement by the NUF Steering Board.
Lacking agreement from the Zairian Government and rebel leader
Kabila, airdrops remain problematic. Kabila Is reserving
agreement until he is Informed of a large concentration of
refugees in need. There is concern that relief supplies would
fall into the hands of the ex-FAR/Interahmwe.
We remain open-minded to an IF operation with a clearly
defined mission. On the other hand, we do not want to commit
to an operation without knowing, for example, the whereabouts
of the target population, for the sake of "doing something.*
Resolving Zaire's internal conflicts requires attention, but it
falls outside the mandate of UNSCR 1080.
DIPLOaMTZC IVXTIATIT
Various initiatives are being explored to resolve conflicts
in Central Africa and mitigate the social, political and
environmental impact of such conflicts.
UNSYG Special Envoy Chretien has just spent four weeks in
He will submit his
the region seeking solutions.
recommendations to the UNSYG next week. I have recently
returned from Rwanda where I was in close touch'with Rwandan
Government and also met with rebel legders in an effort to get
access and safe passage for relief agencies to reach refugees
in Eastern Zaire. The parties all committed to providing
access. Special Envoy Wolpe has also been in the region,
attei.ding the Nairobi Summit and presenting U.S. positions.

African initiatives include a conference on the situation
in Zaire/Rwonda called by Congolese President Lissouba in
Brassaville this week, which provided an opportunity for high
level Rwandan and Zairian contact. both Zairian PH Xengo and
Rwandan PH Rwigema will be attending the Ouagadougou
Francophone Summit December 4-6. With strong support from OAU
Chairman Diya, Kenyan President not ii setting up a Nairobi 1I
conference of regional leaders later this month to seek
solutions to regional conflicts.
It is important to get the
government in Kinshasa and the rebel alliance talking to each
other to find political solutions to their problems.
We are
trying to do so.
We support the French and other nations* call for a
well-prepared, UJ/OAU endorsed diplomatic conference to resolve
the myriad political, refugee, security and other problems
facing Rwanda, Burundi and their neighbors.
One long-term
result of the current crisis in Eastern Zaire is a heightened
awareness of the need to put in place conflict response
mechanisms such as the U..
proposed African Crisis Response
Force (Ac-T). At the recent OSCE Sumit in Lisbon, UNSYG Envoy
Chretien told leaders from 50 nations that the international
community
had shown it was willing to cooperate on the Eastern
Zaire crisis but needed to be prodded by a more solid framework
for reaction. We believe the ACRI proposal would provide a
solid alternative to ad hOC solutions.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am pleased to have this opportunity
to discuss with you today the emergency situation in the Great Lakes region of Africa,
particularly the refugees and displaced persons in Rwanda and eastern Zaire. You have
heard from Assistant Secretary of State Phyllis Oakley about the regional refugee situation,
Special Coordinator Richard Bogosian on the political situation, and from Assistant Secretary
of Defense Vince Kern on the U.S. military role.
I would like to focus my comments on the humanitarian assistance efforts to address
the crisis in the Great Lakes region, particularly our efforts to deal with the returning
refugees to Rwanda, which is the principal focus of U.S. assistance. I would also like to
touch on the refugee situation in Zaire, the humanitarian situation in Burundi, and the
probable return of refugees from Tanzania.
THE CURRENT CRtISIS

The massive and sudden migration of refugees and displaced persons has created a
crisis of huge proportion in the region. However, amid this crisis, we also see the first
hopes for resolving the two-year long refugee emergency in eastern Zaire on a more

permanent basis.
Some two million Hutu refugees fled Rwanda beginning in April 1994, fearing
reprisals for ethnic massacre of one-half million Tutsis and moderate Hutus, and settled in
camps in eastern Zaire, Burundi, Uganda and Tanzania. The Office of the United Nations
High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) estimates that 600,000 refugees have returned
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year. Several hundred thousand Rwandan refugees from the Bukavu and Uvira camps in
southeastern Zaire currently remain unaccounted for. We also estimate that 170.000 Zairians
have been displaced by the recent conflict in eastern Zaire, that there are an estimated
225,000-285,000 people on the move within Zaire, and that this population is made up of
Zairians, Rwandan and Burundian refugees, and former Rwandan militia.
Moreover, of the 143,000 Burundian refugees originally in the Uvira area of Zaire,
the UNHCR reports that some 63,000 refugees have returned to Burundi and about 13,500
have arrived in Tanzania. The location of the balance of Burundian refugees in Uvira is
unknown. There are also about 73,500 Burundian refugees who have fled to Tanzania to
escape the continued fighting in Burundi.
Obviously with these massive population movements so close to conflict zones, there
is a great deal of uncertainty about the situation in eastern Zaire. Reporting of population
movements and refugees is an inexact science at best, and we have done our best with often
conflicting estimates. Even the aerial reconnaissance that is being undertaken is imperfect due
to heavy forestation and cloud cover. This is contributing to the uncertainty of military
planning in the regiQ_. Thus, it is important that humanitarian agencies, such as the
International Committee for the Red Cross (ICRC), United Nations agencies, and
nongovernraeital organizations, gain access to these areas and "ground-truth" what we are
able to see f."om the air and to determine the number, composition and condition of refugees
in the region. Most importantly, these agencies will need to provide humanitarian assistance.
In the past week, there has been some increased access to these populations, and we hope
this access will continue to improve.

ASSISTANCE TO THE GREAT LAKFS REI.;ON

On November 18, the United Nations announced a flash appeal for $259.5 million for
international organization programs in the Great Lakes region. The International Committee
for the Red Cross also launched an appeal on November 15 for $38.5 million to support its
eastern Zaire operation for three months.
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conference in Geneva which was attended by representatives from donor governments, the
Government of Rwanda, the International Committee of the Red Cross, and United Nations
agencies. At the conference, the international community, with the participation of the
Rwandan government, agreed on a strategic framework for the integration of refugees and
the reconstruction of Rwanda, which was based on the Rwandan government's reintegration
plan. The donors also agreed to the following:
Any emergency program should be considered in the context of Rwanda's longer-term
needs;
Unimpeded access to the refugee and vulnerable population still in Zaire is a must;
The continuing need for coordination among the agencies with the Rwandan
government is crucial; and
A United Nations-Organization of African Unity sponsored regional meeting should
be held in the near future on peace, stability and reconciliation in the region as well
as a follow-up meeting on implementation of the humanitarian program.
The cost of Rwanda's rehabilitation is high; the government made an appeal for
$729.3 million in donor assistance in November. And the capacity of the new government to
respond is restricted both by its inability to absorb resources and by the international
community's constraints on direct government assistance. Top reintegration priorities of the
Rwandan government include housing, justice, security, and human resource development.
Canada has proposed setting up a multinational force, headquartered in Entebbe,
Uganda. Twenty countries, including the United States, support the Canadian plan, but the
nations contributing to the multinational force have cautioned that the operation be limited to
reconnaissance flights and, if necessary, airdrops of relief supplies to the refugees. Relief
agencies have expressed reservations about airdrops, which are expensive and likely would
not reach malnourished refugees - but which would instead be taken by Hutu militia.

-4Much action has already been taken to address this crisis. Food and other
humanitarian supplies were prepositioned in the region, and when the flow of return began,
relief agencies quickly established way stations to provide food, water, health care,
temporary shelter, and sanitation services to refugees as they returned home. The
Government of Rwanda cooperated in these efforts.
Now the returnees have reached their home communes, and further assistance is
focused there. The World Food Program and nongovernmental organizations have developed
a geographic division of labor for food distributions, and these distributions are underway.
Relief organizations are also working with the government to help meet urgent shelter needs,
to upgrade health and water systems. and to restore self-sufficiency to the returnees.
Donors, nongovernmental organizations, United Nations agencies and the Rwandan
government agree that relief and rehabilitation assistance should be provided in an equitable
manner to any needy genocide survivors in Rwanda, as well as to returnees, as a means to
avoid exacerbating tensions between the two groups.
In Zaire, relief agencies are providing assistance to town residents and any accessible
refugees and internally displaced Zairians in the Goma and Bukavu areas. United Nations
agencies, the International Committee of the Red Cross, and nongovernmental organizations
were recently allowed access to a 30 kilometer radius outside Bukavu town and, from Goma,
to points about 20 kilometers west. These organizations are providing food, water and health
care assistance and are helping transport those who are too sick to walk across the border to
Rwanda. Relief agencies are also trying to reach refugees and internally displaced people
located west of Goma, near Kisangani. Unfortunately, many of the missing refugees and
internally displaced populations remain out of the reach of relief agencies due to insecurity
and continued fighting.

U.S. GOVERNMENT AsSInsrANCE

A primary focus of the U.S. Government's efforts over the next few months will be
on the problem of absorbing hundreds of thousands of refugees back into Rwanda. This is
akin to absorbing them into a state the size of New York, which is a tremendous challenge.
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On October 26, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) deployed a
Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART) to Rwanda to assess needs and provide funding
to support the repatriation of refugees. The DART has also participated with the U.S.
European Command in Stuttgart, Germany to plan humanitarian assistance and has assigned a
humanitarian advisor to the top ranking U.S. military officer in Rwanda. On November 20,
an official from the Canadian International Development Agency joined the DART. We have
also seconded five Centers for Disease Control epidemiologists to work with the U.N. High
Commission for Refugees, the World Health Organization, and the International Federation
of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies.
Prior to the Geneva meeting, the United States announced that we were adding $140
million to our contribution to the Great Lakes region, primarily for Rwanda. This includes:
0

$72.5 million of Food for Peace resources (96,000 metric tons of P.L. 480
emergency Title 11 commodities) through the World Food Program, which will assist
Rwandan refugees in the region. Most of the food aid will be made available inside
Rvanda to assist in refugee repatriation and reintegration efforts. This assistance
represents about 55 percent of resources needed by the World Food Program in its
recent flash appeal.

*

$30.0 million from the Emergency Refugee and Migration Assistance fund, primarily
for programs related to the repatriation and reintegration of refugees in Rwanda.

*

$20.0 million of Disaster Assistance funds focused on repatriation in Rwanda. These
funds are being programmed by the DART to address immediate needs in the way
stations, to support food distribution, to provide seeds and tools, to assist in the care
and reunification of unaccompanied minors, to provide shelter materials, and to
continue programs for rehabilitation of health centers and water systems. These
USAID-funded activities are carried out by United Nations agencies and international
and nongovernmental organizations.

*

$5.0 million of Disaster Assistance furds for the USAID Office of Transition
Initiatives' activities to support the International War Crimes Tribunal for Rwanda, to
work with the Rwandan government on justice issues, and to help local women's
organizations in repairing shelter and providing other community services.
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$1.0 million for the United Nations Human Rights Field Operation in Rwanda for
human rights monitors, of which $500,000 will come from the State Department and
$500,000 from the USAID Office of Transition Initiatives. This is in addition to the
$1 million which we have already provided this year.

*

$11.5 million of Development Assistance funds, of which $4.5 million of FY 1997
funds will support ongoing administration of justice, health and AIDS activities. An
additional $7 million of deobligated funds will be made available to respond to
additional needs resulting from the current crisis.

In addition to the new $140 million commitment, USAID -- through the Office of
Foreign Disaster Assistance - plans to provide $5 million to support the emergency
operations of the International Committee of the Red Cross in eastern Zaire.
The greatest challenge facing Rwanda will be whether the two groups -- the Tutsis
and the Hutus -- can live together with mutual respect for human rights. At the Geneva
meeting, USAID Administrator Brian Atwood highlighted the justice system as a sector in
particular need of help. USAID's Office of Transition Initiatives is focusing on human rights
monitors and justice issues, including the crowded prisons. It is expected that the prison
population, already overcrowded, will be increased as some of the returnees are investigated
for war crimes.
The USAID Mission's development program is also oriented toward the
administration of justice and the rule of law. In addition to support for the International War
Crimes Tribunal, development assistance supports training at the National Law School and
the establishment of a national identity card system which, for the first time, will not identify
individuals by ethnic origin. Technical assistance, training, and commodities support are

being provided to the national and communal police forces.
The U.N. High Commission for Human Rights, with funding from USAID, plans to
increase the number of human rights monitors from the current 110 to a total of 300 in
Rwanda and from 5 to a total of 35 in Burundi. In striving to foster a climate of respect for
the rule of law and human rights, the Director of the Human Rights Field Operation in
Rwanda (HRFOR) announced in Geneva that he would undertake the following activities:
develop and strengthen the capacity of the judiciary; empower people through the
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Cross on detention issues; and break the cycle of impunity through prosecution of
genocidists.
The Rwandan government has given squatters two weeks to vacate dwellings
belonging to returnees. We can expect significant property disputes as returnees find their
homes have been occupied during their absence. The Rwandan government must have a
means of adjudicating these disputes. The Ministry of Rehabilitation and Social Integration
will focus on resolving the housing issue. The government has set up temporary transit
centers to house returnees, displaced residents, and Zairian refugees. We see shelter needs
as being urgent. Thus, we will be reviewing these needs and are prepared to provide
resources to help address the problem.
USAID's chief of staff, Richard McCall, is now in Rwanda assessing additional
requirements of the government in both the justice sector and the resettlement, reconstruction
and development of the economy and social infrastructure.
The humanitarian needs of the refugee population as they return to their home
communities are being addressed not as a relief problem alone, but a development problem
as well. Humanitarian assistance is being provided within a sustainable development
framework.
The adverse effects of the 1994 tragic events in Rwanda were and still are visible,
and affect both the population and the economy. But two years since the end of the war,
genocide and massacres, the socio-economic situation of Rwanda has improved consi'dirably.
During 1995, the level of production increased by 25 percent in real terms and the
government has succeeded in stabilizing both the exchange rate and inflation, thus reducing
the deterioration of real income of the population.
In late 1994, Rwanda had no judicial system. Significant improvements were made
during 1995: the National assembly was established, the Supreme Court was nominated,
local civil administrators have been appointed, and a police force has been established. The
U.S. Government has played an important role in stabilizing and supporting the new
government in its efforts to rebuild the infrastructure and reestablish operations of key
ministries, including the rehabilitation of courts and court offices throughout the country.
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operate under a common strategy and framework to ensure that international assistance is
genuinely supportive of the needs of Rwandans and to ensure that we are noxworking at
cross purposes, as has sometimes happened in the past. The Rwandan government's plan
constitutes the strategic framework into which the humanitarian programs should fit.
From FY 1994 to FY 1996, the U.S. Government provided approximately $872
million in humanitarian assistance for the Great Lakes regional crisis. We believe it is
important to invest a small amount of assistance to continue Rwanda's progress from relief to
development.
TANzANIA AND BURUNDI

Although we are focused on the crisis in Rwanda, I would like to comment on the
situations in neighboring Burundi and Tanzania. We must keep a vigilant eye on the volatile
humanitarian situation in Burundi and we must be prepared for the possible return of
Rwandan refugees from Tanzania.
Prior to the crisis in eastern Zaire, there were over 600,000 recent (post 1993)
refugees in Tanzania, of which over 500,000 were Rwandans and the remainder Burundians.
As a result of the fighting in eastern Zaire and continuing insecurity in Burundi, an additional
122,000 Burundian and Zairian refugees have arrived in Tanzania in the month of
November.
So far the United Nations and nongovernmental organizations have been just able to
accommodate this influx without great difficulty. However, the channeling of personnel and
resources to handle the large return to Rwanda may strain the capacity of the relief
community inside Tanzania to deal with larger refugee flows there.
In addition, the over 500,000 Rwandan refugees in Tanzania have been showing signs
of wanting to repatriate to Rwanda. Repatriation would be a good thing, but we are
concerned that a mass repatriation in the immediate term would overwhelm the capacity of
the Government of Rwanda and the relief community to absorb and assist the returnee
population. The U.N. High Commission for Refugees and the World Food Program are
already prepositioning food and other relief stocks in preparation for repatriation from
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Tanzania. The U.S. Government is working with the United Nations and nongovernmental
organizations to improve preparedness. We are urging an orderly, measured return.
There has been limited reporting on the humanitarian situation in Burundi due to
insecurity in the country. Over 70,000 Burundians fled to Tanzania in the past two weeks,
indicating that violence has continued and likely increased. Also, while 62,000 Burundian
refugees from Zaire have repatriated to Burundi, there are disturbing reports of a massacre
of as many as 425 returnees to Cibitoke province in late October. USAID's emergency
disaster relief coordinator was allowed to return to post on November 18, and we hope to get
a clearer picture of humanitarian conditions as he is able to travel and meet with relief
agencies.
Economic sanctions that were imposed on August 4, following the coup d'etat by
Major Pierre Buyoya, remain in place. While the sanctions were lifted on most humanitarian
food and relief items for the internally displaced, sanctions on fuel and declarations that all
goods must enter via road from Tanzania have led to increased costs and major delays,
severely impairing assistance efforts. The U.N. agencies and nongovernmental organizations
continue their operations in areas where security permits. The International Committee of
the Red Cross has yet to resume operations, following the murder of three ICRC delegates in
June.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, I would like to commend the international community -- the donors,
the United Nations agencies, other international and nongovernmental organizations, and the
private sector -- for its quick and effective response to the crisis in the Great Lakes rtcgion.
Of particular note is the dedicated work of the U.S. private voluntary organizations who
work with us in the region. You will be receiving testimony from some of these groups
during today's hearing.
I would also like to express appreciation for the cooperation of the Government of
Rwanda in efforts to absorb the massive influx of returnees to the country. While the
situation remains unclear in terms of refugee numbers and locations in Zaire and neighboring
countries, the voluntary return of Rwandan refugees is an enormous breakthrough
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strategic framework, and we as a community of nations and people have committed ourselves
to the task.
Thank you.
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Thank you for the opportunity to be here today to discuss the refugee
situation in Eastern Zaire and Rwanda.
After several weeks of massive refugee repatriation, we see many signs of
progress and hope. More than 620,000 Rwandan refugees have returned home
over the past month. UN humanitarian agencies and NGOs/PVOs are slowly reestablishing their operations in eastern Zaire and now have access to 70 KM area
around Bukavu and 30 KM radius around Goma. Earlier this week, for example,
UNHCR organized the successful return of about 15,000 refugees from a remote
site north of Bukavu. Nevertheless, after nearly a month of continuous, extensive
aerial reconnaissance, we have located three large concentrations of refugees and
internally displaced persons that may number up to 240,000. Although we do
not have evidence to support it, several international groups insist that an
additional 250,000 may be unaccounted for. We continue to conduct daily
reconnaissance missions in a thorough attempt to locate refugee concentrations

in eastern Zaire.
When the humanitarian crisis initially exploded in late October, the
United States quickly took the lead and help to organize an international

response. Our efforts culminated in UNSCR 1080 that authorized the

establishment of a multi-national force (MNF) with the mission to facilitate the
delivery of humanitarian assistance and the voluntary repatriation of Rwandan
refugees and Zairian internally displaced persons. For its part, DoD played an
important role. Anticipating a major humanitarian relief operation under
UNSCR 1080, we promptly pre-positioned assets and personnel to the region in
order to establish an airbridge and facilitate repatriation. We quickly initiated
extensive aerial reconnaissance and passed this information to locally based
humanitarian agencies and to UNHCR. We also quickly deployed to the region
our Humanitarian Assistance Survey Team (HAST) from the European
Command that immediately engaged regional governments and humanitarian
organizations. When the President agreed in principle to participate in the UNauthorized MNF, DoD earmarked units and prepared to dispatch nearly 4,000
soldiers to eastern Zaire in order to secure regional airfields and maintain a
humanitarian corridor. Then, we joined military planners from more than
twenty five countries and international organizations at our at European
Headquarters in Stuttgart last month and developed a general framework for a
military concept, a mission statement, and five possible response options to the
crisis.
Last Friday in Ottawa, the Canadians hosted the first meeting of the MNF
Political Steering Board. In addition to standing-up the MNF HQ, the Board
agreed to include planning for the aerial delivery of emergency humanitarian
food supplies, or airdrops, in eastern Zaire as a possible MNF mission. As
Secretary Perry stated publicly last week, if airdrops are necessary and if the
Steering Board agrees, DoD intends to play a significant role. Some in the
international community have expressed doubts about the usefulness of airdrops
and urge them only as an absolute last resort. Based on earlier experiences, they
indicate that airdrops are inaccurate, present serious physical risks to target

populations, and will serve only to strengthen the control of exFAR/Interahamwe over vulnerable refugee groups. While we share many of
their concerns, DoD is actively looking at the feasibility of performing airdrops
as part of our on-going efforts to support international relief operations in the
region.
Meanwhile, the MNF Force Commander, LtGen Maurice Baril, consulted
with regional governments and received approval to establish his MNF
Headquarters in Uganda with a forward Headquarters in Kigali and a rear HQ M
Stuttgart. He is also working with regional governments to obtain a Status of
Forces Agreement (SOFA) and with us and other international troop contributors
to develop appropriate rules of engagement (ROE). The Joint Staff has been
working actively with the Canadians to develop comprehensive command and
control arrangements. While we await a final decision on U.S. military
participation, I can assure you that our forces will remain under the command of
a senior U.S. military officer. Once Gen Baril concludes these negotiations, we
stand ready to participate in the MNF.
Today, we have 451 personnel in the region, including 333 in Entebbe, 22
in Kigali, and 96 in Mombassa. We have a Joint Task Force headquarters staff, a
TALCE, three reconnaissance aircraft, and force protection units in Entebbe; a
small forward headquarters, a Civil-Military Operations Center, and a media
information team in Kigali; and a TALCE in Mombassa. With an airbridge and
civil-military elements in place, our forces are ready to assist with humanitarian
relief operations and to fashion a comprehensive media campaign message with
UNHCR that will facilitate refugee repatriation and resettlement.
We will continue to consult with Congress as details of the mission are
finalized. Pending your questions, I thank you.
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Background of USCR
Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing on the urgent situation in the Great Lakes
region of Africa.
I am Roger Winter. director of the U.S. Committee for Refugees (USCR). USCR is a
nongovernmental, nonprofit organization founded in 1958 to defend the rights of refugees, asylum
seekers, and displaced persons worldwide. USCR monitors refugee situations around the globe,
issues reports and analyses on the root causes of refugee emergencies, and provides policy
recommendations to the U.S. government, foreign governments, the UN. and to the international:
humanitarian relief community.
USCR has long paid close attention to the Great Lakes region of Africa, because it is a
region with a long history of refugee crises. I have conducted virtually annual site visits to the
region since 1982, including an I I-day site visit last month. USCR staff have conducted at least
10 assessment trips to Rwanda and neighboring countries during the past two-and-a-half years.
We have produced more than 30 reports, trip assessments, action alerts, editorials, briefings, and
public information advisories since 1994 in an effort ensure that policy makers, the press, and the
American public give proper attention to this conflicted region of Africa. We are prepared to
provide you with any of this material, as well as reports on the region published by USCR prior to
1994.

Scope of Testimony
On behalf of USCR, I appreciate your invitation today to share my analysis and my
agency's cumulative experience in the region. Mr. Chairman, your hearing today will perform a
valuable service if it manages to clarify several issues that have generated much confusion,
This written testimony consists of three main sections. First, it attempts to frame the
current situation in central Africa in its proper regional context. Secondly, this testimony will

examine five important issues, including:
* Regional Legacy of Genocide
* Refugee Numbers in Eastern Zaire
* Insights into the Alliance of Zairian Rebels
" Deployment of a Multinational Force
* Creating Stability Inside Rwanda
I would summarize my testimony in this way: Important parts of the current situation in the
region are at least partially rooted in the Rwanda genocide of 1994 and the international

community's failure to respond appropriately to that genocide two years ago. This link must be
understood if we are to comprehend the mentalities and politics on the ground. The view from the
ground is an exceedingly critical factor when a multinational military intervention is being
considered. The actual number of Rwandan refugees still in eastern Zaire is probably fewer than
many sources have estimated, but the unfortunate debate over exact refugee numbers has tended to
obscure the fact that enormous humanitarian needs exist inside Rwanda, as well as in eastern Zaire

in the aftermath of military clashes there. Although I do not pretend to be an expert on the internal

politics of Zaire, I did spend considerable time with the leader of the Zairian rebels last month, and
it is my conclusion that many outsiders fundamentally misunderstand the Zairian rebel movement.
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Talk of deploying a multinational military force to eastern Zaire served a useful pupose
several weeks ago, but more recent discussion of an international combat deployment has been
counterproductive, in my view. A multinational force would have a rationale at this time only if it
were mandaed, in full communication with Zairian rebels, to disarm exiled Rwandan extremists
and help rescue specific refugee groups held hostage by their own leaders- mandate that the
multinational force clearly has not received from donor nations. The international community
should place a priority on addressing acute needs inside Rwanda as that nation absorbs the return
home of 600,000 or mqre refugees, and the potential return of a half-million more refugees from
Tanzania. Working toward a Rwanda that is stable and respectful of all human rights should be the
linchpin of U.S. policy in the region. At the same time, we should be congnizant that other
countries in the region, including Burundi, Tanzania, and Uganda, need our attention as they
struggle to cope with the effects of the region's violence.
My testimony concludes with specific policy recommenatons.

Regional Context
During the 1970s. the 1980s, and up to today, the world has done a singularly poor job of
understanding the Great Lakes region of Africa. In the Great Lakes region, more than in most
places I have visited, many outsiders have consistently misunderstood the politics on the ground,
the motives of the actors, and the awful fragility of truth.
It is not an easy region to understand, even for so-called experts. Consider the nations in
the region:
* Rwanda and its people will suffer the legacy of genocide for generations to come--a
legacy with which the international community has precious little experience, little patience, and an
exceedingly short memory.
* Zaire's internal politics are Byzantine at best and confounding at worst. Zaire is a
fractured country that maintains only the most tenuous grasp on nationhood.
• Burundi has aptly been called a "sick society" riven by ethnic suspicion. It is embroiled
in its own full-scale civil war and has lost 60,000 to 100,000 lives in the past three years alone.
- Uganda has gone through difficult times to regain its equilibrium in the aftermath of the
butchery inflicted on the population during the Idi Amin-Milton Obote era of the 1970s and 1980s.
Uganda is now suffering new destabilization at the hands of its terrorist neighbor state, Sudan, and
a rebel incursion from Zaire.
9 A fifth country in the region, Tanzania, is a newly democratic society understandably
conceded that regional conflict is undermining its own security.
All five countries in the Great LAkes region are among the three dozen poorest, least
developed countries on earth, as meAs6ired by the United Nations Development Program. The
region contains some of the most densely populated areas on the Africa continent. It is a region of
the world where reliable facts can be bard to come by, even in normal times.
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The contradictory reports in recent weeks about the numbers of Rwandan refugees who
remain in eastern Zaire are indicative of the confusion that has afflicted the outside world's
understanding of the region. There has too often been similar poor analysis regarding the motives
of Zaire's rebel alliance and the efficacy of a multinational troop deployment. The world must
force itself to better understand these and other issues if we want to play a constructive role in the
Great Lakes region.

Regional Legacy of Genocide
The history of the Great Lakes region certainly did not begin with the 1994 genocide in
Rwanda--each country in the area, with the possible exception of Tanzania, has lorg produced an
inordinant amount of violence, human rights abuses, population upheaval, and general instability.
Eastern Zaire has its own tensions that have endured for generations. However, the repercussions
of the Rwandan genocide are an important ingredient in events of recent months. We outsiders
must understand this link if we are to understand the dynamics on the ground and how we can
help.
The genocide that occurred in Rwanda was a very special crime-special in its awful evil.
The ultimate victims, of course, were those estimated one million Rwandans who died, and tens of
thousands of others who were targeted for death but endured horrific suffering to survive. The
special evil of genocide, however, is that it claims all of us as partial victims. The legacy cf
genocide resonates through the years, and steals a bit of our own goodness. In the aftermath of
genocide, none of us are saints. The ongoing emergency in the Rwanda region has made this sad
fact abundantly clear during the past two-and-a-half years.
The U.S. government currently is pursuing a wise strategy in the region, yet our
government failed-to its eternal shame---to take decisive action to publicize and stop the genocide
in Rwanda as it occurred in mid-1994.
The UN has authorized the dispatch of multinational troops in eastern Zaire ostensibly for
humanitarian reasons, yet the UN Security Council refused during the past two years to dispatch
UN troops to the region to disarm extremist refugee leaders and rescue hundreds of thousands of
Rwandan refugees who were being held hostage.
International humanitarian relief agencies performed logistical miracles to save Rwandan
refugees' lives in eastern Zaire for more than two years, yet the relief community continued to feed
and support thousands of genocidal killers in those same refugee camps.
Zairian authorities provided a sanctuary for hundreds of thousands of innocent Rwandan
refugees for two-and-a-half years, yet Zairian officials killed and forcibly expelled other Zainan
populations, and facilitated arms shipments that further destabilized the region.
Zairian rebels have smashed the exiled Rwandan army as well as a Zairian military that
preys on its own citizens, yet those same Zairian rebels have been accused by international human
rights groups of committing their own atrocities inrecent weeks, and impeding humanitarian
assistance to large pats of eastern Zaire.
Rwanda's current leaders ousted a genocidal regime from their country and have
encouraged all Rwandan refugees to return home, yet Rwandan officials have struggled at times to
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control their own survivor army and population, and only now are initiating trials for more than
80,000 persons imprisoned in connection with the 1994 genocide.
The 1994 genocide--and the world's passive response to it-set in motion of chain of
events that continues to haunt us. It signalled to many Rwandan Hutu refugees that their extremist,
criminal leaders maintained international stature and were above the law. As a result, many
refugees stayed with their leaders, sustaining the massive and expensive refugee crisis of the past
couple years.
The genocide--and the world's weak response to it-sigalled to extremist Rwandan Hutu
leaders exiled in Zaire that the world community, having refused to stop their mass killing
campaign the first time, would decline to stop new rounds of atrocities and warfare they wished to
perpetrate along the Zaire-Rwanda border. As a result, the former Rwandan military and their
militia, the Interahamwe,used refugee camps in eastern Zaire as military bases to mount terorist
attacks into Rwanda and mid the Masisi area of eastern Zaire with impunity for more than two
years. (For more information on the violence in Masisi, see USCR's report, Masi, Down the
Road from Goma: Ethnic Cleansing and Displacement in Eastern Zaire, published in June
1996.)
The Rwanda genocide signalled to corrupt Zairian authorities that they could, with only
token protest from the international community, conduct a campaign of ethnic cleansing against
Tutsi Zairians who had lived in eastern Zaire for generations. As a result, Zairian officials aided
and abetted the killing and expulsion of Tutsi and other ethnic groups from tie Masisi area of Zaire
in mid- 1996, and announced plans to expel some 300,000 Tutsi Zairians from the South Kivu
region of eastern Zaire in September 1996.
And the 1994 genocide in Rwanda. coupled with the highly effective ethnic cleansing of
Tutsi Zairians from the Masisi area of Zaire during 1995-96, convinced Tutsi residents of Zaire's
South Kivu region that they would have to take up arms to protect themselves because the outside
world would not save them. As a result, they organized themselves into a rebel force that has won
stunning military victories jn eastern Zaire since mid-October. This rebel movement has unleashed
the current situation on the ground.
Understanding the lingering role of the genocide leads to other levels of understanding. It
explains why some refugee leaders are willing to exploit their own followers and hold some
refugee population hostage in order to escape justice. It tells us that some Rwandan Hutu who
were in Zairian refugee camps are killersor otherwise guilty of complicity in the genocide and
therefore are not bona-fide refugees under international law. It explains why some criminals
among the refugees, fearing prosecution in Rwanda, have absolutely no intention of repatriating to
Rwanda under any circumstances. it explains why some are fleeing deeper into Zaire, voluntarily
or involuntarily. It explains why the situation in eastern Zaire since 1994 has always been more
than a refugee situation-it has also been a military situation that required a military solution that
the world community lacked the courage and integrity to undertake.
The 1994 genocide, combined with pre-existing tensions in the region, set in motion the
chain of events that confronts us today. One lesson we all must learn from this, in my view, is that
genocide leaves a stain that cannot be erased. Nor can it be ignored. My puros in stressing this
point is not to dredge up guilt-although there is plenty of room for that-t4
to emphasize that the
legacy of genocide is a special evil that will haunt us for years. We nust deal with i
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Refugee Numbers in Eastern Zaire
The confusion over the number of Rwandan refugees still in eastern Zaire has been one of
several factors undermining assistance plans. As recently as a week ago, estimates ranged from
200,000 to 800,000.
According to USCR's own best estimates, based on our ongoing monitoring of the
situation since 1994, the number of Rwandan refugees remaining in Zaire a week ago was
probably appro;.,iately 300,000. There is reason to believe that an additional 100,000 Burundian
refugees might remain in eastern Zaire. USCR can offer no estimate on the number of internally
displaced Zairians, though we have reason to believe the number is significant. U.S. officials have
estimated that about 170,000 or more Zairians have been displaced.
Members of this Subcommittee have no doubt expressed incredulity about the wide gap in
numerical estimates supplied by sources in the Great Lakes region. Some observers have alleged
that the discrepancy in population estimates is proof of ulterior motives by relief agencies and
international diplomats, who are assumed to have a vested interest in reporting refugee numbers
that are artificially high or unrealistically low.
I do not intend to question the motives behind the different statistics. I would instead
prefer to outline for the benefit of the Subcommittee some objective reasons that might explain part
of the discrepancy in estimates. I will also discuss how the so-called "numbers game" has been an
unfortunate distraction from the necessary task of providing humanitarian assistance to eastern
Zaire's large population of uprooted people, regardless of the exact number.
One reason for the contradictory estimates about the number of refugees in eastern Zaire is
that the security situation on the ground forced UN and private relief groups to evacuate the area in
October, depriving the international community of its eyes and ears. Diplomats and relief officials
have been forced to rely on inconclusive aerial photos, rumors, and hearsay to monitor the size,
location, and condition of refugee populations.
A second problem is that observers are attempting to measure the size of five por ulations:
Rwandan refugees who were in castem Zaire in October, as the violence began; Rwand ,n refugees
who have repatriated to Rwanda since the recent violence started; Burundian refugees who were in
Zaire in October: Burundian refugees who have fled Zaire since the recent violence started; and
local Zairians who have become internally displaced within Zaire due to the recent upheaval.
Uncertainty about the size of each of these five groups has snowballed into an unusually large
discrepancy in aggregate population estimates.
Estimates of the size of large refugee populations worldwide often encounter a 10 percent
margin of error, due to the chaos of refugee situations, questions of identity, inadvertent double
counting, and attempts by humanitarian workers to ensure stocks of adequate relief supplies. In
some camps, even a smoothly conducted census can become quickly outdated as refugee families
shift locations. Attempts to count massive, uncooperative refugee populations, such as the
Rwandan refugees in Zaire during the past two years, are susceptible to even greater error.
A census of eastern Zaire's Goma-area refugee camps in February 1995 by the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and other relief groups was hampered by significant fraud
orchestrated by Rwandan refugee leaders. Representatives of some relief agencies withdrew from
5
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the census exercise because of the fraud. As a result, the final 1995 census stat-Ocs in Zaire were
imprecise, although they were useful for planning humanitarian programs and budgets. An attempt
by UNHCR to refine its refugee estimates in late ,1995 using acombination of aerial photography
and on-the-ground checks indicated that official population estimates remained high.
In view of these indicators, USCR's annual World Refugee Survey, published in April
1996, estimated that the actual number of Rwandan refugees in eastern Zaire at the beginning of
1996 was approximately 900,000, in contrast to the official UNHCR estimate of 1.1 million.
The Goma-area refugee population again frustrated UNHCR's efforts to conduct a reliable
census in September 1996. Groups of young men in the camps reportedly destroyed several
census registration booths and threw rocks at vehicles of relief agencies, according to a report
received at the time by USCR. The census was cancelled, depriving UNHCR and the international
community of a consensus on the number of Rwandan refugees who were in eastern Zaire prior to
the outbreak of recent violence. Uncertainties over the numbers of Burundian refugees still in
Zaire, as well as confusion about the numbers of internally displaced Zairians, have created even
larger discrepancies.
Mr. Chairman, I have chosen to dwell on this rather technical subject of "counting
refugees" because, in one sense, it is important to have reliable estimates about the number of
refugees in eastern Zaire. Such statistics are one way to grasp the truth of the situation-and the
truth does matter. Unfortunately. the discrepancy in the numbers threatens to tarnish the credibility
of the humanitarian relief community, especially when the next emergency erupts and pleads for
attention in another troubled corner of the world.
In another sense, however, the debate over refugee numbers in the current emergency has
become less important. The uncertainty over statistics has needlessly obscured wide agreement
among relief workers and analysts that a significant number of people are uprooted or war-affected
in eastern Zaire and need humanitarian assistance. The real issue at this time is how best to gain
fuller access to eastern Zaire in order to address whatever humanitarian needs are found there. My
testimony below contains my assessment of how that can be done.

Insights into the Alliance of Zairian Rebels
Mr. Chairman, during my site visit to eastern Zaire and Rwanda last month, I spent several
days talking with Zairian rebel leader, Laurent Kabila. As I mentioned earlier, I am not an expert
on the internal politics of Zaire. Nor do I claim to be a military expert, though I have spent
significant time in the company of rebels and government troops in the course of my work with
USCR over the years. I did not know Kabila before I met him last month, and I have not been in
contact with him since November 17.
With those important caveats, I would like to share my assessment of the rebels, based on
my time among them and my agency's extensive experience in the Great Lakes region. I believe
the discussions I had with the rebel leader were more extensive than his contacts with most other
outsiders.
In orer to avoid confusion, let me be clear. The rebel group I am talking about is the
Alliance of Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Congo-Zaire (ADFL), led by Laurent Kabila,
which has mounted the successful military offensive in eastern Zaire since mid-October. This rebel
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group should not be confused with what appears to be a different new, small rebel force based
farther north, in northeast Zaire. known by the strangely similar name, the Allied Democratic
Forces (ADF) or the Allied Democratic Army (ADA), according to different reports. This second
rebel group reportedly launched raids into Uganda in October, and has recently been chased back
into Zaire by the Lgandan military. I have no information at this time about the composition or
goals of the second rebel group. I will confine my comments to the first rebel group, the ADFL.
One of my primary purposes in traveling to the region last month was to gain a better
understanding of the ADFL rebels. They were the unknown entity in the region, and to some
extent they remain so.
It is important to recall the circumstances that forced this rebel group to mobilize. Although
the ADFL claims to be an alliance of several opposition groups representing several ethnic groups,
it also appears true that the bulk of the ADFL fighting force, thus far, is drawn from the estimated
300,000 Zairian Tutsi residents of South Kivu region, known locally as the "Banyamulenge." The
Banyamulenge as a group were relegated to second-class status in Zaire despite their economic
success in South Kivu.
A 1981 national law effectively stripped Banyamulenge Tutsi and other Tutsi of their
Zairian citizenship. In 1994, the Banyamnulenge Tutsi observed the mass killing of up to a million
Tutsi in Rwanda. Some Banyamulenge men joined the Rwandan Patriotic Army at that time. In
1995 and early 1996, the Banyarnulenge observed the ethnic cleansing of thousands of Zairian
Tutsi residents from the Masisi area of North Kivu, Zaire. The ethnic cleansing occurred at the
hands of Zairian officials and extremist Rwandan Hutu refugee leaders encamped in eastern Zaire.
In mid-1996, the Banyamulenge watched as Zairian authorities took steps to expropriate their
property and expel them from the country. A Zairian official annourw.ed on October 9 that
Banyamulenge must leave Zaire within a week.
The Banyamulenge responded in mid-October by mounting a military offensive to defend
their lives and their property. The speed and effectiveness of the offensive has surprised the
world.
Many observers assume that the ADFL rebels are little more than surrogates for the
Rwandan government. This is a misreading of the situation, in my view, and underestimates the
rebels and their motives. I do not know the extent to which the ADFL might have received
assistance from the Rwandan government, but we should not be surprised if such assistance
exists. Rwandan officials have acknowledged that the Rwandan military launched artillery attacks
into Zaire border areas and entered Zaire in hot pursuit of armed groups there. There is every
reason to believe that some Banyamulenge men who had served inthe Rwandan Patriotic Army
have migrated back to Zaire to participate in this Banyamulenge uprising, bringing their combat
skills with them.
The military success of the ADFL has benefited Rwanda by securing its western border.
But my face-to-face discussions with the ADFL leader, Mr. Kabila, indicate that he and his rebll
colleagues are primarily oriented toward the internal politics of Zaire and their country's future. I
do not believe they see themselves as Rwanda's surrogates. The Banyamulenge and their ADFL
colleagues had every reason to view the Zairian military and the exiled Rwandan military and
Interahamwe as serious threats to their own well-being in Zaire. The ADFL has done what every
rebel group in the world aspires to do: attack their adversaries militarily to gain domestic political
advantage. The interests of the rebels and the interests of Rwandan officials clearly overlap in the
border area. But Kabila's ultimate goal, politically or militarily, isKinshasa, the Zairian capital. It
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appears that be aspires, at the very least, to position himself as a political and military "player" with
whom other Zairian politicians must reckon, should Zairian President Mobutu finally fade from the
political scene. In my view, then, it would be a mistake to assume that Kabila is simply a
marionette controlled by Kigali.
I hope it is clear that I am not a spokeman for Kabila or the ADFL rebels. He and his
cohorts are not angels. It may be that the rebel troops have committed atrocities. I am concerned
by reports that the rebels allegedly massacred 300 to 500 people at Chimanga camp in midNovember, and by allegations that men and boys detained by the rebels have disappeared. My
point, from a strategic perspective, is that the rebels are an effective fighting force, they appear to
control a swath of territory stretching more than 300 miles along Zaire's eastern border, they
appear upon close scrutiny to have their own agenda, and they have managed to defeat militarily a
dangerous Rwandan exile regime that used its base in Zaire to escape justice and poison the region
for more than two years.
The ADFL rebels control the territory where hundreds of thousands of persons are
uprooted. It is the territory that humanitarian agencies are seeking to enter. If we fail to
understand the rebels' thinking, their motives, and their concerns, we risk creating a new blunder.
Good intentions, based on poor information and poor analysis, are not good enough.

Deployment of a Multinational Force
It is rather difficult to discuss the idea of a multinational military force in the region,
because the size and purpose of the proposed force seem to change every 72 hours.
The threat of an international military deployment in eastern Zaire was helpful in itidNovember, because the threat persuaded the ADFL rebels to attack the final remaining refugee
camp / military base outside Goma, known as Mugunga camp, on November 14-15. The rebel
attack routed the exiled Rwandan army and the lruerahamwewho were controlling the camp, and
enabled some 600,000 Rwandan refugees to repatriate to Rwanda in a span of four days.

-

I spoke directly with Laurent Kabila in the hours before and after that attack. It was clear
that Kabila distrusted an international troop deployment. He feared that the sudden presence of
international troops in eastern Zaire would "freeze" the military situation on the ground and would
therefore deprive him of the military victory that was within his grasp. He was convinced that an
international force would, perhaps inadvertently, buy time for his retreating adversaries to regroup.
Kabila told me that the UN's planned military deployment was forcing him to "change the
equation" on the ground. His way of "changing the equation" was to push his remaining
adversaries away from Goma. He quickly accomplished this on November 15.
Mr. Chairman, I returned from eastern Zaire two weeks ago convinced that the idea of
deploying international combat troops to eastern Zaire was the wrong solution, even though it was
a well-intentioned proposal by my colleages in the relief community. In fact, the discussion of a
large multinational troop deployment has, in my view, inadvertently hindered rather than helped
efforts to provide humanitarian assistance to the people who need it ineastern Zaire.
The goal of the proposed troop deployment is to safeguard the delivery of relief inside
eastern Zaire. It if-a worthy goal, but it is the wrong tactic to achieve it. The ADFL rebels oppose
I
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a truop deployment because they fear it will allow their adversaries to regroup.

The government of

Rwanda has stated its opposition to such a deployment. The U.S. government has said from day
one that it would allow its troops to deploy into eastern Zaire ,nly if parties on the ground give
their agreement--something that panics on the ground have refused to do. The authorized mandate
of the international force would prohibit international troops from venturing into conflict areas, it
would prohibit them from disarming armed gangs holding refugees hostage, and it would not
authorize them to rescue innocent refugees being held hostage by their leaders. This weak mandate
would, in effect, prevent the international troops from performing the tasks they are most needed to
do.
Kabila's distrust of an international military deployment into territory he now controls
tarnishes, I believe, his confidence in relief agencies seeking access to his temtory. From Kabila's
perspective, many relief groups seeking to operate in rebel-held areas are based in the same
powerful countries that are threatening to "invade" his territory with international troops. It is my
belief. based on my discussions with Kabila, that ceasing all discussion of a large multinational
military operation in eastern Zaire would probably make him more willing to cooperate with
civilian relief operations inside his temtory. Continued discussion of a troop deployment is
inadvertently impeding the saving of lives, in my view.
It is in the rebels' self-interest to clear the area of refugees by facilitating their repatriation to
Rwanda. It is also in the rebels' interest to allow humanitarian assistance to internally displaced
Zainans. I believe the rebels would be likely to pursue their self-interest and allow greater access
to relief officials if the threat of a multinational invasion is erased. The latest plans to base a limited
number of American and other multinational troops in Uganda may be a productive compromise.
Mr. Chairman, the only rationale for a multinational troop deployment that might make
sense at this time would be to deploy a force that is mandated to rescue refugees held against their
will. There is reason to believe that some groups of refugees who might wish to repatriate are
prevented from doing so by Interahamwe elements. If the location and true circumstances of these
groups can be identified, surgical rescue missions might be in order. If so, these operations could
probably be arranged in coordination with rebel leaders who also have an interest in separating
arned Interahamwe from their human shields.

Creating Stability Inside Rwanda
My assessment, based on my time in the region, is that the most effective way to mount a
humanitarian relief operation into eastern Zaire and lend some level of stability to the region as a
whole is to base a large relief and development operation inside Rwanda. A relief operation based
in Rwanda is the best way to gain rapid access cross-border to eastern Zaim, it makes sense
logistically, and certainly the need inside ,Awanda is enormous. This appears to be the general
strategy of the U.S. government, and I applaud it.
Some 600.000 Rwandans have returned home in the past three weeks. Tens of thousands
more are likely to return from Zaire in coming weeks. This means that one tenth of Rwanda's
population is suddenly attempting to resettle and reintegrate. But that measums only part of the
challenge. In addition to the 600,000 recent returnees, tens of thousands of persons who were
already in Rwanda are also suddenly forced to find new housing, as they vacate houses owned by
the returning refugees. Moreover, another half-million Rwandan refugees in Tanzania are closely

assessing events inRwanda. They might suddenly choose to repatriate voluntarily.
The United State.%and other donor nations cannot turn their collective backs on Rwanda at
this critical moment. Rwajida is attempting to get back on its feet. It isa fragile situation.
International donors would threaten Rwanda's security-and the secunty of the region-if they fail
to invest generously to meet tte needs of persons returning home or those already inRwanda who
must relocate to new areas. The international community must invest in the ability of Rwandan
society to reintegrate itself. Rwandn society nee's an infusion of capital. Priority needs include
short-term food assistance, shelter, health care, and agricultural tools. Based on my experience in
other repatriation situations. I canno( overstate the urgency of attending to Rwandans' critical need
for housing.
As I have mentioned, Rwanda is virtually unique in the sense that it is a post-genocide
society. We are all trying to grasp what that means, and we should respect our collective ignorance
on the matter. Despite all they have endured, Rwandans are being asked-and expected-to live
together again. It will be hard. Some problems aie predictable. With so many people resettling,
there will be disputes over land and housing. Some revenge killings will occu" because of the
genocide. More arrests will occur, and should, because some of the returnees are admitted killers.
The rebuilt justice system will remain overburdened, and pnsons may remain full.
In addition, the international community should move quickly to increase the number of
UN human rights observers on the ground from the current level of about 120 to at least 200 by
January 1997, and to a level of 300 as soon as administratively possible during 1997. I am
encouraged that the U.S. government and other donor nations have indicated their intention to
support such an expansion in the human rights program in Rwanda. The international community
should redouble its efforts to bring leaders of the Rwandan genocide to justice before the
International Tribunal based in Anu ,ha, Tanzania. International donors should also place a priority
on investing in Rwanda's own justice system.
There is reason to believe that proper commitment by the Rwandan government and the
international community to these priorities will encourage Rwandan refugees in Tanzania to return
home. The physical return of refugees does not automatically solve the enormous problems of
Rwanda and the region, but the refugees' return home is a prerequisite if Rwandan society isto
have any hope of overcoming its painful past.
Mr. Chairman, there is nothing any of us can do to bring back to life the million Rwandans
who died in 1994. What we can do, however, is assist Rwandan society at it seeks to find a new
and better way.
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Aid, And Human Rights Assistance Inside Rwanda To

Facilitate S lty Tbem.
2) Provide Humanitarian Assistance to Eastern Zaire Rapidly. A Large Multlnational
For Rapid Rei.
Military Deploym t Is Not ThelB Ste
3) Use Rwanda As Bas For Humanitarian Relief Operations Into Eastern Zaire.
4) Zairian Rebel Leaders Shouid Facilitate Humanitarian Relief Operations Into Rebel.

Heid Territory.

I spent extensive time with rebel leader Laurent Kabila last week. I publicly urge him to
take necessary steps to facilitate humanitarian relief operations to benefit civilians in temtory
controlled by his forces. Without the threat of international militaray intervention, I am convinced
Kabila sees it in his best interest to collaborate.
5) Provide Aid In Eastern Zaire Only With Proper Monitoring Of Use By Beneficiaries.
Refrain From Air-Dropping Food Relief Unless Benefkiary Group Has Been Clearly
Identified.
Aid groups should not distribute food and other aid blindly. lrahamwe and ex-FAR
have demonstrated for more than two years their ability to divert relief supplies intended for
innocent refugees. Given reports that Interhamwer continue to lurk in eastern Zaire--even in
pockets controlled by 'Lairian rebels-a-d agencies should responsibly monitor the end-use of aJI
new aid distributed in eastern Zare. In situations where proper monitoring of aid is impossible,
relief groups should refrain from distributing iL
6) Retrieve Relief Supplies And Materials Left Behind In Vacated Retagee Camp.
Some 40 refugee camps in eastern Zaire vacated in the pest two months may contain some
relief items left behind by refugees and aid workers. Aid workers should attempt to retrieve
supplies that can be re-used. Relief supplies in the old camps should not be allowed to fall into the

hands of combatants, who ae not the appropriate beneficiaries.

Recommendeth exn

Poltical Houwa RISktu lsan

7) A Multinastional Military Deployment to Eastern Zaire Makes Sense Only It It Is

Mandated To Resc

Refuge Held Hostage By Inistre

mw or Other Armed Groups.
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8) Accelerate The Growth Of The Human Rights Monitoring Program Inside Rwanda.
9) Accelerate The Work Of The International Tribunal In Prosecuting Perpetrator Of
The Rwanda Genocide. Provide Assistance To Rwanda's Internal Justice System As WelL
The repatriation of Rwandan refugees is an unponant breakthrough in the mending of
Rwandan society, but the dangerous culture of impunity that has reigned in Rwanda and
throughout the region remains largely unaddressed until the International Tnbunal prosecutes the
leaders of the genocide.
10) New Arrests Of Genocide Suspects Inside Rwanda Should Adhere To Appropriate
Standards Of Evidence.
The population of newly repatnated Rwandans includes some individuals implicated in the
genocide. Additional arrests by Rwandan authorities are inevitable. Since 600,000 persons
returned last month, however, Rwandan officials have wisely abstained from wholesale arrests of
suspected criminals. When future arrests do occur, it is important thai the arrests adhere to
appropriate standards of c', idcnce. rather than hearsay. Such legal protections will serve to
reassure newly repatinated refugees, many of whom remain uncertain about their standing with
authorities.
Ii) Rwandan National OMcials Should Personally Visit Returnees In Every Commune To
Gain Their Confidence And Assuage Their Fears.
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Mr Chairmari, we at Rreaugees Intiernanonal with to thank you for convening tis
heanng on the humanimaran and political crisis in eastern Zaire. With over a riilice
refugees and local citizens displaced in "eemwiZaire. many of whorn are still unaccounted
for. we ame
facing, one of the worn busnmnnanan .nwgeunam in recenmmory.
I retunod from the Great Lakes region a week ago and my organizauc. Reqvpm
ImemwonW.has bad resentaives oo the ground ia Rwa~nda and eastern Zaire frequently
since 1994 and continoesly from the beginning of th" latest phase of the crisis. We have
misirviewed many refugees returning to Rwanda and have consulted closely with INHCR,
IJNDHA. and othe agencies on the scene trying to assist the refugees.
Tie humanitarian crisis n tbe, Great Lakes Regioa of Africa Asnot over

-

deais

optimistic peonouncenns, following the recent rotur of aow 600.000 reftigees s
Rwanda. There ame
still hundreds of thousands of refte" spread throghout easuer
Zaire. Having been cut off from lntanaationaiiy supplied wast a&d food for over four
weeks now, tmay of them sam in dare condition, and their news must be upperms in our
respond. The crisis has had a deueabitiaang ripple Ofhm tha could scalate into a Mt).
blown regional cooslaratkoe usah already led as increased ighting in Bwindi.
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To summari e ment history briefly, th death of Rwandss Huw president in 4
plan. crash Ini 19% touched off a goWdof genoride I*which aboat S=OW
mootdy TutWs. weoekiWed by Humt. However. the Tutss pined d.

weadum

ua hand and

faing retaliatdon, fled Rwanda in a mass exodus. About 1.2
nearly 2 million Hu"tow
million of the Hut retupos went to Zah whom they wene housd and fed in tde UNHCR
refuse*. camp.
T1w Huu militia,- the primary pot potrmu of doe genoideoan do Tubbl

-

MWe

Rwanda aloS with the refugass. lIU militia largely retained its weapons ad gained
control over the refugess in the Zaire camps. T7U militia diqorgdrfgesfo
repatriating to ftwuaaa and enfwosd its dictates with intianidaaaon ad frequentmuwrders.
7Ue intenainalcomunity dad littleto hakdohe1994 geocidein Rwanda. liv
small UN peacekeeping force on the ground while the genocide was oocumaig had no
ndxate to intervne and its s was actually reduced. The international ozwaaaay was
also complicit. for fth last two yearsin pemaning the aeftpe camps to becomen bae for
the Hutmilita Intheir continue war against the govenot f twada.
This feaS gsituatioended suddenly a mouth ago when Zai r tbal to ise
emptied ftheruee camps. Otwe Hut militia had lost casual over the camps., t etagees
(We in all diretions. Rwanda and the internaional community encouraged them to rtura
to Rtwanda as the saest ahermive a&d. lo data. about 600,000 hve doe. so. ThetomeM

stil missing in Zaire.
Duringthe last two or time weeks,.
a sterile and tinw-wastlng debwa box thaW

is

onlcoammiity has engagedn

euins-ad conditin -

doatafteeoussgin ~Zrew

=taki nmaingM acti o assist them Twe mssve mvows of
and has equlvoaason
refugees, to Rwandia has led to a piest deal of w sW thdikin Isoftiial ckelks with taum
clamng

the

ialsrii
chmnia
n theOrce tLakesreion isover.
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To the oonlr.ry, the crisis is far from over. Them am stllH, by conawvative
estimate, se v

l hundred thousand people hidin i tw
t forem and mountains of esswe

Zulu. Their locations mnd coditce an not precisely known, but survivor amooit
sad other memben of AR,0V,

Ianwam

collected hc

that

tint I

any of the matps

aw suffering and dying from disse, lck of food md wa. and violence. In sooe cases.
the reAipes had to flee frmn dftcu of the Huw miUtao ebrd them west; an unknown
number of rewueoes main under militia control. many of diem reportedly moving mward
Kisangani.
The bulk of the a"upes
in the Dukavu ama. A majX

mfmounted fo am in south Kivu havin fed camps
is sad to be at Mwcnga and others at places

such as Shabunda. Further south the camns in the Uvim ma were also dispersed and
re uSees fled south to Fial and beyond.
The intrational community needs to adduu urendy the desperate situation of
hee "loe' rfuges

in Zaei,

room of hom am women and chikl

and many of whom

would return to Rwma if not prevented by bardship, dimmce, or hostile
and amucs in eastern Zair.
thousands of people at

Uly militias

We have a situation beau In which die lives of hundreds of

n i minut dangW - sd the latemsonal community insead of

taking rapid and effective action, has instad been In a state of denial.
A reverse form of the "CNN factor" is at wock be.. Bcano
e the curmt
humanitarian catastoph in easm Zire is not on televisim, mny domnt believe It's
happening (or feel dt. polltcly, they can afford to 4gor It).
What can we do t hat the homssum tr- gdy unfodin in eatn Zae? The
U.S., 01e UN. and the

l contnity
cisemaon should collaborate immedismly on de

following actions:
•

In order to reach te "Ims"
recue effort mu

ftt

reftges with as1eetanee, the International

Iocate theno Satellite and srial photosrphy -
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wtuch should certainly be owau
A

~nomsloo about

and mmail~ed - have yielded baic

" dlsecdios many of the ieigeas be add. If we a

to have

any chance of IA8nil the larp aumbe of rateaps who am deep in the den.
foats, however, we mist follow up with new searsee by land or with bheopsers
and smaJl akeraft. In the nuthm, the photopuph
thI have been collected
should be elsand publicly sodw all .sacin concead can be wtwnb
boa inoiza

6vo the

possible.

The main 8o.1 should be to reach needy refugees and Internally

displaced In Zalre with emergency aeussianee.

Only very limited access to

a few areas Ms been Sra cd thus far by te rebels nd d Zauirian oveumet; the
so-called on-day "ess

window" promised by YAM= rebel leedrs has aot been

consistently honood by ther soldier on the round

to easamZaire have deyed th nraona

r

sg--od

spouse
and e

o

over aeo"t

e nmaed th

toU of sufftdl* and de astoas th reit4s aN displace.
ms from th Zaire rebels. the LNHCR. ICRC and NOQ an wililat to ty

With

to mecb Ow missinS refups with emergency aid (USAID is giving the JCRC SS
million for precisely tha purpose). Te U.S. shoum reidoleb

dllplmasi

e/ibrts to obtelu mcces fr

lot

UNHFCS end ether reief

agencies,
The rescue of the refsgeee would uanoubtedly be helitatad by the
deplbymmt l a muldatoiel miMary for
bae

1w fore would bring

semb capabilt Including halcopam. 7b Mms aad also Npvide bck.

up security o he

a!4 agecis. TM a
&ari

could be basd cm th

Rwamda de of d bords to avoid any muqsiclu thal it md aMer
Owd
Military banms m

Zrme.

ommet
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* To avoid repeating the mistakes of the post two yean, tde emergency
aid to refuge

to Zaire should avoid the reeostabilmhmt of refagme

camp In Zairlis territory. Emergency aid should be oriented toward
immediate needs (food. wow.ter zdwmne). and repatriatioo conidwas should be
secured

-

especially at Sukavu

--

for sat passage of mftage populations hrom

Zaire to the border of Rwmnda.
*

Air drops have been proposed. Unles ther is a promese

on te ground to provide

order, however. the dopdfood will probably only go to t hands, of the
strngst and fastest. Insom instances, wher Hutu mib~ta are present. ty wW
undoubtedly expropriate the food. We recommend tht the mtsltl-ational
force work out arrangements with UNUCR and/or other agencies for

a preeeac on the ground to be protected, s necessary, by the force.
About 600,000 Hut mAgm have now imtimwd to Rwanda. These returnees Own
noting mome than what they carry on their backs and, in amy came, they an find'n do
land and houses they previously owned or occupied now taken over by other people.
Likewise. the Hut.Tutsl tensons that lead to t

1994 geocide may be quiescent in

Rwanda for the monient, but the threa of renewed ethnic violence will continue to be a
major CoVIMr1.
Clearly. the Internationa conuaalt seds to aivai a reunemc of the Ioranm
violencetha has afflicted Rwanda. The UN, U.S. and other sovnu

and

organiuasom need oo provide suania ecotiomic musistatie to heilita the reigrubm
of "h return refuge aid to cra*

as amshe Of ecoomic stablty mid Fst" ftr

ft Rwnda people. 7Ue Clinton A~litainhas taiwn a mUu sep by assembMSn a
$140 million package to deal wi the mtuges and the ae-olto of rmne, And we
would Wra oo sugget bow thmes ourvwsa mSg be used ost ethetively InRwanda.
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approach *hat
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.1wh lacomamuleli
Ondse

whobe reshar dona Jam rela

bdluldue

oul~d be eased fr eaample, Io uppmrtcoouma

A food-ibe-work proprm
of hevin. While daily

-~o

ratioas wil be mecswmy Ow dv im beiga&m ephaul abould a" be

on

eqaluaaity for ogdomnal prodactima0 elp booma availbl fond
kmmoin
*
met* howeeer ilatrbute ho

for doe longe trm We sm
,r

dlly I*

uleg atbpin. s*lae Ow will only infam kWlta with dhoe who stayed

t will be lImpoant okeep ethnic suspicion ad bh brm eenrngfAnha
lwma rights &bume;ravep Milap mmv be pm~veaWe while aoda. nae al" be
me

taken against pmxWA~iree to fo~e a sns of justice. A Ibw In---

moallore are now Ie ph.., but aay am an needed - epeclay ie
rural areas - oem-he-eoee t. Interce to preree etbale sbolom an
vlbat

own uight.

Uikewise, the Iaterestloal community be@& 10

alavow inn - reamws sd amo

oo helping Iwand p imk iiimn pao

suspaced nmsn mwduen to pwnis dw guilty and visase daINnMmoens ibeby
seUevio# doe cummn sitatioo of Isvea ovauc9mdookog Is Itwooda pdosm
IfUsaasoa dconr am to be suceuhal in helping Rwas ahieve smm
eqrM7
nom~ftey wil med I*show escdve ledaderhi sad
meathm of
crdiaon of chs icoomkc don affet.
Although at pntw dhe beet aploe fot Awanda mo

s la tomt o Itwand

by atul
W
we would no eacourag repadmnso a*lurAwadi. Deais I=Or
heis akvWmy a aquas of* st
amndu

m of300 Iwuad

dlvl0 war.

emnm kmi Zaie. noe

ofimei.
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Huti rebels and Tutuidominaaed MM have Continued ftiat war of reprisa Massacres in
which civilian have boon regularly dw chief tarts.
As in eastern Zaire. t hihest priority in Burundi mut be on care for vulnerable
population: tiome displaced end dlapensed by loral violence as well #s those newly
returned from Zaire. Unfortunately. the economic embargo Imposed agalnil Swiandi by its
naghbors after rte July coup baa started to hurt those Bunamaa with the reest need.
While thes sanctons fomatily Uas Anl eISOeptio far buaitra few(e supplies. "h
RegionalJ Sanctions Coorinating Commuse has regulary tie up vita shipments.
*

We urge that the U.S. intenity diplomnatie pressure on the
neighboring countries to let humanitarian smslance through ad da a
technical adviser be artacheid to th. Sanctions Coordinating Commihttee to provide
day-to-dlay counsel on these issues. President Cknton's special envoy for Buuodi,
Howard Wolpe. bas, bees working on the problem of how sainctiorts i ntio the
larger picture of a peace process for Burundi. but them isal" an especially urgent
owed to break the kW=a

blokn bwnsnitarian aSd

* Ri ale supports the we.*#

atSAID to tryig to obtain an ladepth

assessment of the hunaasltarian situation In Burundi.
71he UN has had two exceptlonally able Individuals --inthe persons of Raymond
Chretea and Sergio Vieura do eWul

-

lading Its response to the amnsul crisis inl asuern

Zaire. The ind of ongoing, complex regional crisis thoed by tde Onoa Lakes, however.
cries out for a concente and highly coordiased respows.
* We have loag believed tha inornatuona aid would be nne effective it
stror co Rdosi

macIMIsaM aog UN agencies wad bl-latarai doom could!

be established. A .'jee pep fewari would be tor tho UN Semtwau7
General te exert leadership by appoiatifg a prominent and dynamic
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The fting

laterock i

in Dundi has secaisW

sevecoly in Ue last (:w weeks, Teansnia is hos to a growing ref4es population tUh e

swolian oo 750,000. and h e-nsmMeastern Zan have raised quaons about a wider
umplosion ot tha lap, otbnucaily diwiw couay.
Ths at

to Zalaa basic sabiltky piwes

a champ so de Unted Stm and Ms

orpatmen so eAdelpem and matso any Atwlw desseIcreele Iaish casgla

woul apeset a depawmn

Tis

frm te pa. when he inosmloae comwAlty la ventsns

out of canbO wmwA really addeIIng thor. We taied o tSkOany ehos 00 pV
poccids sIn
Rwenda ia 1994; we hiled oo p ew HM mlUde ftom takn ovm toe reftag
La ZA;

d thus far. we hov Mled so seond aqumly to dhe cMcl siadoe

of bundreds of moased o refums in Zain. We mum ba in lo brik this pasi.
In oca mimuI us toapls
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The ksy to success in saving live& in Zalrw is spe in implementing an emnergury
relief and repatriation opaion. This is a hwnmaniaiuan crisis .. hidden tough it may be

from TV canwras

--

which has ajiwady caused substantial deaths of innocent. defonscless

refigees. mostly wornon and children, and threatens tens of thousands more. An
in head-scrathing and denial by
unconscionable amount of wxw ha alrsadly been Wos
world leaders. Tbio uituation relsore our Iooag-b.

view tht a stand-by

International military resene cosslingent Is needed for quicker respounse
either under UN &ogis or along the. lines of the Admvinlstrhtion's proposed
Arrican Crisis Response, Force.

The currnt crisis in eastern Zab*w-- with its humanitarian and regional political
lmpllcazons, - represents the kind of crisis tha threatens, to damage the fdxi* of an
Internatonal order in which fti United State has a large stake. With four years aear
of the worlds sole superpower wnder hia belt. President Clinton is in a Sod position to
gal vanize the International community to gave such crises a higher psiorit) and improve the

record of prevention and respond.
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Thank you, Mr Chainiams for holding these important hearngs and for ulv'nttnu
to testify %fy nianwis Alston Des Forgeis. consultant to Htunan Rights WatdvAtfnca and
the orgiation's iecialst on Rwanda and Burnxi
It is most appropriate thatt the Subconuuttee ontInternatial Operations awl
Human Rights exaniuse the problem of refugees in eastern Zro snce we are in the nuds
ofa seentnloy interminable debate on what to do unthat crisis In this debate. the concern
for human rights ha% been larjgd forgotten 1am here to insist upon its importance
Most of the refugees leA in Zair am from Rwanda. but when Lhe curent crsiss
began there vere more than two hunrsded tusand people from Bruni there as well
Som or these refugees, from Rwanda as "Il as from Burian& hav now fled to Tarva
andl other people (rum Btrn&a frihened from their homrs by fighting in the last wek&
are also streaming across the border to Tanvanaa People (ron Rwnd arid Oururwh have
at vaious tunes crossed the border to the other country. sometimes Provob"n or adding
to crises in the country that has *Wetered them In sri,. this is truly a regional crisis and
Axrthat reson. I wil comment on evenrtts from that larger puqiocuva
BACKGROUND

" am cswm
W06%LC
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As of mtd-(ktober. the international community (aced a onwlee problem in this
region, one that had become increasingly serious durngS two and a half years of wishing it
would go away %orti one million refugees. hvvig off intermissonal aid thatt cost nearly one
million dollars a day, seemed wall entrenched incans in eastern Zaire, looMV across
Lake Kivu at the borneand the) had fled in July 1994 vhen the Rwandan Patriotic Front
(IPF)arndits amw (the Rvwanrdan Patriotc Army. R.PA) had beaten the Rwandan arrmy
(FAR) The RPF -*as a upouv composed predominantly of Tutai who had qxendecades in
eel* after fleeing a revolution which ended Tutu anile in Rwanda They invaded Rwanda in
1990 to enforce their right to return and to unseat the Rwmandan president. Ju%ema
I labya-nnana In aneflort to pevert an R.PF victor> andl to unadermine the growth of a
dtmoctati opposition, the governiem of Rwanda tuwd to Senocide, its armry. along
with milita. led a campaign which kailed more than halfa&nulm of its
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citizens, moo of thm pert of the Tuti minorty. When this us*e uuqey Oiled and the RUW
won anyway, the defeated govavwns led a nuve exodus o' Rwandas to Zaire, Tanana and
Burundi. In the rfugee camps etablisbed in these countries, asibi ex-FAR soldi civil=

authorizes and others who had partcipated in the geocide nixed with imocnt civilam who
had fled their homns from fer rar than Im. i&

Rahr than devote the resoire necesmry to sepas
aand elemanu and fAmer
authorities from wirm
refiue the inmtatonai cammty permitted militia. soldiers and
govamnmu officials to take w rol of the rsam camps. These authorities intimidated the
refugees under ter control. prevendir their rewwrn to Rwanda, mnd atmonn &om thu up to
fifteen percent of the iutwitional food aid deivered for their sutenance. They sMd the extorted
supplies and used the proceeds to buy armL The international commuty c, maxWed its lure
to separate militia and sotieas ftm avilans by 4gnring repeated warmn, tha the axled
Rwandans wer rermng akid truzung for renewed wr in Rwanda. Although a May 1994 U.N.
embargo supposedly prohibited deliveries of weapons to the authorities guilty ofgeno,dek or..
dealers from a munber of nations unbetaingly sold than arms, Whe a U.N. invesupwry
coniission attempted to confum reports by Human Righs Watch and others about -rs
deliveries to this region, ninerous goveiwws refund to cooperate. Meanwhile th soldiers of
the former Rwandan government (ex-FAR) and militia launched increaung mbers of iocuruons
into Rwanda., amaintin lo officials and Suvivors of and wiues to the genocide.
Inside Rwanda. the new gnvernmaw quickly retired order but its army. the RPA.
conuvntted numerous human rigts abuses. The goveniment deplored but fadied to punish these
criams. incld g military kilings of somine six hued civilians in 1996. some o(t mmdorn in the
course of search-and-cordon operations launched inreonse to incuruons from Zaire. Te
govavmens also made no progress in brings to trial more than 85.000 person acaised a
genocide and held in humane and ife-tnweatmemng conditions Detainees are sometimes crudAe
into rooms so unsi and Iacin in ai that they die of suffocatin as was the case lst mb in
the conmune of Gitesi. The insecurity and judicial paralyis in Rwanda discouraged voluntary
repauaon among refuges and provided material for father propaganda by those who exercised
control of the camps
Inside Zaire the national govsiwnen exercised temuous conrol over regions in the eat
and its officials engaged in rivalries based on edic loyalties. In these comet. Zaire.. of other
ethnic groups were permitted or encouraged to attack people ethnicay related to Rwanc,"--at
first both Hutu and Tuti but later mosly Tutl. Sore of those kideruied with Rwudaa
to
Zare relately recently but others descended rm ancestors who had come from Rwama
cenumes before. The Rwaada-related people south of Lake Kivu we known as B alAme
those north of the lake. mostly in the neon caled M" L ar sometimes called Banyarwands.
Various Zairn politia leaders hared thnluence and potatial votes of these Awmda-ralmed
groups and led efforts to have their citizenship withdrawn. A law ending their citdadip was
enacted in the 198s. but was actively enforced only recently.
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In 1993. local Zairea groups attacked Rwmnda-related people in Mauis killiAl
thousands, The exiled mlifts and as-FAR from Rwanda joined these local groups in rwe,wing
attacks inearly 1996. but this tune the assailant targfted only Tuti. They killed hundreds in
Maisi and drove the rest into exile in Rwanda, largely eliminating Tutu, from the arm north of the
lake.
Bu' :4i,like Rwanda home toa large lHutu mocity and a small Tutu minority.
experienced a peaceful revolution in June 1993 when Tutu political control was upe by
Melchior Ndadaye. a Hutu who won the presdency in a free and fair election. A group of Tuti
riliatay officers refused to accept the democratic result md assassinated Ndadaye four months
later, toucing off massacres which killed some 50,000 persons, both Hutu md Tuti. Several
Hutu guemila movements began fighting for power, one based in Zaire, others in Tanzania. Some
240.000 Burundian refugees fled into Zare, many of them seeking protection from severe reprisal
attacks of the Burundian army They were sheltered in camps, somewhat south of the camps that
housed the Rwandan
THE CURRENT CRISIN
In July and August 1996. local Zurean groups south of Lake Kivu. together with
Rwandan militia and ex-FAR and Burundiean aimed elements, began threatening and attacking the
Banyamulenge, much as others had attacked Tutu in Mass several months before. A suzae
group of young men who had gone for military training in Rwanda returned to Zaire at the end of
September, just when pressure againm the Banyamulenge was increasing. After the deputy
governor of the region told all the Banyamulenge to leave Zaire within one week or face the
consequencMS, the Banyamulenge attacked camps of Bununtdan and Rwandan refuges south of
Lake Kivu as well s outposts of the Zairean army
The Banyamulenge advanced rapidly, taking firit Uvira and then Bukvu atthe southern
end of Lake Kivu, a success that was soon echoed by other rebel forces north of the lake who
attacked Rwandan refugee camps and then took the important town of Goems Within two weeks,
the rebels had won control of all the major towns and the only significant airports in eastan Zaie.
Following attacks on the camps, tens of thousands of persons returned to Burundi and more tOm
half a million others flooded back to Rwanda in the space of a few days Meanwhile tens of
thousands fled on to Tanzania wiule hundreds of thousands of others scattered into adjacent ares
of Zaire The Zairean army, totally routed, fled north, pillaging and tenoring along the way
The rebels who cored this extraordinary success are led by Laurent DeurA Kabila who is
not from Mulenge or Maias and who is not Tutsi or otherwise related to Rwanda. A
revolutionary from the 1960's, he was at first only the "qokesman" for a coalition of four groups
now known as the Alhnc of Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Congo/Zaire (ADFL) that
came together in mid-October, but he has since emerged u the apparent head of this remarkably
effective force
Eauly accounts att'buted a coniderable par of the rebels' success to assistance from

Burundi and PRwanda even to the poust of reporting the involvement of troops hrom the airmiar of
those two counee~ in the battles Both couwitiee deree the rqors,
Hinan Ri1ghts Watch has not investigated the role of troops from Burundi. bA we have
pdmerd infortntion on the paricipat of RiPwandan troops in the battles Forignes trveliW
through the are who found themelves thrown into prison in Bukau puot befor, the conflict
began have told us that they weon freed Armn ADl by soldiers inweifano who identfied abslnsvee
as soldiers ot the RPA and who provided ism with sastance incrossig into Rwenda
Exspatriate hunitaaia vworker* at the opposts, end of the lake gwe eyewines accowt of a
mber o( slL, hat boats -e levig the RwwAnd siore on November I and beading to
Gom where, they ecivy fired on Zwaen soldirs sad heped break thei reeistanoe. The
expamras report the presence of APA soldier an Go=a on Novunmber I and 2 and duer that
they were insructed to tell thes soldiers that their safety had been garanteedby Ma*o David.
thes P officer in the ftwandian town of Gisavvyi just acoes the border.
As a human rigls orgaa.naoa' we seek to establish the identity of troops because there is
e"iemc of serious humnan rijiv abuse having been coamntted duig this confkct We know
that the reugee ounp were en~,red by attacking them with heavy am fiM i an omees, by
grenadesand rile &iran other came. !ndiscrimaaeattacks that do root dishagissh ftumd
advermis such as the ex-FAR. firom ovilims as well a direct ack on tivilMs violat
international hurmaitanan law. Expatnate aid workers have recently rescued a nanber of
wounded rei4ees who suvived an atnack by rebel force on the Ciunanga camp on Noveer
IT The rebes bad previously attacked the canp and driven away most of its 25.000 inhabitant.
induding presumably those who were armed and could hav put up ay resistance. Then on
Novenier 17. they reportedly calle topther someo 3,000 rufugse who had not Bled, pronuang
to take. them beck to Rwanda. Instead they are said to have opened fire without warning or
o have kifle an estimated 300 people and wounded another 100. to Cs
a
provocatinmd sW
that clearly violates intmatmional hanuramio law. Refi~gees retuimn to Rwanda report that
rebels have seeced od no"y adult am and adolescentL boys and have refused to allow shaim to
depart with their fanaies When Mup camp was emptied, the flood of rfugees was so
massive that rebes apparently could not hold back the menm But before and mos that massi"
flood, therm hav ban very few men prntm in the groups of retuaf reflgpes If. as appears to
have been the came the rebels have seized the men mid are holding than hostage-ci hae kiled
than-their actions constiute violations of internatoalhuasnitarian law. The rebels rins to
peruthiaansermswoers Ameacess to refugem who we perhaps womuded and certainly
desptly hmtry and Wiray. Obstructing the delivery of assistances to vpern at uisk of death
huongaie or dhis is yet mothe violation of btnatiomal huumaian law.
The rebels have "ls severely limited access ofJowmelst and other indeqandat observers
into most paus of the rqaon. rsisb* questin abois why they ldnder independent dbfrts to
rwwpot on the uituastc in rspoi they corarol.
For two mid a half yeers dhe intmimsional coanuiy watched dheituation in t Zairew
amp gom worn wbil k paid the bil. Urle to mellis our own comiderable former to
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resolve the probla, U.S. and other foreign policy makers have reacted with sfacon--might
we even say gratitude-to finally having the carmp dosed. In the process, they seea

nouced the huma rights violations that have

a

not to have

ited
ther cos.

Th rebels have begun retiring order in a region that has suffered ready in recent yeam
not just from the prince of the refugee but also from the abuses of various Zarean civilian afd
military authorities. Becaule the rebel troops have appaready generally behaved correctly towards
local atinns. they stand a da
of establishing the real popular bas that was lacking when they
first began their battles in October. The Unernational community. as much a the people of th
region, welcome the restomon of local order, with protection for the live and operty o( Iocal
citizens.
But neither the relief at havig the camps dosed nor the prospect of an orderly
adnunistrsion in this part of Zaire should keep us forn a vigorous citicism of human rights
failings on the pan of the rebels and their supporters Excusing violations at the mant can only
aourage more abusm in the future, leading to yet another round of represson and upxistngs
The government of Rwanda, which has supported the rebel movement, must be encouraged to use
al its influence to inast on irprovenents in the rebels' human rights record The United States,

acknowledged as one of the clutf supporters of the Rwandan govemint, must also take
reqonmbility for presing for such improvements, both directly and twough the Rwandan
gove-mnet, with which the U.S. is conmnonly acknowledged to have much influence.
The militm and ax-FAR too have committed abuses in this conflict. adding to the already
long fist of chgts against them. According to %itnesses, they reportedly killed hundreds of
refugees outsde of camps north of Coma in late October and early November. They used force
and threats to oblige refugees to accompany them in their flight Thousands of refuge. are
crrenty blocked at Mivoma, unable to move north and towards home. According to the
Canadian Ueutenant General Maurice Baril, who is to direct the multinational intervention force,
they am hostagess" apparendy to millua leaders
In Rwanda, the massive return of the refugee has thus far resulted in apparently few
abuses. But the government faces enormous problems in assuring security both to survivors of

and witnesses to the genocide and to retuneet There have already been reports both of killinU
of survivors ard of the disappearances of returnees. In an effort to finally move to trials of the
tens of thousands of persons accused of genocide, the govennwm recent adopted a law dividing

the accused into categories and offering plea-bari is to those with less responsibi y in the
killing campaign This new lIslation. in combination with intenive ivestUv in training
personnel and repairing infrastructure. has prepared the way for trial', As the government seems
finady on the point of beginning to judge the accused, it is now hced with having to deal with

new accusations bound to asrfIice against those who have just returned 7U international
coumnmty mins provide support for the Rwandan govenrnum--oo unconditonal &pport--bt
support which in turn requires prompt and fair trials of the accused as wel as the guarantee of
security to all Rwandans. United Nations human rights monitors. iitially not vary cEective, have

improved their usefune in preventing ad reposing on ba

rit abuses. The im'euuaoeal
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corrmmuny Aotdd mum, funds, to mcpand their nmeurs swed a thone of prosectm odcers
fiom the U.N. Kish Cowinssone for uuefiee.
Dwwxdian redzee who hew returned home hew rooted that mn and older boys hmw
bans separated out from their oups. eithe by rebels onth. Zaie side of the firoadie or by
soldler of the Dwimi army once they hae sard Burundi. Burudian soliers mom reportedly
r three bosh-ed civilians who souja shelte an a cbarc in Cibioke on
vlyof massaing 0m
their way borne. At the sam d, h guinifas msde BururA hew launched an extesaiwe
army. cauma the Ai~a of 9uM mm unforunate pinman who
olfeomw aam the Bunuan
hew become dispaced and ro;igeee. To the north. the Upadan army haentreud the fay
crosmt its border to occ~py positios in Zaire. sqyuW it id so, becAms Ugadan rebels hed been
operat from Ziree besee Meanwtile, Zaire authtorities say the Uganda invasion he. been
only to support rebels agina their authority on the model of similar imraetimn by Burundi and
Rwmda. Intia reports Wndcae tam of dhoumnds flasing this newest conflict. Secam the
Nlarneral politica nd 6an ugly probles in the ontrol Afixeropon hew amee
addresed, fir les resolved, a these two and a haf yern the ame of onafict bee wiened. Some
95.000 reiiipu bmw arived in Tenaau in the montrh of Nvember, amy oftm Buruandians
who had originally been in exile in Zair. They hope to ru.satablish thor paearila beses mow to the
east of Burundi as they once bed them to the west.
Viious goenmnal aid ,onovnmaaral actors hae debasd the question of bow
tnry refupges rnin at riL in Zaie and cdy where they we. leogaiving, of course, the
need for accurate and cocriplete due to rauke piamuo possible, it is haiti to we the cuiarsi
hW so Axber noed to
discussion s ai~tli othe then a cynW a doct to delay action taWdur
act, The U.S. Conimuste for Refugoms with lxonmpienc in dai work has analysed the
various statistic and oondud., that the nmbr of relbge end cbisplaced peruons-Rwsnden,
Buundian, end Zairss. is between 370,000 and 700,000. It nasy he IbAaelctory wento hae a
ore ex"c munter, but ft is enough to know that thee hundreds of doanms of live at stake.
Dayu% firther act in a e doc to batter Wocate the groups is counterproductive. The rehaees
will not stand end wait wtsil we draw better map& People who find no food or water wil keep on
the move unti they cam mowe no loge and at tha poiut our intervention bess no puirpoee.
Providing food. wster end medical care is essential to sevirNg the lives of dese people at
risk bu they are at risk lam more than hunger, dirt end disease. They we at risk also of being
*bot. bein wafLked to death while held hosuape or of bein arbitrarilydetained by one u&d or the
othe. An imervestlon that fahs to provide them security Am amend eLeamM&-wbset of the
v h from one kind of dee@& to w
nibiaWadt-FAR, Zaireen soldiers, or the rebels, sew
them aosed to Another.
In the curret amucdo
h iuste
community seem to be aowing inthdA- Ptine of
all t
e reoogiain the the informum needed to iduuiy red
bqoppn food from urplane69
refugees as opposed to wine eloemn cnt be paw bom the at. Even if somes of the
supplie are really dropped wWn the me&c of real raftese, how kong wil they keep comarl of
their food with predatory omied bands in the asa al to miumb whie t6e food was dirpped? if
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this procedure is optedpte, it will simply continue the practice begun two and a half years ago.
providing htunnirian aid indiscriminately to genocidal kills and human rights abunr as mudh
as to innocent civilians who are still their victims.
Despite decades of rhetoric about never panittit gnocide &pin.the binational
community withdrew rather than added to peacekeeping forces when the Rwandan sovwntmew
set out to annihilate its Tuui citima. Nor did it respond in the face of earlier massve daughters
of unarmed civilians in Burundi or in Mama. Aftr the genocide was finished the U.N. estaMished
the Internatonal CnminalTribunal for Rwanda to ry some of those accused of this twn-e crime.
Short on financed and political support, the Tribunal has not yet brought anyone to trial. Had it
been able to function promptly and effectively, its prosecutions migh have caused leaders in the
region to dunk twice before ordering or encouraging the slaughter of civilians in Zaire or Burundi.
Establishtng individual responoNity for such crimes is one way to avoid the continuing
attribution of guih to groups, a practice which leads to rerisals and another round of killing. The
United States should prem for improved performnuu
from the International Tribunal and the
extension of its autbotity to cover aims aains humanity conmitted in Brunmdi.
The conflict in Burundi fuels counting instability in the region and demntds a lon-tm
potical solution. In the interim, the international commnmty must inist that both sides observe
international humanitarian law. Increasing the number of United Nations human n~fts fiqdd
officers would at least enable the international commuuhty to better monitor a ituatson about
which we now know reavely little.
RECOMMENDATIONS
I Any intervention in eastern Zaire would provide refigees not just with food, water and
medicine but also with the secuity to return to Rwanda if they so uh.
2. R fugees-those who by definition am nether wmd elinms nor liable to charges of
cimes against hwunaumty-who do not wish to reurn to Rwanda have the right to protection
elsewhere and should not be forced to retrra against ther will. Any camps and feeding cears
established for refugees should exclade all armed elements and should be locked a condidmble

distance from the border.
3. Essential supplies should be distributed on the ground mnce supplies dropped by air will
most inevitably end up in the hands of armed elements of one side or the other. continuing the
rmstake of the lat two and a half yews of feeding thos who would exploit the suffaerins of O
refuges for their own ends.

4. Othe United States and the rest of the international conumity shoul insst tha the
ADFL lWaders instmt their forces to stop al killings. unacknowledged detentions, and summary
aecutions and "disapeaans of re s ad others.
S. The United States and the ret of the international commauty should insist that ADL
leaders investigate reports of killings of unmed civilians by their troops at Mugunuo Chlsianp
Bukavu, and elsewhere
6. The United States and the international community should inm that the Rwandan
govormnmit being trials for those per om accused of genocde and that it nare that detainees

ncm be &*b"dcad to whownia and lif*-duaaza conditions,
7. The United States en d imterniaticmal counurity dwoud provide, the financid &W
pobutcal sipport oAsary to oumare effectave fiancaxw of the Inauional Cainna Tribsml
l(a Rwands &idthe creation of&imilar numl for Sunwdl.
S. The United States and the intriatiooal ooamwity *'tdd sm

odme
thbe eaoamof

United Nations Humtan Ri*As FWdd Operation in both Rtwanda and SuwwwM.
9. The United States a dw
heamimWio

community idud ima up~on tbe aicwmt

of Ow arms eniargo sansm the niitia and ex-FAR anid *xmul
SO elaneu Ofdb conflict in BunmuXI

press for an aim auIbeirp epina

Imimm Rights wmA*w
Hus Right W"tc is awm~m wmta oqrsmiaie estabasld W.1971 o mmir ml I c x- -m .
rin
Affica. doe Anww^m A"ia the Mime Eno sad
oimwmo iamua('y magamd 6m no"

sad
sa the smulatarims a( the Ilsialzi acoulst. It is muolm by oisinbuboa fan privae idiv
founmombi uwidW%-o. Kenneth Roa thed Lisca*w Diawc and Robwt L Dermmss a doe Char-o dwb
Bonrd Its Aft caivismi wu inabbalse ie 1988 to moniw sod pbomaw t oboavuaam,ofnorm
3,

execuive kwct Jeam
fecopsied humm nghu ansib.Saham Aicu& Pete 7sakrnbukf is Owe
Ftessclumu is dw Wlungolm dirsclo Siam AN 8"i is sheswm remmwdwr. As. Vim is on mmsvb
Nowin~e a cousels. Miscin Lesl'omp is aocamAtak Ariina
asscoos; Bicousa Muaby sad Sma
Noutthi massocate. William Cavahasl is Owcheir othe advisoryomcinindlAim Iowm as the
viae cheaf.
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U.S. COMMITEE

1

~

FOR REFUGEES
17V7M&a~ww Av~u. N.W. Suft 701
Wu&WWaM, D.C. W0os
TOL Q=
U7W hen. (M) 347-J4)S

December 5. 1996
The Honorable Christopher Smith, Chair
House International Relations Subcommittee on
International Operations and Human Rights
2401 A Ryburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 205 IS
Dear Mr. Chairman
Thank you for convening yesterday's hearing on refugees in Eastern Zaire and Rwanda Those of
us who have closely followed this region of the world for years are grateful fbr your etlons to
obtain accurate information and help resolve the suffering of so many people
As you and your staff prepare the transcript of the hearing. I would like to ask that you make an
initial correction to one of my statements In response to a question from you. I mentioned a
meeting that took place in Kigali on November 17 beaten U S officials and Zairian rebel leader
Laurent Kabila Upon reviewing the ,video of the hearing. I realize I stated that Kabila said both
Ambassador Bogosian. Coordinator for Rwanda and Burundi, and Ambassador ribbonn. U S
Ambassador to Rwanda, were in attendance I would like to amend my response t. indicate that
he only said Ambassador Bogosian was present, along with other U S officials
I appreciate your assistance with this request As always, please feel free to call upon me when I
can be of assistance
Sincerely,

Roger P. Winter
Director

USCR, a private, h uwantaria

gncy, hm been infongm tie public sv i9.

Wiwfjintvneme0

~j~e
__________________WASINGTON.

D.C.. FRiBAY DECEMER 11. 1996..
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